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ABSTRACT 
 
 
 From the advent of the use of synthetic insecticide in the first half of the twentieth 
century, insecticide pressure has played a critical role in the evolution of insect populations. 
Genome-wide monitoring for the effect of such selection has not only provided considerable 
insight into an understanding of these evolutionary dynamics but also as a way to elucidate 
changes in individual genes or gene families. Although prior comparative genetic and genomics 
studies have revealed a large number of individual genes and gene families that may be 
selectively advantageous for insects over evolutionary time scales, most studies have been 
limited in that the researchers did not have access to populations within a known common origin 
for which a given evolutionary selection pressure has been well-defined or documented. In this 
study, I analyzed the genomes and transcriptomes of a highly DDT-resistant (91-R) Drosophila 
melanogaster and its corresponding DDT-susceptible (91-C) strain in order to characterize the 
impact of prolonged DDT selective pressure on genetic diversity for those strains. Comparing the 
transcriptomic response to DDT in 91-R and 91-C, I identified a multigenic adaptive response to 
DDT in 91-R along with multiple roles for gene regulatory cascades around stress responses, cell 
survival, and neurological function. Furthermore, both the genotypic and phenotypic diversity of 
the phase I detoxification gene, cytochrome P450, as well as phase III detoxification gene, ABC 
transporter, suggest an adaptive evolutionary response to multigenerational DDT selection 
pressure between 91-R and 91-C. 
Taken together, these findings offer evidence for the impact of widespread insecticide 
selection pressure on genomic diversity in Drosophila evolution along with insights across the 
entire genome into the functional implications of such positive selection pressure. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
The history of DDT and resistance 
 Dichlorodiphenyltrichloroethane (DDT)—also known as 1,1'-(2,2,2-Trichloroethane-1,1-
diyl)bis(4-chlorobenzene)—is one of the most effective and best known of all of the synthetic 
insecticides. While it was first synthesized in 1874 by Zeidler, it was not until the 1930s that 
Paul Müller discovered its effective insecticidal properties (Hayes 1991). DDT was initially used 
during World War II for the control of several insect-borne diseases: malaria (carried by 
mosquitoes), typhus (carried by body lice), and typhoid fever (carried by houseflies). After the 
war, DDT came to be used extensively in the United States as an agricultural insecticide as well 
as for insect control in forestry and for vector control. 
By 1959, some scientific concerns had been expressed about its use and developing 
DDT resistance (EPA 1990; Cottam & Higgins 1946), but it was not until 1962, with the 
publication of Rachel Carson's book, Silent Spring, that widespread public doubts about the 
safety of DDT erupted (McLaughlin 2010). It was first banned in Sweden in 1970, and in the 
United States in 1972 by the US Environmental Protection Agency (ATSDR 1994; EPA 1990). 
Since then, the negative impacts of DDT’s stability, high lipophilicity, and persistence in the 
environment on wildlife and human health have been amply documented (Kutz et al. 1991; 
Hargrave et al. 1992), helping to prompt a worldwide ban signed in 2001. Limited and highly 
circumscribed DDT use in signatory countries is still permitted at times for disease vector 
control. 
As the most commonly used synthetic insecticide, continued interest remains to 
characterize both DDT’s mode of action and the resistance mechanisms that have evolved to it, 
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especially in cases where its limited use continues. The first reported incidence of DDT 
resistance occurred in the house fly (Musca domestica; Kerr et al. 1957); since then, DDT 
resistance has been reported for over fifty species of Anopheles mosquitoes, including many 
vectors of malaria (WHO 1992; Hemingway and Ranson 2000). In 1952, increased resistance in 
the main malaria vector Anopheles sacharovi was observed in Greece (Livadas and 
Georgopoulos 1953), with DDT resistance in Anopheles gambiae from southern Africa later 
identified as associating with increased detoxification enzyme activity (Prapanthadara 1995). A 
high DDT resistance profile for Drosophila species has been studied by whole genome analyses 
(Battlay et al. 2016). DDT resistance associated with overtranscription of the cytochrome P450 
gene Cyp6g1 was identified in Drosophila strains (Daborn et al. 2002).  Furthermore, DDT 
resistance seems linked to cross-resistance synthetic pyrethroids (Diabate et al. 2002; Pinto et al. 
2007). In general, widespread cross-resistance between DDT and other insecticides, especially 
pyrethroids, has been identified for many insect species (Mahugija et al. 2017; Oliver and 
Brooke 2017). 
 
Background of 91-R and 91-C Drosophila melanogaster strain 
 One pair of Drosophila melanogaster (hereafter called Drosophila) lines, 91-R and 91-C 
(R, resistant; C, control) was created from an original wild-type fly captured in St. Paul, 
Minnesota in the summer of 1952. The original wild population was subdivided into two 
populations; 91-R was constantly selected by DDT exposure while 91-C was maintained without 
DDT selection. Both strains have been kept side by side in the laboratory. Over this decades long 
DDT selection pressure, the 91-R population attained a relatively high level of resistance 
compared to its 91-C, DDT-susceptible counterpart. The 91-R population attained a resistance 
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level of at least 100 times that of the 91-C population. (Merrell and Underhill 1956; Merrell 
1960; Merrell 1965). 
 
Adaptation in genome diversity in response to DDT selection 
Xenobiotic-based selection is an important source of evolutionary innovation and, in some 
cases, a man-made force behind the genetic divergence of various organisms. Exposure to 
xenobiotics has played a critical role in the evolution of all living organisms, including bacteria, 
fungi, plants, and insects (Anisimova and Liberles 2007). The action of xenobiotic selection on 
coding regions can leave a set of signature regions in the genes under its influences, e.g., the 
divergence of functional domains or the occurrence of genetic polymorphism between or within 
insect species (Kreitman 2000; Yang and Bielawski 2000; Bamshad and Wooding 2003).  
Genomic research into these signatures has proven valuable since adaptive changes in 
genetic composition in response to environmental selection are ultimately responsible for 
evolutionary innovations for survival and adaptation of organisms to their ecological niches 
(MacColl 2011). Therefore, interest has shifted to answering long-standing questions including, 
but not limited to: (1) which genes have been affected by xenobiotic selection pressure, (2) how 
strong were the effects, (3) when did adaptive changes occur, and (4) what were the functional 
consequences? To answer these questions represents a first, necessary, step towards an 
understanding of the molecular and genetic evolution and variation of genotypes, phenotypes, 
and their contributions to the fitness of insect populations (Barrett and Hoekstra 2011; MacColl 
2011). 
Insecticide resistance, then, has been an obvious target of studies aimed at finding both 
newly adapted phenotypes and any associated genetic changes through selection pressure over 
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evolutionary time scales (Lenormand et al. 1999). Moreover, insecticide resistance is one of the 
best examples of the micro-evolutionary process of genetic adaptation via the phenotypic or 
genotypic traits (Lenormand et al. 1999; John A Baker 2002; Ffrench-Constant et al. 2004). To 
this end, a number of genes encoding the targets for conventional insecticides have been 
previously studied in order to address fundamental questions relevant to the selection of adaptive 
traits (Georghiou and Taylor 1977). These studies have provided important insights into micro-
evolutionary responses to environmental change in insect populations over time. 
Over the past decade, a wide variety of methods have been introduced to perform 
genome-scans for genetic information from thousands of genes across multiple species (Roux et 
al. 2014). There has been an increase in the use of next-generation sequencing (NGS) 
technologies, (such as Roche 454, Solexa/Illumina, ABI SOLiD, etc.) and bioinformatics tools 
for characterizing genomes (Kozarewa et al. 2009) and transcriptomes (Yassour et al. 2009), 
which have dramatically improved the speed and efficiency of gene discovery. These advances 
have made it possible to understand the evolutionary diversity of resistance mechanisms and to 
discover the novel components associated with the insect adaptation to their environment 
(Sackton et al. 2007; Shah et al. 2012). This approach has been used to characterize 
transcriptome diversity for several species of insects, including the red flour beetle, Tribolium 
castaneum (Gibbs et al. 2008); whitefly, Bemisia tabaci (Yang et al. 2013); brown planthopper, 
Nilaparvata lugens (Xue et al. 2010), and oriental fruit fly, Bactrocera dorsalis (Shen et al. 
2011).  
Both 91-R and 91-C strains have been utilized in a variety of studies for DDT resistance 
mechanisms. A number of studies have extensively examined the detoxification pathway with 
respect to differential gene expressions, insecticide penetration, and chromosomal locations 
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related to resistance within both strains (Pedra et al. 2004; Sun et al. 2011; Wan et al. 2014). 
Recently, multiple resistance mechanisms, including reduced insecticide penetration, increased 
phase I, II, and III metabolism, and a regulatory motif switch have been identified from the 91-R 
strain (Qiu et al. 2013; Gellatly et al. 2015; Seong et al. 2016). A whole genome re-sequencing in 
one genome-wide association study (GWAS) further identified 13 genome regions contributing 
to the 91-R strain DDT resistance (Steele et al. 2015), showing that many loci are important in 
genome evolution and ecological adaptation. Additionally, GWAS has detected single nucleotide 
polymorphisms (SNPs) and deletion/insertion polymorphisms (DIPs) putatively affecting the 
evolution of DDT resistance in 91-R strains (Steele et al. 2014). However, there is still a gap in 
knowledge related to the known impacts of the constant DDT selection pressure on evolutionary 
response for the Drosophila genome. 
Using 91-R and 91-C Drosophila populations, this dissertation examines genomic and 
transcriptomic data in both strains, with a focus on new functional resistance mechanisms in 
response to multigenerational DDT selection pressure; in order both to investigate the 
evolutionary response of detoxification genes between these two Drosophila populations and 
also to elucidate more general molecular outcomes from this selection pressure. 
Chapter One examines the 91-R and 91-C strain gene expression profiles using RNA-seq 
to better understand novel resistance mechanisms and possibly characterize many of the 
physiological responses and likely evolutionary adaptations that lead to selectively advantageous 
insecticide resistance in a context of the xenobiotic adaptation. Specifically, the chapter 
addresses whether genes in resistant populations were differentially expressed compared to a 
susceptible population and how polymorphism variations for cis-regulatory elements in 91-R 
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compared to the 91-C strain. These results provide a potentially valuable insight into any 
connection between gene regulation and DDT resistance in Drosophila. 
Chapter Two comprehensively examines the dynamic nature of P450 evolution between 
the 91-R and 91-C strains, highlighting the processes of loss-of-function mutations in the P450 
family. This provides a logical step for better understanding the evidence for the adaptive 
molecular evolutionary response shaping the divergence of the Drosophila P450. 
In Chapter Three, I investigate the impact of structural changes and a transcript variant in 
MDR49 for DDT-resistance in 91-R compared to 91-C and identifies three amino acid 
differences in MDR49 between the strains. From that, I create two transcript variant transgenic 
Drosophila for MDR49 (MDR49A and MDR49B), with the respective amino acid differences 
between 91-R and 91-C, to determine if structural differences in the MDR49 proteins play a role 
in DDT resistance, and observe that the combination of structural changes and transcript variants 
may play a role in the 91-R strain. This finding improves my mechanistic understanding of this 
novel phase III xenobiotic metabolism reaction as it relates to DDT resistance in Drosophila. 
In Chapter Four, I investigate the role of ABC transporter, MDR49, in cross-resistance to 
other insecticides using the same transgenic fly strains as in Chapter Three. While a number of 
studies have focused on ABC transporter genes involved in insecticide defense and resistance, 
less is known about the function of this MDR49 gene with respect to cross-resistance to a wider 
range of insecticides. This study affords a basis for future toxicological studies into the role of 
this MDR49 protein for insecticide resistance in Drosophila. 
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CHAPTER 1 
Adaptation of neuronal signaling and cell stress response pathways in a multigenic 
response of Drosophila melanogaster to DDT selection 
 
Abstract 
 The adaptation of insect populations to insecticidal control is a continual threat to human 
health and sustainable agricultural practices, but many complex genomic mechanisms involved 
in this response remain poorly understood. This study applied a systems approach to investigate 
the interconnections between structural and functional variance in response to 
dichlorodiphenyltrichloroethane (DDT) within the Drosophila melanogaster strain 91-R. 
Directional selection in six selective sweeps were shown to have a cis-regulatory impact on 
constitutive gene expression in DDT resistant flies, including both the most highly up-regulated 
transcript, Unc-115b, which plays a central role in axon guidance, and the most highly down-
regulated transcript, the angiopoietin-like CG31832, which is involved in directing vascular 
branching and dendrite outgrowth but likely under trans-regulatory control. Direct functions and 
protein-protein interactions mediated by differentially-expressed transcripts control changes in 
cell migration, signal transduction, and gene regulatory cascades that impact the nervous system. 
Although changes to cellular stress response pathways involve eight different cytochrome P450s, 
stress response and apoptosis is controlled by a multi-facetted regulatory mechanism. These data 
demonstrate that DDT selection in 91-R resulted in genome-wide adaptation that impacts genetic 
and signal transduction pathways that converge to modify stress response, cell survival, and 
neurological functions. Furthermore, this study implicates the involvement of multigenic 
mechanisms in the adaptation to chemical insecticide, which impact interconnected regulatory 
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cascades. I propose that DDT selection within 91-R has acted systemically, whereby pathway 
interactions function to reinforce the epistatic effects of individual adaptive changes on an 
additive or non-additive basis. 
 
Keywords: Genome-wide evolution, fruit fly, insecticide resistance
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Introduction 
While adaptation by insect species to survive increasing exposures to insecticidal 
compounds poses a widespread threat to agriculture and human health (Mallet 1989; Ranson and 
Lissenden 2016), the systemic or genome-wide impacts of such adaptation are yet not fully 
understood. The classic paradigm ascribes arthropod resistance to insecticidal neurotoxins either 
to the effects of one or perhaps several genes that facilitate the metabolic breakdown of 
xenobiotic compounds (Ffrench-Constant et al. 2004) or to modification of receptor proteins that 
inhibit toxin binding and their subsequent neurogenic effects (Ffrench-Constant et al. 1993; 
Ffrench-Constant 2013).  
Indeed, low- to moderate-levels of DDT resistance in Drosophila melanogaster have 
been associated with single locus mutations in the sodium channel gene, para (Pittendrigh et al. 
1997; Martin et al. 2000) in laboratory generated para mutant populations, as well as with 
metabolic resistance conferred by the up-regulation of cytochrome P450s (Brandt et al. 2002; 
Daborn et al. 2007). In contrast, high levels of DDT resistance in the D. melanogaster strain 91-
R are associated with multiple changes in physiology (Strycharz et al. 2013), with expression 
levels of ABC transporters (Strycharz et al. 2013; Seong et al. 2016), and with genes involved in 
xenobiotic detoxification, ion transport, transcription, and signal transduction (Pedra et al. 2004; 
Qiu et al. 2013). The necessity of candidate ABC transporters and P450s for DDT detoxification 
in stress response were functionally validated subsequently via RNAi knockdown (Gellatly et al. 
2015); similarly, expression of several detoxification enzymes are controlled by the Nrf2/Keap2 
pathway (Misra et al. 2013).  
In general, many complex traits result from selection at multiple independent genetic loci 
(Najarro et al. 2015), and this likely extends to high levels of DDT resistance in 91-R as well. 
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Specifically, the signature of adaptation in the 91-R genome results from a near allelic fixation in 
thirteen different genomic regions (Steele et al. 2015), with protein coding regions under the 
influence of directional selection (Steele et al. 2014). Additional analysis of the ABC transporter, 
MDR49, within a selective sweep of the 91-R genome suggested a likely role in conferring DDT 
resistance (Seong et al. 2016). Despite these advances, however, the structural and functional 
variations between the 91-R and its corresponding DDT-susceptible strain 91-C remain not fully 
understood, particularly with respect to their relative contributions to DDT resistance levels. 
The control of cell survival and the response to stress conditions involves intertwined 
sensing and response pathways, which include both general and stimulus-specific interactions to 
modulate gene expression (Spriggs et al. 2010) leading to changes in cytoskeletal reorganization 
(Galbraith et al. 1998; Tzima et al. 2002), the accumulation of stress response proteins (Guertin 
et al. 2010), and changes within signal transduction pathways (Gehart et al. 2010). These 
responses often converge to effectively increase resilience to oxidative stress (Wang et al. 2003), 
regulate cell homeostasis (Slack et al. 2010), maintain the integrity of cellular DNA, lipids, and 
proteins via molecular chaperones (Tower 2011), and repair enzymes that help to increase fly 
lifespan (Shaposhnikov et al. 2015). For example, changes in pathways that modulate the 
expression of genes involved in detoxification and increased lifespan, such as the nuclear 
hormone receptor (NHR) insulin/insulin-like growth factor-like (IGF) signaling (IIS) pathway, 
may increase the capacity of an organism to resist cytotoxic effects of xenobiotics (Slack et al. 
2011). Where the downstream IIS target the forkhead box-containing protein subfamily O, 
FOXO, transcription factors modulate the expression of genes involved in cycle control, 
metabolism, apoptosis, and cellular stress responses (Slack et al. 2011). More recently, the 
Drosophila NHR, DHR96, was shown to be a crucial factor for increasing resistance to DDT; 
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while often co-occurring with IIS in natural conditions, it is functionally independent of IIS 
(Afschar et al. 2016). Thus, a multitude of metabolic responses and fixed adaptive mutations 
have been shown to contribute to DDT resistance in 91-R, but the complex epistatic interactions 
and modification to inclusive pathway components in relation to adaptations to xenobiotic 
resistance remain unknown. Moreover, DDT target site mutations and changes in neurologic 
function have not been discovered to date in 91-R. 
To partially address this knowledge gap, this study applied a systems approach to 
concurrently assess genome-wide structural and functional variation in the DDT resistant D. 
melanogaster strain 91-R. Specifically, constitutive alteration of RNA-seq estimated transcript 
levels in 91-R compared to its corresponding DDT-susceptible 91-C counterpart were assessed in 
the context of regulatory pathways and any causal adaptive mutations underlying these changes. 
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Materials and methods  
Topical DDT bioassay 
Females (1-5 days old, mated) were used as the experimental group to assess adult 
mortality in 91-R and 91-C using as an endpoint measure within a DDT topical application 
bioassay.  Technical-grade stock solution of 98 % 4,4'-dichlorodiphenyltrichloroethane (DDT; 
Sigma Chemicals, St. Louis, MO) was dissolved in analytical grade acetone (1g/liter) and then 
further serially diluted in acetone to obtain a suitable concentration for the bioassays. An 
acetone-only negative control was included in each replicate. Treatments used 0.2 µl of each 
DDT exposure level applied to the pronotum of females using a handheld microapplicator 
(Hamilton Co., Reno, NV, USA) with 30 females per replicate.  Three technical replicates were 
performed per DDT exposure level, and three biological replicates established by repeating over 
the course of three days (three technical replicates per day across all DDT exposure levels). 
DDT-treated flies were transferred to vials capped with cotton plugs moistened with a 5% 
sucrose solution in distilled water. Mortality was assessed at 24 hours post-treatment, with flies 
considered dead when all movement and leg twitching had ceased. These methods were 
performed for both 91-R and 91-C.  Mortality rates were then analyzed within strain by the 
Probit analysis (XLSTAT 2008, Addinsoft, USA). The 50% lethal dose (LD50), 95% confidence 
intervals, and slopes and intercepts for dose-response curves were generated.  
 
RNA-seq and estimation of differential gene expression 
The DDT resistant D. melanogaster strain, 91-R, and corresponding non-DDT selected 
control strain, 91-C, were developed previously (Merrell and Underhill 1956; Merrell 1960; 
Merrell 1965) and subsequently reared continuously in separate colonies on brown diet (Jazz-
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Mix Drosophila Food, Fischer Scientific) at 25 °C in plastic bottles without exposure to DDT 
with transfer to new bottles about every two weeks. A total of 1,000 five-day-old D. 
melanogaster flies (500 male and 500 female) were pooled for each of three biological replicates 
per strain; sampling was done without exposure to DDT. Total RNA was extracted from each 
pool (n = 6) using the Qiagen RNeasy Maxi Kit according to the manufacturer’s instructions 
(Qiagen, Valencia, CA). Bidirectional Illumina RNA-seq libraries were constructed from each 
pool, and 160-bp paired-end (PE) sequence read data generated on an Illumina HiSeq 2500 at the 
University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign, W. M. Keck Center for Comparative and Functional 
Genomics (one lane per library; three lanes run for each 91-R and 91-C library). Six sequence 
runs were submitted to the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) sequence read 
archive (SRA; accession numbers SRX2611754-SRX2611759). Raw PE fastq-formatted read 
data were imported into the CLC Genomics Workbench software version 8.5 (Qiagen), each then 
individually trimmed to remove Illumina adapter sequences, low Phred quality regions (q < 20), 
short reads (< 50 bp) and long oligo Ts (>50). The annotated Drosophila genome assembly 
v.6.07 was downloaded from Flybase.org (file dmel-all-chromosome-r6.07.fasta) and imported 
into the CLC Genomics Workbench RNA-seq Analysis Tool where trimmed RNA-seq read data 
from each library were independently aligned with parameters: minimum length fraction 0.9, 
minimum similarity fraction 0.8, insertion/deletion cost 3, and mismatch cost 3. Counts for the 
number of reads that aligned to each gene model were output in tab-delimited format. 
Differences in gene expression (transcript abundance) were compared between 91-R and 
91-C strains using the number of reads per kilobase per million (RPKM) of RNA-seq reads 
mapped against the annotated gene models in the Drosophila genome assembly v.6.07 CLC 
Genomics Workbench (Qiagen). Output was log2 transformed and normalized using the median 
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method (Allison et al. 2006). Statistical significance of any differences in normalized read counts 
(expression levels) between strains were conducted using the “Exact Test” between two groups 
within the Differential Gene Expression tool of CLC Genomic Workbench (Robinson and Smyth 
2008), as implemented in the EdgeR Bioconductor package (Robinson et al. 2010) to iteratively 
model dispersion for each gene used as a weighted average for subsequent comparisons 
(Robinson and Smyth 2007). Significances of any differences in RNA-seq reads mapped to gene 
models between 91-C compared to 91-R were corrected through multiple testing (Benjamini and 
Hochberg 1995). A low-stringency significance threshold of a corrected ≤0.01 FDR (false 
discovery rate) and log2 (fold change) ≥|1.0|, and a high-stringency threshold of a corrected 
≤0.001 FDR and log2 (fold change) ≥|2.0|, were implemented when determining differential 
transcript expression. 
 
Gene expression by reverse transcriptase-quantitative PCR (RT-qPCR) 
 RT-qPCR was carried out on selected transcripts for validation of RNA-seq estimated 
differences between the 91-R and 91-C strains. Both the RT-qPCR method and first-strand 
cDNA synthesis were similar to that previously described by Sun et al. (2015). RNA was 
prepared as describe above and potential genomic DNA contamination was removed by 
treatment with RNase-free DNase (Qiagen). First-strand cDNA was synthesized from 1.0 μg of 
each total RNA sample with an oligo(dT) primer using the Superscript III (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, 
CA, USA). The transcription level of each gene was determined by RT-qPCR on a StepOnePlus 
Real-Time PCR system (Applied Biosystems Inc., Foster City, CA) using the SYBR green 
master mix (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA, USA) with unique primer pairs in each reaction (Table 1.1). 
Relative expression was calculated using the 2−ΔΔCt method (Livak and Schmittgen 2001) with 
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rp49 as the reference gene (Ponton et al. 2011). Multiple linear regressions were carried out 
using XLSTAT (XLSTAT 2008, Addinsoft, USA) to compare relative expression based on RT-
qPCR and RNA-seq for each gene.  
To analyze differential gene expression at various developmental stages of the 91-R and 
91-C strain, total RNA samples were prepared using RNeasy Mini Kit (Qiagen) from a pool of 
twenty eggs, an individual larva, an individual pupa, and an individual virgin adult female. At 
least three independent biological samples were prepared for each stage. The specific primer 
pairs for RT-qPCR were used (Table 1.1) with statistical analysis by XLSTAT (XLSTAT 2008, 
Addinsoft, USA) using a two-way ANOVA followed by Tukey’s multiple comparison tests for 
significant differences (p <0.05) in gene expression during developmental stages. 
 
Genome positioning of differentially expressed transcripts 
Thirteen regions in the genome of 91-R were previously defined as having undergone a 
selective sweep that reduced nucleotide diversities following selection for survival when exposed 
to DDT (Selective sweeps 1 to 13; Steele et al. 2015). The genome intervals spanned by genes 
encoding differentially expressed transcripts were retrieved from Flybase.org and compared to 
the set of 100,000 bp intervals corresponding to the thirteen selective sweeps. The gene symbols 
for deferentially expressed genes (DEGs) within selective sweeps were used to query the 
collection of curated transcription factor (TF)-gene interactions maintained in the REDFly 
database (http://redfly.ccr.buffalo.edu via droidb.org) and experimentally supported TF-binding 
domain retrieved from modENCODE (http://www.modencode.org/). Corresponding upstream 
regulatory regions within extended gene regions were obtained from FlyBase.org, to which 
genomic read data was mapped and SNPs detected as described previously (Steele et al. 2014). 
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Ontologies, pathways, and interactions among differentially expressed genes 
For all transcripts surpassing the high-stringency threshold, information regarding 
protein-protein interaction from yeast-two-hybrid data was obtained from Flymine.org (Gene -> 
Interactions) and defined as first-order protein-protein interactions. Gene descriptions and 
protein domain information were retrieved from Flybase.org, and GO terms were retrieved from 
Flymine.org (Gene -> GO term queries). Additionally, the Flymine.org database of phenotypes 
resulting from RNAi knockdown experiments (Gene -> RNAi phenotypes) were retrieved and 
clustered based on shared phenotypic term. The biochemical pathway identifiers in which gene 
products reside were analogously obtained from Flymine.org (Gene -> pathway) and clustered 
by shared pathway. Functional interaction evidence (text mining, experimental, database, and co-
expression data) was obtained from string-db.org (Szklarczyk et al. 2015) for all derived gene 
products that surpassed the high-stringency threshold.  
All of the above searches were analogously performed as well for yeast-2-hybrid partners 
for each DEG identified from interaction data (Flymine.org; Gene -> Interactions). Relevant 
pathway descriptions and pathways diagrams were obtained from the Kyoto Encyclopedia of 
Genes and Genomes (KEGG) database. Interactions among GO terms and RNAi phenotypes 
shared among yeast-2-hybrid partners for DEGs were visualized using Cytoscape 3.4.0 (Shannon 
et al. 2003), defining GO or RNAi phenotypes as the Target, DEG and the Source, and yeast-2-
hybrid partners as the Interaction. Regulation of each DEG (up- or down-) was used as a Source 
Attribute and mapped onto resulting networks. 
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Results 
Topical DDT bioassay 
Mortalities among 91-R adults after topical exposures of DDT were significantly lower 
compared to 91-C when measured at a 24h bioassay end-point. Specifically, the estimated LD50 
values across replicates of 91-R had a mean of 3,746.8 ng (2,577.2-5,202.2 ng, 95% C.L.) per 
individual versus 35.0 ng (31.9-38.4 ng, 95% C.L.) per individual for 91-C, and a resultant > 
107.1-fold resistance to DDT among 91-R compared with 91-C (Table 1.2). 
 
RNA-seq and estimation of differential gene expression 
Overall, ≥ 82.68% RNA-seq read data from replicates of 91-R (n = 3) and 91-C (n = 3; 
Table 1.3), from which 14,112,989 (8.9 %) of the reads were trimmed, were subsequently 
aligned to the D. melanogaster genome v.6.07. Estimates of differential expression based on the 
normalized counts of RNA-seq read data that mapped to gene models predicted a total of 137 
differentially-expressed transcripts at the low-stringency threshold, with 79 up- and 58 down-
regulated in 91-R compared to 91-C; and 69 transcripts for the high-stringency threshold, with 42 
up- and 27 down-regulated (Table 1.4). Estimates of fold-change between 11 transcripts from 
91-R and 91-C highly correlated in the RT-qPCR and RNA-seq methods (R2 = 0.88, F=102.2, 
P<0.001; Fig. 1.1). 
 
Stage-specific changes in constitutive gene expression 
RT-qPCR measurements of a subset of transcripts differentially expressed across 91-R 
and 91-C egg, larva, pupa, and adult stages indicated that changes are mostly constitutive across 
those growth stages. Results showed that uncoordinated 115b (Unc-115b) and jonah (Jon) 65Aii, 
Jon65Aii, were constitutively more highly expressed in 91-R compared to 91-C across all stages 
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(Fig. 1.2), while imaginal disc growth factor (Idgf1) was not differentially regulated in any stage 
(Fig. 1.3). Several transcripts showed greater stage specificity. For example, the C-type lectin 
domain-encoding CG43055 was predominantly expressed in the adult stage for both strains, but 
91-R had a ~15-fold higher level compared to 91-C. In contrast, expression of the other C-type 
lectin, Lectin-galC1, occurred during larval and pupal stages (Fig. 1.2). Similarly, Jon99Cii was 
predominantly expressed in the 91-R larval and adult stages (Fig. 1.2). Interestingly, the serine 
protease inhibitor, Spn43Aa, was expressed predominantly in the pupal stage for both strains, but 
at ~ 4.02-fold higher levels in adults from 91-R compared to 91-C (Fig. 1.2).  
Analogously, while Jon99Fii was highly expressed in larval stage for both strains, the 
transcript was ~1.9-fold more abundant in 91-R larvae (Fig. 1.3). Conversely, while the 
prophenoloxidases, PPO1 and PPO2, were predominantly expressed during the larval stage for 
both strains, 91-C showed a ~1.6- and ~2.25-fold higher expression as compared to 91-R (Fig. 
1.3). Also, changes in differential regulation between growth stages were shown for maltase-B1 
(MalB1), with a higher expression during the pupal stage for 91-C compared to 91-R (Fig. 1.2). 
Lastly, while of approximately equal expression level for 91-R and 91-C adults alike, the 
expression level of niemann-pick type C-2e (Npc2e) peptidoglycan recognition protein partially 
conflicted with the expression level from RNA-seq. In contrast, Npc2e was most highly 
expressed in 91-C at the larval and pupal stages. Only Unc-115b, Jon65Aii, and Idgf1 were 
expressed at high levels in eggs. 
 
Genome positioning of differentially expressed transcripts 
Six of the 69 differentially-expressed transcripts based on RNA-seq analyses were co-
located with genome regions of 91-R previously placed within selective sweeps (e.g. reduced 
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nucleotide variation; Steele et al. 2015). Four of these transcripts were up-regulated in 91-R, 
including the most highly up-regulated transcript, Unc-115b, located within sweep 13 on 
chromosome 3R (Table 1.5). The three remaining up-regulated transcripts, CG31683, CR43239, 
and Lectin-galC1, resided within a successive series of regions with reduced nucleotide diversity 
along 2L. Two transcripts with reduced relative expression in 91-R, CR43263 and PPO2, were 
co-located with selective sweeps on 2L (sweep 1) and 2R (sweep 11), respectively. 
Promoters of six differentially expressed transcripts have thirty-six previously identified 
TF-gene interactions involving twenty-five different TFs (droidb.org database Feb 2017; 
1.57±0.79 promoters per TF). Four of these TFs, chromato (Chro), centrosomal protein 190kD 
(Cp190), CTCF, and trithorax (trx), all bind at up-regulated CG31683, Lectin-galC, and Unc-
115b (Table 1.6). Protein-protein interactions between boundary element-associated factor of 
32kD (BEAF-32), Chro, and Cp190 are supported by yeast-2-hybrid experiments reported at 
Flybase.org (not shown). Furthermore, these four TFs, along with senseless (sens) and BEAF-32, 
bind the promoters of both Unc-115b and its nearest paralog, Unc-115a (Table 1.6). The 
promoter binding domains in modENCODE provide evidence that these TFs are mostly 
positioned upstream of Unc-115b splice variants, except for variant Unc-115b-RE (Fig. 1.4).  
Mapping of pooled genomic-seq reads (Steele et al. 2014) identified three mutation sites 
that were within CHiP-seq defined TF binding regions, and these mutations were also in or 
flanking consensus TF binding domains upstream of Unc-115b. Specifically, the cAMP responsive 
element binding protein 1 (CRE-BP1) consensus binding sequence contained an indel (CTC 
insertion) and a substitution mutation within different reads from 91-R. None of these mutations 
were present among reads from 91-C. Additionally, a substitution mutation flanking a BEAF-32 
recognition sequence (CGATA) was at higher frequency in 91-R (0.60) compared to 91-C (0.08). 
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Ontologies, pathways, and interactions among differentially expressed genes 
A total of 230 terms for molecular function (F; n = 97; 40 up- and 57 down-regulated), 
biological process (P; n = 92; 59 up- and 33 down-regulated), and cellular component categories 
(C; n = 41; 22 up- and 19 down-regulated; Fig. 1.5) were assigned to DEGs. Gene Ontology 
(GO) category C revealed extracellular region/space was highly represented among gene 
products from both up- and down-regulated DEGs, and the GO category P showed oxidative-
reductive processes were most prevalent among up-regulated transcripts. GO category F showed 
heme and iron binding, as well as electron carrier activity, were most represented among up-
regulated transcripts, whereas serine-type endopeptidase activity was prevalent among down-
regulated transcripts (Table 1.7).  
Reduction-oxidation (redox) activity was predicted among six up-regulated cytochrome 
P450 monooxygenases (P450s; GO:0016705), sorbitol dehydrogenase 2 (sodh-2; GO:0055114) 
and analogously among down-regulated gamma-interferon-inducible lysosomal thiol reductase 2, 
GILT2, and PPO 1 and 2. The second-most highly down-regulated gene, serine protease 12 
(Ser12) is annotated as an extracellular serine-like protease (GO:0004185) involved in 
proteolysis (GO:0006508) and wound healing (GO:0042060). Down-regulated transcripts 
encoding serine proteases (GO:0004252) include CG17234, CG30025, CG4927, and Jon99Fii. 
Of these, CG17234 is involved in sensory perception of pain (GO:0019233).  
In addition to down-regulated PPO1 and 2, turandot A and C (TotA and TotC), heat 
shock proteins (Hsp70a and Hsp70b), and CG43061 respond to cellular stress or pathogen 
attack. Furthermore, DEGs may be involved in binding to actin (Unc-115b), myosin (CG6834), 
galactose (Lectin-galC1 and CG43055), and lipids (CG31683 and Npc2e). The most highly up-
regulated transcript, Unc-115b, has actin-binding function (GO:0003779) and involvement in 
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cytoskeletal organization (GO:0007010). The most highly down-regulated transcript, CG31832, 
is predicted to function as a transmembrane tyrosine kinase receptor (GO:0030297) that 
negatively regulates apoptosis (GO:0043066). 
Six (14.3%) and five (11.9%) of 42 up-regulated transcripts in 91-R respectively encode 
cytochrome P450s and serine protease/serine protease-inhibitor-like domains. Protein kinase 
domains are present in CG6908, CG13658, CG6834, and CG33301; lectin C-type domains were 
predicted in derived protein products for Lectin-galC1 and CG43055. The most highly up-
regulated Unc-115b transcript predicts abLIM-type and villin headpiece domains.  
Among the thirty-four pathways assigned to nineteen of the 69 DEGs, four—21.1%, the 
down-regulated Jon99Fii and up-regulated Jon99Ci, Jon65Aii, and CG7542—are involved in the 
activation of extracellular matrix metalloproteinases (Table 1.8). All other pathways were 
represented by ≤ 2 protein coding genes. Five transcripts are non-protein coding and received no 
GO or pathway annotations. Three protein coding genes (CG14191, CG33666 and CR45191) are 
of unknown function. 
Protein-protein interactions derived from prior two-hybrid screens within Flymine 
identified 254 experimental lines of evidence for 201 unique interactions involving 33 DEGs 
(Table 1.9). High connectivity was shown via network analyses between down-regulated PPO1 
and PPO2 and up-regulated CG14820 through four different interactions, with CG14820 
interacting with the phosphatidylinositol-4-phosphate 5 kinase (PIP5K), skittles (sktl; Fig. 1.6). 
The down-regulated Hsp70Ba and Hsp70Bb share 22 partners including the Jun N-terminal 
kinase (bsk). Additionally, the most highly up-regulated transcript in 91-R, Unc-115b, physically 
interacts with the DNA mismatch repair proteins, Mlh1 and Pms2, and the tetratricopeptide 
repeat domain-containing Pex5.  
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While no known interactions have been reported for the most highly down-regulated 
transcript, CG31832, the second most highly down-regulated Ser12 interacts with thioredoxin 
peroxidase 2 (Jafrac2), with yeast-2-hybrid partner interactions showing an abundance of GOs 
related to stress response and control of apoptosis (Fig. 1.7). Analogously, eight up- and six 
down-regulated transcripts (20.3% of DEGs) have protein network interactions that functionally 
impact neuron development or function (Fig. 1.8). Protein-protein interactions for 12 of 69 DEGs 
(17.4%) tether them to the cytoskeleton or extracellular matrix (Fig. 1.9). 
Flymine Gene -> RNAi experiments identified 143 and 1,338 previously defined 
phenotypes, respectively, associations with the knockdown of 40 DEGs and 160 of their 205 
yeast-2-hybrid partners. Among the DEGs and partners, 44 (30.8%) and 354 (26.5%), 
respectively, were lethal (Fig. 1.10). Among the remaining phenotypes associated with DEGs, 
changes in the phosphorylation state of extracellular signal-regulated kinase (ERK) was most 
prevalent (n = 12 phenotypes) following knockdown of nine different transcripts (CG4250, 
CG4563, CG4927, CG7542, Cyp4e3, Hsp70Ba, Idgf1, Mal-B1, and Ser12). This was followed 
by eleven RNAi phenotypes that resulted in alteration of wing development and flight capacity 
through the knockdown of CG5770, CG6277, CG6834, Cyp6g1, CG6908, CG14191, and 
CG18787. Also, bristle morphology or development was impacted in eight different cases when 
seven different transcripts were knocked down (CG14191, CG4757, CG5770, CG6277, CG6834, 
Sodh-2, and TotA). Other phenotypes involved changes in Ca2+ transport and altered pathogen 
defenses, heat avoidance behaviors, and neural defects. 
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Discussion 
 In this study, I identified consistently differentially expressed genes associated with 
neural cell development, signal transduction, and gene regulatory cascades that impact the 
nervous system. Despite previous studies pointing out membrane transport genes (e.g. ABC 
transporters; MDR50, MDR65, and MRP1) or cuticular genes (Cyp4g1) were more highly 
expressed in 91-R strain as compared to susceptible strain Canton-S (Gellatly et al. 2015), those 
genes were not differentially transcribed in the comparison of 91-R with 91-C. The fact that 91-R 
is 1,500-fold more resistant to DDT when compared to Canton-S (Strycharz et al. 2013) suggests 
that the possibility that 91-C was already, to some degree, resistant to DDT prior to the 
laboratory selection of 91-R strain. 
 
Adaptations in the migration of neural cells 
Transcripts for Unc-115b and angiopoietin-like CG31832 are respectively the most 
constitutively up- and down-regulated transcripts in flies from the DDT resistant strain 91-R, 
with both functioning to direct neuron cell movements. Specifically, Unc-115b is an actin-
binding and LIM domain containing protein orthologous to human abLIM (Lundquist et al. 
1998). It comprises part of the netrin signaling pathway that conveys guidance signals to 
advancing distal dendritic growth cones, and determines direction of finger-like filopodia and 
laminopodia outgrowths into the extracellular matrix (ECM; Yang and Lundquist 2005). These 
nerve outgrowths involve the coordinated modulation of underlying cytoskeletal structures in 
response to environmental stimuli through redundant Rac GTPases MIG-2/RhoG and CED-
10/Rac1(Lundquist et al. 2001), with Unc-115b as a downstream effector anchored to 
cytoskeletal F-actin (Struckhoff and Lundquist 2003). Opposing cascades of cone protrusion and 
retraction are initiated through interaction of cell surface receptors UNC-5 and UNC-40 
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(Frazzled, fra, or Deletion in Colorectal Cancer, DCC) with the ECM-embedded laminin-like 
protein, UNC-6 (Netrin-A or -B proteins; Chan et al. 1996; Leonardo et al. 1997). Coordinated 
movements toward UNC-6 are mediated by UNC-40 homodimers, while repulsive signals from 
UNC-6 at growth cones are mediated by interaction with UNC-5:UNC-40 heterodimers (Hong et 
al. 1999; MacNeil et al. 2009; Norris and Lundquist 2011). The intracellular repulsive signaling 
cascades mediated by UNC-5:UNC-40 involve the activation of CED-10/Rac1 and MIG-2/RhoG 
via the guanidine nucleotide exchange factor (GEF), UNC-73/Trio, at the UNC-40 scaffold 
(Forsthoefel et al. 2005; Norris et al. 2014). In contrast, the cytoplasmic domains (P1 to P3) of 
UNC-40 homodimers transduce attractive intracellular signals in response to UNC-6 by 
interactions between Rho-GTPase CDC-42 and the T-cell lymphoma Invasion and Metastasis 
Factor 1 (TIAM1)/Drosophila Still Life (Sif) guanine nucleotide exchange factor (GEF; 
Demarco et al. 2012).  
The Unc-115b CDS is within selective sweep 13 (Steele et al. 2015). The nearly 60-fold 
increase in transcript levels in 91-R may be influenced by cis-regulatory mutations in, or 
flanking, TF binding sequences (Figure 1.4). The exact role of Unc-115b/abLIM in DDT 
resistance remains unclear. Regardless, functional data suggests that increased cellular 
concentrations of Unc-115b could enhance the growth, stability, or signaling to actin-based 
dendritic extensions. In addition to modulation of cytoskeletal dynamics, abLIMs participate in 
intracellular signal transduction events and impact transcription (Barrientos et al. 2007), 
suggesting that up-regulation of Unc-115b may regulate transcription factor activity and be a 
causal factor that influences global gene expression changes predicted between 91-R and 91-C. 
Annotations for the most highly down-regulated transcript, CG31832, indicate 
functioning as a transmembrane receptor protein tyrosine kinase activator and negative regulator 
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of apoptosis. The encoded fibrinogen C-terminal domain suggests possible roles in blood clotting 
and platelet (cell) aggregation as shown in its nearest orthologue, the agonistic human vascular 
endothelial growth factor (VEGF) family member angiopoietin 4 (ANGPT4) involved in 
angiogenesis (Valenzuela et al. 1999). The antagonistic D. melanogaster angiopoietin, Pvf1, 
inhibits apoptosis in stem cell lines (Xing et al. 2015), while the bovine angiopoietin orthologue, 
Ang-1, also inhibits apoptosis and promotes cell survival in epithelial cells by activation of the 
Akt pathway (Papapetropoulos et al. 2000); Ang-2 promotes apoptosis via inhibition of Ang-1 in 
mouse glomeruli (Davis et al. 2007).  
Angiopoietins cross-talk with Janus kinase/signal transducers and activators of 
transcription (JAK/STAT) and mitogen activated protein kinase (MAPK) pathways to promote 
cell survival (Rychli et al. 2010). Interestingly, Netrins might regulate aspects of tumor 
angiogenesis (Klagsbrun and Eichmann 2005), such that analogies between guidance 
mechanisms in axon and capillary network formation have been made since these involve many 
of the same receptors and signaling ligands (Autiero et al. 2005; Freitas et al. 2008). The down-
regulation of the angiopoietin CG31832 in 91-R suggests, analogous to Unc-115b, that DDT 
resistance in 91-R might involve changes in neurological cell growth and maintenance. Although 
angiopoietin orthologues can be agonistic or antagonistic with regard to cell outgrowth and 
apoptosis, the down-regulation of CG31832 might be predicted to enhance axon growth or 
neuronal resistance to apoptosis, but additional experiments are required to investigate this. 
The ECM is composed of a complex matrix of proteins and glycans involved in structural 
maintenance and cell signaling and is a crucial determinant of neural growth, development, and 
function (Broadie et al. 2011). DEGs acting within the cell migration process are observed in the 
up-regulation of the serine proteases Jon99Ci, Jon65Aii, and CG7542, which function to cleave 
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leader peptides from zymogens of matrix metalloproteinases. This activation of matrix 
metalloproteinase leads to the degradation of ECM components, which subsequently allows for 
neuronal cell migration and extension of lamellipodia (Zimmermann and Dours-Zimmermann 
2008), but also could modulate various growth factor signals from the ECM and thereby have a 
role in a range of cell processes, including immune response and neuron outgrowth (Löffek et al. 
2011). 
 
Adaptations in neuron cell function 
Neurotoxic effects of acute DDT exposure include characteristic twitches induced by an 
inhibition of the sodium channels para and DSC1 gate function (Rinkevich et al. 2015), the 
former of which is required for Drosophila mating behavior (Lilly et al. 1994). Furthermore, the 
chronic systemic effects of DDT and its metabolites are known also to impact brain development 
and function (Iwaniuk et al. 2006), to cause neurological defects (Grandjean and Landrigan 
2014), and to influence the onset of neurological disorders (Li et al. 2015). DDT resistance in 91-
R does not involve mutations in sodium channels; rather, my data suggests that a voltage-gated 
potassium channel complex component encoded by CG3397 is significantly down-regulated in 
91-R. Opening of potassium channels causing potassium efflux is important during neuron 
repolarization after impulses are transmitted. Although the pyrethroid cypermethrin blocks the 
repolarization of neural cells (Tian et al. 2008), the role of potassium channels in DDT resistance 
has not been established. Since CG3397 has previously been shown to be up-regulated within the 
brain of four fly lines with period (per), clock (Clk), timeless (tim), and cycle (cyc) null 
mutations (Lin et al. 2002), it may possibly play a different role in brain function. Alternatively, 
since yeast-2-hybrid evidence indicates that CG3397 interacts with thioredoxin-like CG11790, it 
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may be that a thioredoxin-based modulation of potassium channel expression and redox balance 
impacts response to oxidative stress (Li et al. 2008). 
The down-regulated serine protease CG17234 and lipase CG6277 are involved in the 
sensory perception of pain (Neely et al. 2010) and neurogenesis. The CG6277 encoded 
phospholipase A1 (PLA1)-like domain and phosphatidylcholine 1-acylhydrolase activity 
(GO:0008970) catalyze release of fatty acids groups from the 1-position of phosphatidylcholine 
while RNAi-mediated knockdown causes a significant reduction in neuroblast proliferation 
(Neumuller et al. 2011). PLA1 has limited involvement in lysophosphatidylcholine production 
but is a potent regulator of phosphatidic acid levels in the testes and brain (Higgs and Glomset 
1994).  
Phosphatidic acid (PA) is an intermediate in the biosynthesis of phospholipids and 
glycolipids and is implicated in cell signaling through the binding or sequestering of proteins to 
membranes. For example, PA facilitates Ras activation by recruiting Son of Sevenless (SOS) to 
plasma membranes (Zhao et al. 2007), and similarly recruits Raf-1, which in turn induces the 
mitogen activated protein kinase/extracellular signal-regulating kinase (MAPK/ERK) pathway 
(Rizzo et al. 2000). Additionally, PA is required for activity by the homeotic sensor mammalian 
target of rapamycin (mTOR), which regulates progression into the cell division cycle (Foster 
2013). Thus, cellular levels of PA are crucial for regulating cell survival (growth and migration) 
and apoptosis along with modulation of cell stress response and cytoskeletal organization (Wang 
et al. 2006). While the possible role of CG6277 in DDT resistance remains undetermined, 
significant reduction in PLA1 activity in 91-R may reduce PA levels in the brain, thereby 
attenuating or modulating the dynamics of cell growth, maintenance, and apoptosis. 
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Interestingly, along with CG17234, the knockdown of the down-regulated extracellular 
serine protease CG30025 has been shown to increase the sensory perception of pain from heat 
exposure (Neely et al. 2010). Protease-activated receptors (PARs) are G protein coupled 
receptors (GPCRs) expressed in tissues, including neurons, that function in the transduction of 
cytoplasmic signaling from extracellular proteases (Russo et al. 2009b). This occurs via specific 
protease-dependent N-terminal cleavages that irreversibly activate PARs (Finigan et al. 2005; 
Russo et al. 2009a) and thus evoke different intracellular responses, including not only the 
transmission of pain sensation (Bunnett 2006) but possibly also the mediation of inflammatory 
neuronal cell death (pyroptosis; Li et al. 2016). These lines of evidence suggest that repression of 
CG17234 and CG30025 might be advantageous in 91-R by reducing PAR activation and thereby 
hindering signal transduction of signals involved in apoptosis or the perception of pain and 
inflammation. 
My analysis indicates that the protein products of eight up- and six down-regulated 
transcripts in 91-R are involved in known protein-protein interactions, where the partner proteins 
function in neural development or function (Figure 1.8). Within these, the up-regulated 
extracellular localized CG15293 and down-regulated endomembrane system localized reductase 
CG2064 were the most highly centralized with ≥4 protein interactions that impact ≥9 
neurological functions. Little is known regarding the function of these two genes, but 
transcription of CG15293 is increased in response to sigma virus infection (Carpenter et al. 
2009), and CG2064 is up-regulated in responses to phospholipase C2 knockdown-mediated 
cellular repression of ERK response to oxidative stress (Liu et al. 2007).  
Additionally, physical interaction of the down-regulated CG2064 with Rab2 and Rab5 
GTPases—which mediate intracellular vesicle transport (Stenmark 2009), as well as the clathrin 
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heavy chain (Chc), Golgi vesicle transport protein, and small synaptic vesicle protein, 
synaptobrevin (Syb)—might be hypothesized to impact neurotransmitter release. This suggests, 
consonant with previous work, that CG2064 is likely intertwined within neural function and 
cellular stress response pathways (Liu et al. 2007). 
 
Changes in cell stress response 
Cellular reactions to stress conditions involve a delicate balance between cell survival 
(proliferation) and programmed death (apoptotic) pathways. Redox reactions are essential for 
maintaining cell homeostasis by buffering electron-transfer reactions that occur during normal 
metabolic processes and in response to environmental stress.  
91-R exhibits constitutive up-regulation of six cytochrome P450 monooxygenases, with 
only one, Cyp4e3, significantly down-regulated. While Drosophila Cyp6g1, Cyp6g2, Cyp6t3, 
Cyp6a2, Cyp6a8, Cyp6a19, Cyp6w1, and Cyp6a23 have been validated as DDT or imidacloprid 
metabolizers (Daborn et al. 2007; Morra et al. 2010; Harrop et al. 2014; Le Goff and Hilliou 
2016), Cyp4p2 and Cyp4e3 have been found to be highly up-regulated in Drosophila resistant to 
imidacloprid (Kalajdzic et al. 2012) and permethrin (Terhzaz et al. 2015). Concurring with this 
prior evidence, my data found a constitutive increase in Cyp4 and Cyp6 family transcript levels 
in 91-R with the co-occurring Cyp4e3 P450 down-regulation analogous to other insecticide-
resistant insects (Yang and Liu 2011). Furthermore, DDT selection could induce elevated levels 
of reactive oxygen species (ROS), resulting in mitochondria-mediated apoptotic changes (Jin et 
al. 2014). Since P450s respond to various endogenous and exogenous compounds (Riddick et al. 
2004; Davies et al. 2006), changes in expression may enhance general stress responses, if not 
also remediation of specific DDT secondary metabolites.  
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The second most down-regulated transcript, Ser12, physically interacts with the 
thioredoxin peroxidase 2 (Jafrac 2; Guruharsha et al. 2011). Thioredoxin peroxidases (Tpx) 
catalyze antioxidant reactions to neutralize ROS but also function in the regulation of apoptosis. 
The thioredoxin (Trx) redox system is based on the reversible oxidation of Trx cysteine disulfide 
bonds (S2) to cysteine-thiol (SH2) via concomitant reduction of equimolar equivalents of S2, 
which is catalyzed by the NADPH-dependent thioredoxin reductase (TrxR). Trx remediates 
accumulated ROS through the reduction of superoxide dismutase (sod) generated H2O2, often 
through cytosolic thioredoxin peroxidase (Tpx) or other oxidized (damaged) proteins. The Trx 
pathway is activated by exposure to hypoxic conditions or ROS to remediate conditions that lead 
to cell damage via oxidation of lipids, nucleotides, and proteins and to produce signals that 
increase the rate of cell growth and elevate cellular resistance to apoptosis. Furthermore, cell 
damage and subsequent generation of ROS act as second messengers within signal transduction 
cascades (Thannickal and Fanburg 2000), including the induction of apoptosis (Sarafian and 
Bredesen 1994). The endoplasmic-reticulum localized Jafrac2 is redistributed to the cytoplasm 
during apoptosis, where it interacts with the Drosophila inhibitor of apoptosis proteins (IAPs), 
DIAP1 and 2 (thread; Tenev et al. 2002). These DIAP family members possess a Baculovirus 
IAP Repeat (BIR) domain that acts to  bind and sequester proteolytically active caspases that 
would otherwise initiate apoptosis in an unbound state (Crook et al. 1993). The RING finder 
domain of DIAP1, moreover, regulates the ubiquination, and possible endosomal degradation, of 
DRONC. Therefore, DIAP1 binding and inactivation of the three Drosophila caspases drICE 
(Kaiser et al. 1998), DCP-1 (Hawkins et al. 1999), and DRONC (Meier et al. 2000; Quinn et al. 
2000) suppresses apoptosis. This release of Jafrac2, however, is contingent upon N-terminal 
cleavage exposing an IAP-binding motif (IBM) to allow subsequent competitive displacement of 
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the active form of the caspase DRONC from DIAP1. Based upon this observed co-localization, I 
propose that the serine protease Ser12 may constitute an endoplasmic reticulum protease able to 
N-terminal cleave Jafrac2, which upon subsequent down-regulation in 91-R may hinder transport 
of Jafrac2 to the cytoplasm, thereby suppressing the onset or progression of apoptotic events. 
Serine proteases are a diverse family of proteolytic enzymes involved in a wide array of 
extracellular processes, including digestion, immune response, degradation of extracellular 
matrix components, and inflammation, along with intracellular protein cycling, apoptosis, and 
mediation of signal transduction events (Weiss 1989; Puente et al. 2005; Ramachandran and 
Hollenberg 2008). Four serine-like proteases, Jon99Fii, CG4927, CG17234, CG30025, and 
Ser12 are down-regulated in 91-R. Previous research showed that Ser12 mutation can alter 
epithelial wound healing capacity (Campos et al. 2010) and is analogous to GO annotations and 
RNAi knockdown for PPO 1 and the glycoside hydrolase/chitinase II and imaginal disc growth 
factor 1, Idfg1 (Pesch et al. 2016). Systemic wound response is orchestrated by the serine protease-
mediated conversion of PPO to phenoloxidase (PO; Bidla et al. 2009), which in turn converts 
monophenols to o-quinones during melanin nodule and scab formation (Galko and Krasnow 
2004), with the hemolymph hayan protease (CG6361) cleaving PPO to the activated PO (Nam et 
al. 2012). Additionally, c-Jun N-terminal kinase (JNK) is activated in response to cell wounding 
(Rämet et al. 2002) and triggers cell migration during wound closure (Lesch et al. 2010).  
Since PO-catalyzed melanization reactions result in the production of ROS (Nappi and 
Vass 1993), an integrated system of cellular response has been described. Specifically, serine 
proteases were shown to trigger JNK-dependent activation of redox pathways in D. 
melanogaster (Nam et al. 2012), which may serve to protect cells from oxidative damage during 
wound healing. Results from this study disclose a constitutive down-regulation of PPO1 and 2, 
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as well as an up-regulation of serine protease inhibitors, serpin Spn43Aa and the Kunitz trypsin-
inhibitor domain-containing, sfp24Ba, in 91-R. These suggest that adaptations resulting in 
decreased endogenous ROS production in response to (xenobiotic-induce) cell damage may 
counterbalance the excess produced when detoxifying high levels of xenobiotics like DDT. Since 
hemolymph ROS are systemic, organism-wide up-regulation of these protective redox 
mechanisms may be selectively advantageous. 
Three serine-like proteases, CG7542, Jon99Ci, and Jon65Aii, are up-regulated in 91-R, 
with the latter two involved in Toll-signaling. The Drosophila Toll pathway helps to modulate 
cellular immune response as well as several developmental events (Valanne et al. 2011) and is 
regulated via serpin family protease inhibitors that also directly control melanization via phenol 
oxidases (Ligoxygakis et al. 2002). Products from the up-regulated CG43055 and Lectin-galC1 
(located in selective sweep 5) transcripts have C-lectin domains that define extracellular, 
carbohydrate-binding, Ca2+-dependent cell surface adhesion proteins involved in agglutination 
and hemocyte-mediation mechanism during bacterial infection response (Tanji et al. 2006). C-
type lectins initiate immune response via a diverse set of signaling pathways including through 
PPO1 and PPO2 (Geijtenbeek and Gringhuis 2009).  
 
Conclusions 
Molecular mechanisms giving rise to high levels of DDT resistance in D. melanogaster 
strain 91-R are multimodal and linked to 13 different genome region mutations (selective 
sweeps; Steele et al. 2015). Six DEGs identified with this study are located within those selective 
sweeps. Interestingly, PPO2 (sweep11) and Lectin-galC1 (sweep 5) have a convergent function 
within the immune and stress response pathways, suggesting a potential for co-selection at 
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unlinked loci. More notably still, the most highly up-regulated transcript in 91-R, the actin-
binding Unc-115b (sweep 13), functions in axon guidance and maintenance. This is analogous to 
dscam1, located in sweep 9, as well as to the most down-regulated transcript, the angiopoietin-
like CG31832, which has a putative vascular and neural guidance function.  
These findings constitute initial evidence that changes in the regulation of neural cell 
migration or maintenance (survival/resistance to apoptosis) contribute to DDT resistance in 91-R. 
In support of this, the second most down-regulated transcript, Ser12, comprises a proteolytic 
putative activator of the thioredoxin 2, Jafrac2, affecting a reduced cleavage towards progression 
into apoptosis. While the current study adds to available knowledge by providing more evidence 
of the connection between the modification of gene regulation and DDT resistance, it is also the 
first to implicate changes in axon growth and cellular resistance to apoptosis as important facets 
in the high DDT resistance levels of 91-R. 
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Figure 1.1. Pearson correlation between fold-changes (log2 scale) in gene expression between 
DDT-resistant 91-R and -susceptible strain 91-C as determined by RT-qPCR (X-axis) and RNA-
seq (Y-axis). 
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Figure 1.2. Relative expression levels of several up-regulated genes in different developmental 
stages of 91-R and 91-C strain at the high-stringency threshold [FDR < 0.001 and log2(fold change) 
≥|2.0|], determined by RT-qPCR. The mRNA level in different developmental stages was 
normalized using rp49 as a reference gene. The mean expression in each developmental stage is 
shown as a fold change compared with the lowest mean expression, which has been ascribed an 
arbitrary value of 1. The vertical bars indicate standard errors of the mean (n=3). Different letters 
on the bars indicate that the means are significantly different throughout the different 
developmental stages.  
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Figure 1.3. Relative expression levels of several down-regulated genes in different developmental 
stages of 91-R and 91-C strain at the high-stringency threshold [FDR < 0.001 and log2(fold change) 
≥|2.0|], determined by RT-qPCR. The mRNA level in different developmental stages was 
normalized using rp49 as a reference gene. The mean expression in each developmental stage is 
shown as a fold change compared with the lowest mean expression, which has been ascribed an 
arbitrary value of 1. The vertical bars indicate standard errors of the mean (n=3). Different letters 
on the bars indicate that the means are significantly different throughout the different 
developmental stages. 
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Figure 1.4. Splice variants for uncoordinated-115b (Unc-115b; reverse strand of 3R) and 
corresponding putative upstream transcription factor binding domains; cAMP responsive element 
binding protein 1 (CRE-BP1), DNA polymerase II (DNA Pol II), TATA binding protein (TBP), 
boundary element-associated factor-32kDa (BEAF-32), centrosomal protein 190kDa (CP190), 
CTCF, Chromator (Chro), Chriz, and senseless (Sens). Flanking CG32939 defines the putative 
gene boundary. 
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Figure 1.5. Classification of DEGs based on predicted Gene Ontology (GO) terms based on the 
high-stringency threshold. A) Biological Process (n = 92; 59 up- and 33 down-regulated), B) 
Cellular Components (n = 41; 22 up- and 19 down-regulated), and C) Molecular Function (n = 97; 
40 up- and 57 down-regulated). 
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Figure 1.6. Predicted protein-protein interactions connecting differentially expressed 
prophenoloxidase (PPO) paralogs and the metallocarboxypeptidase CG14820. Up- and down-
regulated transcripts in green and orange, respectively. Shared interactions between proteins 
shown by red lines.  The phosphatidylinositol-4-phosphate 5 kinase (PIP5K) and skittles (sktl; GO 
biological function in autophagic cell death) is marked accordingly. 
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Figure 1.7. Functional interaction network connecting the down-regulated serine protease, Ser12, 
to cellular pathways involved in apoptosis and response to stress.  Protein-protein interaction and 
activation of the thioredoxin peroxidase 2, Jafrac2, by Ser12 directly signals the activation of 
apoptotic cysteine-type endopeptidase, as well as potential regulatory cascades involving PPO2). 
Jafrac2 is also involved in cellular response to oxidative stress conditions, and regulated cell 
survival via the Janus activated kinase/signal transducer and activator of transcription (JAK/STAT) 
pathway. Up- and down-regulated transcripts in green and orange, respectively. Putative networks 
defined between DEGs and gene ontologies (biological processes; grey nodes) connected by DEG 
yeast-2-hybrid protein-protein interaction partners (gene names for corresponding symbols are 
listed in Table 1.4).    
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Figure 1.8. Shared interactions related to regulation and functional of neural pathways among 
transcripts in the DDT resistant D. melanogaster strain 91-R that are significantly up- and down-
regulated. Putative networks defined between DEGs (yellow nodes) and gene ontologies 
(biological processes; grey nodes) connected by DEG yeast-2-hybrid protein-protein interaction 
partners (gene names for corresponding symbols are listed in Table 1.4).     
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Figure 1.9. Cellular localization of up- and down-regulated transcript yeast-2-hybrid partners with 
the cytoskeleton, cell junctions, and extracellular matrix components.  Direct binding to Unc-115b 
to filamentous-actin is shown.  
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Figure 1.10. Phenotypes from prior D. melanogaster RNAi knockdown experiments against 
transcripts in the current study that were shown to have significant constitutive differential 
regulation between the DDT-resistant 91-R and DDT-susceptible 91-C strains. 
  
 64 
Table 1.1. Primers used for the RT-qPCR analysis. 
Genes Function Forward Primers Reverse Primers 
Cyp6a8 
Cytochrome P450 
GCACCGCATATTCAGGAATTC GACCACATCGCCATTCTCTAG 
Cyp6g1 CATTGGAAGGGAATTCGCAC CTCCGTAATGAAACTCCCAGAG 
Cyp6w1 GCACGGCATGTCCATTTATATG CAACACCAAACGGCATGTATG 
Cyp6g2 CCTCAACCGCGAAAATTTCTG GTTAACCAGACCCACCTTCG 
Cyp4e3 TTGTATCGGGAGCAATGTGAA TGGAACGCTGGGATAAACG 
Jon99Cii 
Jonah family 
CATCAGATATCCCCACTACGTTG GAGTTGTATCGGTCATCCAGG 
Jon65Aii GTCAGCGACAGTAAGCTCAT TTGTCTTGATCCAGTCCAAGTAG 
Jon99Fii CTGTTCGTATTCCTGGCTCTG CTGGGTAGCCGTTGGTAATG 
Spn43Aa Serpin TGATCATCTCGCCGGTTTC CAGACCATCTTTGCTCTCCTT 
CG43055 Immune gene ATATCTGAATACACCCACAGCG CACCAAGTCAGCGTTCATTTG 
Lectin-
galC1 
Galactose-specific 
lectin AATTAGTTCGCTCAGGTGGG GTGAGCAGGGTCTATCGTTTAG 
PPO1 Prophenoloxidase CGCCAGTCCTATCCATCAAC ACATCGCCCATCACACC PPO2 TTGGCGTGATGGGTGATG GTTGGTTCTCGGTATAGGCG 
TotA Turandot AAGATCGTGAGGCTGACAAC GGTCAAACTGGGATATAAACGC TotC CTTGCCCTGCTCCTGATTAG GATTGATCTTCGATTCGGCG 
Idgf1 Imaginal disc growth factor TCCTGCCCAATGTGAACTC GCTGTGAAGTCCGCCTC 
Unc-115b Uncoordinated 115b TGGCATGTCTCTTGTTTCCG CACACTTCACCCCGAATCC 
Sodh-2 Sorbitol dehydrogenase TCAAGCTGCCGGATCACGTC ACCAGCGCCCAGAATGAGCA 
Mal-B1 Maltase CAATGAACTGGGCGTGAAAG CCTCCCACACATAGAAATCCTC 
Npc2e Peptidoglycan recognition protein TGAATCTGCCATATGCCCTAC AACGAAGGCTCCACATAGAAG 
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Table 1.2. Mortality of 91-R and 91-C in the treatment of DDT. 
Fly line N Slope (±SE) χ2 (df) LD50 (ng/fly; 95% CL1) RR
2 
91-R 450 0.96 (0.2) 23.11 (1) 3,746.8 (2,577.2-5,202.2) 107.1 
91-C 450 4.55 (0.39) 261.57 (1) 35.0 (31.9-38.4) 
1 CL represents the confidence level. 
2 LD50 of 91-R divided by LD50 of 91-C. 
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Table 1.3. RNA sequencing data generated from 91-R and 91-C. 
Line Replicate Raw reads 
Number of 
reads after 
trim 
Total (bp) 
Reads 
mapped 
in pairs 
(%) 
Reads 
mapped in 
broken 
pairs 
(%) 
Reads 
not 
mapped 
(%) 
91-R 
1 157,824,882 142,337,050 19,927,187,000 82.7 11.9 5.4 
2 157,630,896 143,182,984 20,045,617,760 85.0 8.9 6.1 
3 172,432,348 158,510,349 22,191,448,860 86.1 9.0 4.9 
91-C 
1 159,595,606 144,706,512 20,258,911,680 85.9 8.1 6.0 
2 146,958,614 134,029,371 18,764,111,940 84.4 9.6 6.0 
3 160,309,374 147,307,523 20,623,053,220 87.0 7.9 5.1 
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Table 1.4. Estimates of differential expression level based on the normalized counts by RPKM 
of RNA-seq read data. 
Feature ID Log2 (Fold-Change)1 P-value 
Fold 
change 
Weighted 
difference Bonferroni FDR
2  
Unc-115b 5.89 1.5E-08 59.27 1.9E-05 2.6E-04 3.3E-06 
Cyp4p2 5.64 3.8E-06 50.03 1.4E-05 6.7E-02 5.0E-04 
Cyp6a8 5.59 1.3E-95 48.20 3.6E-04 2.3E-91 7.7E-92 
Cyp4p1 5.02 6.8E-31 32.39 7.9E-05 1.2E-26 1.2E-27 
CR33319 4.84 2.0E-22 28.55 5.8E-05 3.4E-18 2.2E-19 
CR42653 4.72 3.8E-06 26.32 1.4E-05 6.7E-02 5.0E-04 
CR44030 4.65 1.5E-05 25.08 1.2E-05 2.7E-01 1.8E-03 
CR44308 4.64 8.1E-07 24.96 1.8E-05 1.4E-02 1.2E-04 
CG33966 4.34 1.5E-05 20.23 1.2E-05 2.7E-01 1.8E-03 
CG42521 4.18 2.2E-07 18.12 1.9E-05 3.8E-03 3.7E-05 
Cyp6g1 4.08 6.5E-239 16.91 3.3E-03 1.1E-234 1.1E-234 
CG14820 3.82 2.9E-09 14.16 2.5E-05 5.0E-05 7.1E-07 
Qtzl 3.71 1.6E-06 13.05 1.6E-05 2.7E-02 2.2E-04 
CG7542 3.65 3.2E-48 12.53 1.7E-04 5.5E-44 7.9E-45 
CG31683 3.58 4.4E-21 11.99 6.4E-05 7.7E-17 4.3E-18 
Cyp6w1 3.56 7.7E-98 11.77 7.3E-04 1.3E-93 6.7E-94 
CG4250 3.54 2.1E-48 11.63 1.7E-04 3.7E-44 6.2E-45 
Jon65Aii 3.53 4.6E-26 11.55 8.3E-05 8.1E-22 6.7E-23 
CG18787 3.52 4.5E-10 11.44 3.1E-05 7.9E-06 1.2E-07 
Mal-B1 3.44 7.6E-05 10.89 1.2E-05 1.0E+00 7.6E-03 
CG13658 3.28 1.1E-08 9.70 2.5E-05 1.8E-04 2.4E-06 
CR45191 3.24 1.6E-06 9.42 1.8E-05 2.9E-02 2.3E-04 
CG14191 3.23 3.6E-05 9.41 1.4E-05 6.3E-01 3.9E-03 
CG5770 3.04 1.7E-08 8.21 2.6E-05 3.0E-04 3.7E-06 
CG3819 2.96 1.4E-11 7.76 3.8E-05 2.4E-07 4.5E-09 
Npc2e 2.93 6.6E-05 7.62 1.3E-05 1.0E+00 6.7E-03 
CG33301 2.91 5.4E-20 7.51 7.2E-05 9.4E-16 4.5E-17 
CG43055 2.86 4.4E-12 7.25 4.2E-05 7.7E-08 1.6E-09 
CR43239 2.74 2.4E-09 6.68 3.2E-05 4.3E-05 6.1E-07 
CG31703 2.74 2.8E-05 6.67 1.6E-05 4.8E-01 3.0E-03 
Spn43Aa 2.73 6.0E-05 6.61 1.6E-05 1.0E+00 6.2E-03 
CG6834 2.71 4.5E-07 6.56 2.3E-05 7.8E-03 7.2E-05 
CG4210 2.54 1.1E-06 5.80 2.4E-05 1.9E-02 1.6E-04 
Sfp24Ba 2.50 2.6E-17 5.65 6.9E-05 4.6E-13 1.8E-14 
CG15293 2.35 1.0E-69 5.09 3.9E-04 1.8E-65 3.6E-66 
Cyp6g2 2.33 7.0E-05 5.04 1.8E-05 1.0E+00 7.1E-03 
Jon99Ci 2.28 2.9E-12 4.87 5.0E-05 5.1E-08 1.1E-09 
CG33666 2.25 1.6E-07 4.77 2.9E-05 2.9E-03 3.0E-05 
CG6908 2.20 1.6E-23 4.60 1.3E-04 2.8E-19 2.0E-20 
Lectin-galC1 2.16 7.2E-18 4.47 9.0E-05 1.3E-13 5.2E-15 
Sodh-2 2.14 2.6E-05 4.40 2.0E-05 4.5E-01 2.8E-03 
CG31809 2.06 7.5E-07 4.18 2.8E-05 1.3E-02 1.2E-04 
CG16898 1.75 2.1E-08 3.35 4.2E-05 3.7E-04 4.5E-06 
CG12224 1.74 1.6E-05 3.34 2.5E-05 2.8E-01 1.8E-03 
Cyp6a2 1.70 3.0E-15 3.26 2.1E-04 5.3E-11 1.6E-12 
CG33290 1.66 2.3E-07 3.16 3.6E-05 4.0E-03 3.9E-05 
CG9672 1.59 8.4E-12 3.02 7.7E-05 1.5E-07 3.0E-09 
CG4716 1.58 2.5E-13 2.99 8.6E-04 4.4E-09 1.1E-10 
CG43090 1.57 2.4E-15 2.97 1.1E-04 4.2E-11 1.3E-12 
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Table 1.4 (cont.) 
Feature ID Log2 (Fold-Change)1 P-value 
Fold 
change 
Weighted 
difference Bonferroni FDR
2  
Tobi 1.54 3.9E-08 2.91 3.9E-04 6.7E-04 7.9E-06 
PGRP-SC1a 1.49 1.3E-07 2.80 8.3E-05 2.2E-03 2.4E-05 
CG30026 1.46 6.4E-07 2.75 5.2E-05 1.1E-02 1.0E-04 
Lsp2 1.43 5.1E-08 2.69 6.9E-05 9.0E-04 1.0E-05 
Ugt86Dd 1.43 1.8E-19 2.69 1.9E-04 3.1E-15 1.4E-16 
smp-30 1.41 8.4E-16 2.66 1.4E-04 1.5E-11 4.9E-13 
Jheh1 1.36 1.0E-12 2.57 1.4E-04 1.7E-08 4.1E-10 
fal 1.33 3.6E-07 2.51 4.4E-05 6.2E-03 6.0E-05 
Gnmt 1.32 4.3E-07 2.49 5.0E-05 7.5E-03 7.0E-05 
HIP 1.31 2.0E-09 2.48 7.2E-05 3.5E-05 5.0E-07 
Unc-115a 1.29 3.5E-09 2.45 7.0E-05 6.1E-05 8.4E-07 
CG42782 1.27 4.3E-13 2.41 1.3E-04 7.5E-09 1.8E-10 
scpr-B 1.23 9.2E-12 2.35 1.2E-04 1.6E-07 3.2E-09 
CG10553 1.21 1.2E-11 2.32 1.2E-04 2.0E-07 4.0E-09 
CG3165 1.19 3.3E-06 2.27 4.4E-05 5.8E-02 4.5E-04 
CR43157 1.17 2.4E-13 2.26 1.4E-04 4.2E-09 1.1E-10 
cry 1.17 8.9E-06 2.24 3.8E-05 1.5E-01 1.1E-03 
CG32141 1.16 1.4E-05 2.24 3.5E-05 2.5E-01 1.7E-03 
CG15818 1.16 1.3E-05 2.23 4.0E-05 2.2E-01 1.6E-03 
CG8661 1.16 3.8E-09 2.23 9.0E-05 6.7E-05 9.0E-07 
P32 1.15 1.0E-12 2.23 1.3E-04 1.8E-08 4.1E-10 
CG43679 1.15 5.6E-05 2.22 3.1E-05 9.7E-01 5.8E-03 
CG32437 1.13 1.9E-05 2.19 3.5E-05 3.4E-01 2.2E-03 
Cht12 1.12 5.5E-05 2.18 3.1E-05 9.6E-01 5.8E-03 
Tsf1 1.12 2.9E-22 2.18 3.3E-04 5.0E-18 3.0E-19 
Cpr72Ec 1.06 2.4E-05 2.08 7.1E-05 4.2E-01 2.7E-03 
CG33667 1.03 4.0E-06 2.05 5.2E-05 7.0E-02 5.2E-04 
Mal-A7 1.03 1.4E-06 2.04 6.6E-05 2.5E-02 2.1E-04 
CG34166 1.02 4.9E-05 2.03 1.2E-04 8.5E-01 5.2E-03 
Cyp12a4 1.02 1.4E-09 2.02 1.0E-04 2.4E-05 3.5E-07 
CG11892 -1.00 3.7E-07 -1.99 -1.2E-04 6.5E-03 6.2E-05 
pont -1.04 8.3E-07 -2.06 -6.0E-05 1.5E-02 1.3E-04 
MtnA -1.05 1.9E-17 -2.07 -2.6E-04 3.4E-13 1.3E-14 
Dup99B -1.05 7.1E-19 -2.08 -3.4E-04 1.2E-14 5.4E-16 
CG33346 -1.06 5.8E-08 -2.08 -7.6E-05 1.0E-03 1.2E-05 
CG45080 -1.06 6.7E-16 -2.08 -7.8E-04 1.2E-11 4.0E-13 
Jon99Fi -1.07 8.8E-07 -2.09 -3.2E-04 1.5E-02 1.3E-04 
CG14259 -1.07 6.3E-06 -2.10 -4.8E-05 1.1E-01 7.9E-04 
HIP-R -1.08 9.8E-07 -2.11 -5.7E-05 1.7E-02 1.5E-04 
CG3091 -1.14 2.2E-07 -2.20 -6.1E-05 3.8E-03 3.7E-05 
CG12057 -1.24 3.4E-14 -2.36 -2.4E-04 6.0E-10 1.6E-11 
CG17571 -1.25 9.9E-16 -2.39 -1.7E-04 1.7E-11 5.6E-13 
CG5150 -1.26 1.5E-06 -2.40 -4.4E-05 2.7E-02 2.2E-04 
Prosalpha5 -1.27 1.5E-23 -2.42 -2.7E-04 2.7E-19 2.0E-20 
CG9466 -1.29 7.7E-11 -2.45 -8.7E-05 1.3E-06 2.3E-08 
CG10592 -1.31 1.8E-07 -2.47 -5.3E-05 3.1E-03 3.2E-05 
CG6429 -1.34 4.5E-06 -2.53 -3.6E-05 7.9E-02 5.7E-04 
CG16727 -1.34 6.9E-07 -2.53 -4.1E-05 1.2E-02 1.1E-04 
CG15784 -1.35 1.7E-05 -2.54 -6.9E-05 2.9E-01 1.9E-03 
CR43358 -1.40 4.4E-06 -2.64 -3.5E-05 7.7E-02 5.6E-04 
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Table 1.4 (cont.) 
Feature ID Log2 (Fold-Change)1 P-value 
Fold 
change 
Weighted 
difference Bonferroni FDR
2  
Lsd-1 -1.46 1.5E-22 -2.75 -2.2E-04 2.6E-18 1.7E-19 
CG10659 -1.54 5.9E-05 -2.90 -2.5E-05 1.0E+00 6.1E-03 
ZnT41F -1.67 1.0E-04 -3.18 -2.2E-05 1.0E+00 9.8E-03 
CG10799 -1.67 1.9E-26 -3.19 -2.4E-04 3.2E-22 3.0E-23 
CG9682 -1.68 2.1E-12 -3.21 -7.8E-05 3.8E-08 8.3E-10 
CG17192 -1.74 1.6E-11 -3.34 -7.5E-05 2.7E-07 5.1E-09 
deltaTry -1.76 3.7E-11 -3.38 -7.0E-05 6.5E-07 1.2E-08 
CG11211 -1.78 1.9E-05 -3.43 -2.3E-05 3.4E-01 2.2E-03 
Arc1 -1.88 5.0E-08 -3.67 -3.7E-05 8.8E-04 1.0E-05 
CG42821 -1.88 5.8E-10 -3.69 -4.7E-05 1.0E-05 1.6E-07 
CG33665 -1.95 2.0E-06 -3.87 -2.6E-05 3.5E-02 2.8E-04 
CG6277 -2.05 2.4E-14 -4.15 -7.4E-05 4.3E-10 1.2E-11 
GILT2 -2.10 3.6E-36 -4.28 -2.4E-04 6.3E-32 7.8E-33 
CG4757 -2.19 2.7E-10 -4.57 -4.2E-05 4.7E-06 7.8E-08 
Idgf1 -2.26 3.1E-09 -4.78 -3.6E-05 5.4E-05 7.5E-07 
CG43061 -2.31 2.2E-08 -4.97 -3.3E-05 3.8E-04 4.6E-06 
TotC -2.33 9.3E-14 -5.04 -5.8E-05 1.6E-09 4.2E-11 
CG31091 -2.36 3.1E-06 -5.15 -2.2E-05 5.5E-02 4.3E-04 
CG2064 -2.58 1.1E-14 -5.99 -5.5E-05 2.0E-10 5.7E-12 
CG4563 -2.67 7.5E-06 -6.34 -1.9E-05 1.3E-01 9.3E-04 
TotA -2.83 7.4E-34 -7.13 -1.9E-04 1.3E-29 1.4E-30 
CG3397 -3.06 9.9E-11 -8.35 -3.4E-05 1.7E-06 2.9E-08 
Cyp4e3 -3.19 7.3E-21 -9.11 -3.2E-04 1.3E-16 6.7E-18 
Jon99Fii -3.24 2.4E-95 -9.44 -4.7E-04 4.2E-91 1.0E-91 
Hsp70Bb -3.28 8.7E-05 -9.74 -8.1E-05 1.0E+00 8.6E-03 
PPO2 -3.31 7.2E-10 -9.94 -3.1E-05 1.3E-05 1.9E-07 
CG30054 -3.42 6.7E-08 -10.73 -2.3E-05 1.2E-03 1.3E-05 
CG4927 -3.47 4.0E-05 -11.04 -1.3E-05 7.0E-01 4.3E-03 
CG31274 -3.57 4.5E-10 -11.89 -3.0E-05 7.9E-06 1.2E-07 
PPO1 -4.35 4.1E-10 -20.42 -2.7E-05 7.3E-06 1.2E-07 
CG17234 -4.48 1.6E-05 -22.26 -1.2E-05 2.8E-01 1.9E-03 
Hsp70Ba -5.11 9.2E-05 -34.62 -2.4E-05 1.0E+00 8.9E-03 
CG30025 -5.13 4.5E-16 -35.04 -4.3E-05 7.8E-12 2.8E-13 
CR43158 -5.16 3.0E-08 -35.86 -2.1E-05 5.2E-04 6.2E-06 
CR43263 -5.31 6.1E-05 -39.80 -1.1E-05 1.0E+00 6.3E-03 
CR33487 -5.51 6.0E-08 -45.70 -1.8E-05 1.0E-03 1.2E-05 
Ser12 -6.62 2.4E-11 -98.32 -2.8E-05 4.3E-07 7.9E-09 
CG31832 -6.76 1.1E-16 -108.35 -3.9E-05 2.0E-12 7.3E-14 
1Fold change was calculated as log2 91-C/91-R. 
2FDR: False discovery rate.
 Differentially expressed genes at the high-stringency threshold [FDR < 0.001 and log2(fold change) 
≥|2.0|] were indicated by gray. 
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Table 1.5. Differentially expressed transcripts encoded within 91-R genome regions putatively 
under the influence of selective sweeps in response to DDT selection in resistant 91-R.  
Gene Functional annotation 
Log2 
fold 
Change1 
FDR2 Genome position 
Selective 
sweep 
ID3 
Unc-115b Cytoskeletal linker protein that acts in axon guidance 5.89 3.31E-06 3R: 9,687,060-9,692,775 13 
CG31683 Lipid metabolic process 3.58 4.30E-18 2L: 20,447,734-20,449,964 6 
CR43239 Unknown 2.74 6.08E-07 2L: 17,353,730-17,354,668 4 
Lectin-
galC1 Immune pathway 2.16 5.23E-15 2L: 19,417,447-19,418,274 5 
CR43263 Unknown -5.31 0.006 2L: 1,216,854-1,217,785 1 
PPO2 Immune pathway -3.31 1.87E-07 2R: 9,042,261-9,044,709 11 
1Fold change was calculated as log2 91-C/91-R. 
2FDR: False discovery rate.Differentially expressed genes were identified on the basis of FDR<0.001. 
3Thirteen genomic intervals in Drosophila melanogaster strain 91-R identified regions under the influence 
of a selective sweep (ID 1 to 13), where regions show reduced nucleotide diversity in 91-R compared to 
91-C was and putatively under the influence of directional selection in response to differential 
survivorship when exposed to DDT (Steele et al. 2015). 
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Table 1.6. Transcription factor (TF) binding sites associated with differentially expressed genes 
that were located within selective sweep in 91-R. 
TF gene 
symbol TF gene name DEG 
DEG 
selective 
sweep 
DEG 
regulation Interaction 
Shared 
with 
Unc-
115b 
BEAF-32 
Boundary element-
associated factor 
of 32kD 
Unc-115b 13 up Transcription factor-Gene x 
chinmo 
Chronologically 
inappropriate 
morphogenesis 
Unc-115b 13 up Transcription factor-Gene x 
Chro Chromator Unc-115b 13 up Transcription factor-Gene x 
Cp190 Centrosomal protein 190kD Unc-115b 13 up 
Transcription factor-
Gene x 
CTCF CTCF Unc-115b 13 up Transcription factor-Gene x 
sens senseless Unc-115b 13 up Transcription factor-Gene x 
trx trithorax Unc-115b 13 up Transcription factor-Gene x 
BEAF-32 
Boundary element-
associated factor 
of 32kD 
CG31683 6 up Transcription factor-Gene x 
Chro Chromator CG31683 6 up Transcription factor-Gene x 
Cp190 Centrosomal protein 190kD CG31683 6 up 
Transcription factor-
Gene x 
CTCF CTCF CG31683 6 up Transcription factor-Gene x 
h hairy CG31683 6 up Transcription factor-Gene  
Kr Kruppel CG31683 6 up Transcription factor-Gene  
pho pleiohomeotic CG31683 6 up Transcription factor-Gene  
phol pleiohomeotic like CG31683 6 up Transcription factor-Gene  
sens senseless CG31683 6 up Transcription factor-Gene x 
Trl Trithorax-like CG31683 6 up Transcription factor-Gene  
trx trithorax CG31683 6 up Transcription factor-Gene x 
none 
reported none found CR43239 4 up none  
bap bagpipe Lectin-galC1 5 up Transcription factor-Gene  
bin biniou Lectin-galC1 5 up Transcription factor-Gene  
cad caudal Lectin-galC1 5 up Transcription factor-Gene  
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Table 1.6 (cont.) 
TF_gene 
symbol TF_gene_name DEG 
DEG 
selective 
sweep 
DEG 
regulation Interaction 
Shared 
with 
Unc-
115b 
Chro Chromator Lectin-galC1 5 up Transcription factor-Gene x 
Cp190 Centrosomal protein 190kD Lectin-galC1 5 up 
Transcription factor-
Gene x 
CTCF CTCF Lectin-galC1 5 up Transcription factor-Gene x 
GATAe GATAe Lectin-galC1 5 up Transcription factor-Gene  
Mef2 Myocyte enhancer factor 2 Lectin-galC1 5 up 
Transcription factor-
Gene  
mod(mdg4) modifier of mdg4 Lectin-galC1 5 up Transcription factor-Gene  
su(Hw) suppressor of Hairy wing Lectin-galC1 5 up 
Transcription factor-
Gene  
tin tinman Lectin-galC1 5 up Transcription factor-Gene  
Trl Trithorax-like Lectin-galC1 5 up Transcription factor-Gene  
trx trithorax Lectin-galC1 5 up Transcription factor-Gene x 
none 
reported none found CR43263 1 down none  
cad caudal PPO2 11 down Transcription factor-Gene  
chinmo 
Chronologically 
inappropriate 
morphogenesis 
PPO2 11 down Transcription factor-Gene x 
Mad Mothers against dpp PPO2 11 down 
Transcription factor-
Gene  
ph-p polyhomeotic proximal PPO2 11 down 
Transcription factor-
Gene  
sna snail PPO2 11 down Transcription factor-Gene  
Paralog of Unc-115b 
 
TF_gene 
symbol 
TF_gene_name DEG Selective sweep Regulation 
 
Interaction 
Shared 
with 
Unc-
115b 
bab1 bric a brac 1 Unc-115a 13 no change Transcription factor-Gene  
BEAF-32 
Boundary element-
associated factor 
of 32kD 
Unc-115a 13 no change Transcription factor-Gene x 
Chro Chromator Unc-115a 13 no change Transcription factor-Gene x 
Cp190 Centrosomal protein 190kD Unc-115a 13 no change 
Transcription factor-
Gene x 
CTCF CTCF Unc-115a 13 no change Transcription factor-Gene x 
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Table 1.6 (cont.) 
TF_gene 
symbol TF_gene_name DEG 
DEG 
selective 
sweep 
DEG 
regulation Interaction 
Shared 
with 
Unc-
115b 
D Dichaete Unc-115a 13 no change Transcription factor-Gene  
da daughterless Unc-115a 13 no change Transcription factor-Gene  
dl dorsal Unc-115a 13 no change Transcription factor-Gene  
Dsp1 Dorsal switch protein 1 Unc-115a 13 no change 
Transcription factor-
Gene  
E(z) Enhancer of zeste Unc-115a 13 no change Transcription factor-Gene  
Kr Kruppel Unc-115a 13 no change Transcription factor-Gene  
Med Medea Unc-115a 13 no change Transcription factor-Gene  
Mef2 Myocyte enhancer factor 2 Unc-115a 13 no change 
Transcription factor-
Gene  
mod(mdg4) modifier of mdg4 Unc-115a 13 no change Transcription factor-Gene  
Myb Myb oncogene-like Unc-115a 13 no change 
Transcription factor-
Gene  
NELF-B NELF-B Unc-115a 13 no change Transcription factor-Gene  
Nelf-E Negative elongation factor E Unc-115a 13 no change 
Transcription factor-
Gene  
pho pleiohomeotic Unc-115a 13 no change Transcription factor-Gene  
phol pleiohomeotic like Unc-115a 13 no change Transcription factor-Gene  
ph-p polyhomeotic proximal Unc-115a 13 no change 
Transcription factor-
Gene  
run runt Unc-115a 13 no change Transcription factor-Gene  
sens senseless Unc-115a 13 no change Transcription factor-Gene x 
TfIIB Transcription factor IIB Unc-115a 13 no change 
Transcription factor-
Gene  
Trl Trithorax-like Unc-115a 13 no change Transcription factor-Gene  
trx trithorax Unc-115a 13 no change Transcription factor-Gene x 
twi twist Unc-115a 13 no change Transcription factor-Gene  
z zeste Unc-115a 13 no change Transcription factor-Gene  
zfh1 Zn finger homeodomain 1 Unc-115a 13 no change 
Transcription factor-
Gene  
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Table 1.7. Initial annotation of differentially expressed genes using Gene Ontology (GO) terms. 
Gene name Expression GO number GO term description GO category 
Lectin-galC1 up-regulated in 91R GO:0016339 
calcium-dependent cell-cell adhesion via 
plasma membrane cell adhesion 
molecules 
biological_process 
Mal-B1 up-regulated in 91R GO:0005975 carbohydrate metabolic process biological_process 
CG6908 up-regulated in 91R GO:0055070 copper ion homeostasis biological_process 
Unc-115b up-regulated in 91R GO:0007010 cytoskeleton organization biological_process 
Lectin-galC1 up-regulated in 91R GO:0006952 defense response biological_process 
Jon99Ci up-regulated in 91R GO:0007586 digestion biological_process 
CG31703 up-regulated in 91R GO:0016570 histone modification biological_process 
CG43055 up-regulated in 91R GO:0043152 induction of bacterial agglutination biological_process 
Lectin-galC1 up-regulated in 91R GO:0043152 induction of bacterial agglutination biological_process 
Cyp6g1 up-regulated in 91R GO:0046701 insecticide catabolic process biological_process 
Cyp6a8 up-regulated in 91R GO:0017143 insecticide metabolic process biological_process 
Cyp6a8 up-regulated in 91R GO:0048252 lauric acid metabolic process biological_process 
CG31683 up-regulated in 91R GO:0006629 lipid metabolic process biological_process 
Sfp24Ba up-regulated in 91R GO:0032504 multicellular organism reproduction biological_process 
Sfp24Ba up-regulated in 91R GO:0045861 negative regulation of proteolysis biological_process 
Spn43Aa up-regulated in 91R GO:0045861 negative regulation of proteolysis biological_process 
Cyp4p1 up-regulated in 91R GO:0055114 oxidation-reduction process biological_process 
Cyp4p2 up-regulated in 91R GO:0055114 oxidation-reduction process biological_process 
Cyp6a8 up-regulated in 91R GO:0055114 oxidation-reduction process biological_process 
Cyp6g1 up-regulated in 91R GO:0055114 oxidation-reduction process biological_process 
Cyp6g2 up-regulated in 91R GO:0055114 oxidation-reduction process biological_process 
Cyp6w1 up-regulated in 91R GO:0055114 oxidation-reduction process biological_process 
Sodh-2 up-regulated in 91R GO:0055114 oxidation-reduction process biological_process 
Npc2e up-regulated in 91R GO:0061057 peptidoglycan recognition protein signaling pathway biological_process 
CG14820 up-regulated in 91R GO:0006508 proteolysis biological_process 
CG7542 up-regulated in 91R GO:0006508 proteolysis biological_process 
Jon65Aii up-regulated in 91R GO:0006508 proteolysis biological_process 
Jon99Ci up-regulated in 91R GO:0006508 proteolysis biological_process 
Cyp6a8 up-regulated in 91R GO:0031000 response to caffeine biological_process 
Cyp6g1 up-regulated in 91R GO:0046680 response to DDT biological_process 
Cyp6g1 up-regulated in 91R GO:0017085 response to insecticide biological_process 
Cyp6g2 up-regulated in 91R GO:0017085 response to insecticide biological_process 
Cyp6g1 up-regulated in 91R GO:0046689 response to mercury ion biological_process 
Cyp6g1 up-regulated in 91R GO:0046683 response to organophosphorus biological_process 
Cyp6w1 up-regulated in 91R GO:0007608 sensory perception of smell biological_process 
Cyp4p2 up-regulated in 91R GO:0030431 sleep biological_process 
Cyp6g1 up-regulated in 91R GO:0030431 sleep biological_process 
Npc2e up-regulated in 91R GO:0015918 sterol transport biological_process 
CG31703 up-regulated in 91R GO:0006368 transcription elongation from RNA polymerase II promoter biological_process 
CG33966 up-regulated in 91R GO:0006810 transport biological_process 
Idgf1 down-regulated in 91R GO:0005975 carbohydrate metabolic process biological_process 
TotA down-regulated in 91R GO:0034605 cellular response to heat biological_process 
TotC down-regulated in 91R GO:0034605 cellular response to heat biological_process 
TotA down-regulated in 91R GO:0071260 cellular response to mechanical stimulus biological_process 
TotA down-regulated in 91R GO:0034599 cellular response to oxidative stress biological_process 
TotA down-regulated in 91R GO:0034644 cellular response to UV biological_process 
TotC down-regulated in 91R GO:0034644 cellular response to UV biological_process 
Idgf1 down-regulated in 91R GO:0006032 chitin catabolic process biological_process 
Idgf1 down-regulated in 91R GO:0040003 chitin-based cuticle development biological_process 
PPO1 down-regulated in 91R GO:0050832 defense response to fungus biological_process 
PPO2 down-regulated in 91R GO:0050832 defense response to fungus biological_process 
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Table 1.7 (cont.) 
Gene name Expression GO number GO term description GO category 
PPO1 down-regulated in 91R GO:0050830 defense response to Gram-positive bacterium biological_process 
PPO2 down-regulated in 91R GO:0050830 defense response to Gram-positive bacterium biological_process 
PPO1 down-regulated in 91R GO:0042417 dopamine metabolic process biological_process 
PPO2 down-regulated in 91R GO:0042417 dopamine metabolic process biological_process 
Idgf1 down-regulated in 91R GO:0018990 ecdysis, chitin-based cuticle biological_process 
CG30054 down-regulated in 91R GO:0007186 G-protein coupled receptor signaling pathway biological_process 
Hsp70Ba down-regulated in 91R GO:0035080 heat shock-mediated polytene chromosome puffing biological_process 
Hsp70Bb down-regulated in 91R GO:0035080 heat shock-mediated polytene chromosome puffing biological_process 
PPO1 down-regulated in 91R GO:0042381 hemolymph coagulation biological_process 
Idgf1 down-regulated in 91R GO:0007444 imaginal disc development biological_process 
CG6277 down-regulated in 91R GO:0016042 lipid catabolic process biological_process 
CG31091 down-regulated in 91R GO:0006629 lipid metabolic process biological_process 
PPO1 down-regulated in 91R GO:0035006 melanization defense response biological_process 
PPO2 down-regulated in 91R GO:0035006 melanization defense response biological_process 
PPO2 down-regulated in 91R GO:0035011 melanotic encapsulation of foreign target biological_process 
CG4563 down-regulated in 91R GO:0008152 metabolic process biological_process 
CG31832 down-regulated in 91R GO:0043066 negative regulation of apoptotic process biological_process 
CG6277 down-regulated in 91R GO:0022008 neurogenesis biological_process 
CG3397 down-regulated in 91R GO:0055114 oxidation-reduction process biological_process 
Cyp4e3 down-regulated in 91R GO:0055114 oxidation-reduction process biological_process 
GILT2 down-regulated in 91R GO:0055114 oxidation-reduction process biological_process 
CG43061 down-regulated in 91R GO:0009405 pathogenesis biological_process 
GILT2 down-regulated in 91R GO:1900426 positive regulation of response to bacterium biological_process 
CG3397 down-regulated in 91R GO:0006813 potassium ion transport biological_process 
CG17234 down-regulated in 91R GO:0006508 proteolysis biological_process 
CG30025 down-regulated in 91R GO:0006508 proteolysis biological_process 
CG4927 down-regulated in 91R GO:0006508 proteolysis biological_process 
Jon99Fii down-regulated in 91R GO:0006508 proteolysis biological_process 
Ser12 down-regulated in 91R GO:0006508 proteolysis biological_process 
TotA down-regulated in 91R GO:0009617 response to bacterium biological_process 
TotC down-regulated in 91R GO:0009617 response to bacterium biological_process 
Hsp70Ba down-regulated in 91R GO:0009408 response to heat biological_process 
Hsp70Bb down-regulated in 91R GO:0009408 response to heat biological_process 
TotA down-regulated in 91R GO:0009408 response to heat biological_process 
Hsp70Ba down-regulated in 91R GO:0001666 response to hypoxia biological_process 
Hsp70Bb down-regulated in 91R GO:0001666 response to hypoxia biological_process 
TotA down-regulated in 91R GO:0046689 response to mercury ion biological_process 
TotA down-regulated in 91R GO:0051597 response to methylmercury biological_process 
TotA down-regulated in 91R GO:0009414 response to water deprivation biological_process 
PPO1 down-regulated in 91R GO:0009611 response to wounding biological_process 
PPO1 down-regulated in 91R GO:0035314 scab formation biological_process 
CG17234 down-regulated in 91R GO:0019233 sensory perception of pain biological_process 
PPO1 down-regulated in 91R GO:0030431 sleep biological_process 
Idgf1 down-regulated in 91R GO:0042060 wound healing biological_process 
PPO1 down-regulated in 91R GO:0042060 wound healing biological_process 
Ser12 down-regulated in 91R GO:0042060 wound healing biological_process 
CG31703 up-regulated in 91R GO:0016593 Cdc73/Paf1 complex cellular_component 
Cyp6a8 up-regulated in 91R GO:0012505 endomembrane system cellular_component 
CG15293 up-regulated in 91R GO:0005576 extracellular region cellular_component 
CG43055 up-regulated in 91R GO:0005576 extracellular region cellular_component 
Lectin-galC1 up-regulated in 91R GO:0005576 extracellular region cellular_component 
Npc2e up-regulated in 91R GO:0005615 extracellular space cellular_component 
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Table 1.7 (cont.) 
Gene name Expression GO number GO term description GO category 
Sfp24Ba up-regulated in 91R GO:0005615 extracellular space cellular_component 
Spn43Aa up-regulated in 91R GO:0005615 extracellular space cellular_component 
CG33966 up-regulated in 91R GO:0005622 intracellular cellular_component 
Cyp4p1 up-regulated in 91R GO:0043231 intracellularmembrane-bounded organelle cellular_component 
Cyp4p2 up-regulated in 91R GO:0043231 intracellular membrane-bounded organelle cellular_component 
Cyp6a8 up-regulated in 91R GO:0043231 intracellular membrane-bounded organelle cellular_component 
Cyp6g1 up-regulated in 91R GO:0043231 intracellular membrane-bounded organelle cellular_component 
Cyp6g2 up-regulated in 91R GO:0043231 intracellular membrane-bounded organelle cellular_component 
Cyp6w1 up-regulated in 91R GO:0043231 intracellular membrane-bounded organelle cellular_component 
Cyp4p1 up-regulated in 91R GO:0016020 membrane cellular_component 
Cyp4p2 up-regulated in 91R GO:0016020 membrane cellular_component 
Cyp6a8 up-regulated in 91R GO:0016020 membrane cellular_component 
Cyp6g1 up-regulated in 91R GO:0016020 membrane cellular_component 
Cyp6g2 up-regulated in 91R GO:0016020 membrane cellular_component 
Cyp6w1 up-regulated in 91R GO:0016020 membrane cellular_component 
Unc-115b up-regulated in 91R GO:0005654 nucleoplasm cellular_component 
CG2064 down-regulated in 91R GO:0012505 endomembrane system cellular_component 
Cyp4e3 down-regulated in 91R GO:0005783 endoplasmic reticulum cellular_component 
CG30025 down-regulated in 91R GO:0005576 extracellular region cellular_component 
CG43061 down-regulated in 91R GO:0005576 extracellular region cellular_component 
Idgf1 down-regulated in 91R GO:0005576 extracellular region cellular_component 
PPO1 down-regulated in 91R GO:0005576 extracellular region cellular_component 
TotC down-regulated in 91R GO:0005576 extracellular region cellular_component 
CG31832 down-regulated in 91R GO:0005615 extracellular space cellular_component 
PPO2 down-regulated in 91R GO:0005615 extracellular space cellular_component 
TotA down-regulated in 91R GO:0005615 extracellular space cellular_component 
TotC down-regulated in 91R GO:0005615 extracellular space cellular_component 
CG30054 down-regulated in 91R GO:0005834 heterotrimeric G-protein complex cellular_component 
Cyp4e3 down-regulated in 91R GO:0043231 intracellular membrane-bounded organelle cellular_component 
Cyp4e3 down-regulated in 91R GO:0005811 lipid particle cellular_component 
Cyp4e3 down-regulated in 91R GO:0016020 membrane cellular_component 
Hsp70Ba down-regulated in 91R GO:0005875 microtubule associated complex cellular_component 
Hsp70Bb down-regulated in 91R GO:0005875 microtubule associated complex cellular_component 
CG30054 down-regulated in 91R GO:0005886 plasma membrane cellular_component 
CG3397 down-regulated in 91R GO:0008076 voltage-gated potassium channel complex cellular_component 
Unc-115b up-regulated in 91R GO:0003779 actin binding molecular_function 
Cyp6a8 up-regulated in 91R GO:0018685 alkane 1-monooxygenase activity molecular_function 
Mal-B1 up-regulated in 91R GO:0004558 alpha-1,4-glucosidase activity molecular_function 
Lectin-galC1 up-regulated in 91R GO:0030246 carbohydrate binding molecular_function 
CG31703 up-regulated in 91R GO:0003677 DNA binding molecular_function 
Cyp4p1 up-regulated in 91R GO:0009055 electron carrier activity molecular_function 
Cyp4p2 up-regulated in 91R GO:0009055 electron carrier activity molecular_function 
Cyp6a8 up-regulated in 91R GO:0009055 electron carrier activity molecular_function 
Cyp6g1 up-regulated in 91R GO:0009055 electron carrier activity molecular_function 
Cyp6g2 up-regulated in 91R GO:0009055 electron carrier activity molecular_function 
Cyp6w1 up-regulated in 91R GO:0009055 electron carrier activity molecular_function 
Jon99Ci up-regulated in 91R GO:0004175 endopeptidase activity molecular_function 
CG43055 up-regulated in 91R GO:0005534 galactose binding molecular_function 
Lectin-galC1 up-regulated in 91R GO:0005534 galactose binding molecular_function 
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Table 1.7 (cont.) 
Gene name Expression GO number GO term description GO category 
Lectin-galC1 up-regulated in 91R GO:0005534 galactose binding molecular_function 
Cyp4p1 up-regulated in 91R GO:0020037 heme binding molecular_function 
Cyp4p2 up-regulated in 91R GO:0020037 heme binding molecular_function 
Cyp6a8 up-regulated in 91R GO:0020037 heme binding molecular_function 
Cyp6g1 up-regulated in 91R GO:0020037 heme binding molecular_function 
Cyp6g2 up-regulated in 91R GO:0020037 heme binding molecular_function 
Cyp6w1 up-regulated in 91R GO:0020037 heme binding molecular_function 
CG3819 up-regulated in 91R GO:0016787 hydrolase activity molecular_function 
Cyp4p1 up-regulated in 91R GO:0005506 iron ion binding molecular_function 
Cyp4p2 up-regulated in 91R GO:0005506 iron ion binding molecular_function 
Cyp6a8 up-regulated in 91R GO:0005506 iron ion binding molecular_function 
Cyp6g1 up-regulated in 91R GO:0005506 iron ion binding molecular_function 
Cyp6g2 up-regulated in 91R GO:0005506 iron ion binding molecular_function 
Cyp6w1 up-regulated in 91R GO:0005506 iron ion binding molecular_function 
Sodh-2 up-regulated in 91R GO:0003939 L-iditol 2-dehydrogenase activity molecular_function 
Npc2e up-regulated in 91R GO:0030882 lipid antigen binding molecular_function 
Npc2e up-regulated in 91R GO:0001530 lipopolysaccharide binding molecular_function 
CG18787 up-regulated in 91R GO:0046872 metal ion binding molecular_function 
CG3819 up-regulated in 91R GO:0046872 metal ion binding molecular_function 
CG14820 up-regulated in 91R GO:0004181 metallocarboxypeptidase activity molecular_function 
Cyp6g2 up-regulated in 91R GO:0004497 monooxygenase activity molecular_function 
CG6834 up-regulated in 91R GO:0017022 myosin binding molecular_function 
CG4210 up-regulated in 91R GO:0008080 N-acetyltransferase activity molecular_function 
CG3819 up-regulated in 91R GO:0003676 nucleic acid binding molecular_function 
CG31683 up-regulated in 91R GO:0008374 O-acyltransferase activity molecular_function 
Cyp4p1 up-regulated in 91R GO:0016705 
oxidoreductase activity, acting on paired 
donors, with incorporation or reduction 
of molecular oxygen 
molecular_function 
Cyp4p2 up-regulated in 91R GO:0016705 
oxidoreductase activity, acting on paired 
donors, with incorporation or reduction 
of molecular oxygen 
molecular_function 
Cyp6g1 up-regulated in 91R GO:0016705 
oxidoreductase activity, acting on paired 
donors, with incorporation or reduction 
of molecular oxygen 
molecular_function 
Cyp6g2 up-regulated in 91R GO:0016705 
oxidoreductase activity, acting on paired 
donors, with incorporation or reduction 
of molecular oxygen 
molecular_function 
Cyp6w1 up-regulated in 91R GO:0016705 
oxidoreductase activity, acting on paired 
donors, with incorporation or reduction 
of molecular oxygen 
molecular_function 
Sfp24Ba up-regulated in 91R GO:0030414 peptidase inhibitor activity molecular_function 
Npc2e up-regulated in 91R GO:0042834 peptidoglycan binding molecular_function 
CG14820 up-regulated in 91R GO:0005515 protein binding molecular_function 
Lectin-galC1 up-regulated in 91R GO:0004872 receptor activity molecular_function 
CG7542 up-regulated in 91R GO:0004252 serine-type endopeptidase activity molecular_function 
Jon65Aii up-regulated in 91R GO:0004252 serine-type endopeptidase activity molecular_function 
Jon99Ci up-regulated in 91R GO:0004252 serine-type endopeptidase activity molecular_function 
Sfp24Ba up-regulated in 91R GO:0004867 serine-type endopeptidase inhibitor activity molecular_function 
Spn43Aa up-regulated in 91R GO:0004867 serine-type endopeptidase inhibitor activity molecular_function 
Npc2e up-regulated in 91R GO:0032934 sterol binding molecular_function 
CG33966 up-regulated in 91R GO:0005215 transporter activity molecular_function 
CG33966 up-regulated in 91R GO:0008431 vitamin E binding molecular_function 
CG14820 up-regulated in 91R GO:0008270 zinc ion binding molecular_function 
Sodh-2 up-regulated in 91R GO:0008270 zinc ion binding molecular_function 
Unc-115b up-regulated in 91R GO:0008270 zinc ion binding molecular_function 
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Table 1.7 (cont.) 
Gene name Expression GO number GO term description GO category 
CG4563 down-regulated in 91R GO:0016207 4-coumarate-CoA ligase activity molecular_function 
CG4757 down-regulated in 91R GO:0052689 carboxylic ester hydrolase activity molecular_function 
PPO1 down-regulated in 91R GO:0004097 catechol oxidase activity molecular_function 
Idgf1 down-regulated in 91R GO:0004568 chitinase activity molecular_function 
GILT2 down-regulated in 91R GO:0015036 disulfide oxidoreductase activity molecular_function 
PPO1 down-regulated in 91R GO:0036264 dopamine monooxygenase activity molecular_function 
PPO2 down-regulated in 91R GO:0036264 dopamine monooxygenase activity molecular_function 
Cyp4e3 down-regulated in 91R GO:0009055 electron carrier activity molecular_function 
Jon99Fii down-regulated in 91R GO:0004175 endopeptidase activity molecular_function 
CG30054 down-regulated in 91R GO:0031683 G-protein beta/gamma-subunit complex binding molecular_function 
CG30054 down-regulated in 91R GO:0001664 G-protein coupled receptor binding molecular_function 
CG30054 down-regulated in 91R GO:0005525 GTP binding molecular_function 
CG30054 down-regulated in 91R GO:0003924 GTPase activity molecular_function 
Cyp4e3 down-regulated in 91R GO:0020037 heme binding molecular_function 
Idgf1 down-regulated in 91R GO:0008084 imaginal disc growth factor receptor binding molecular_function 
Cyp4e3 down-regulated in 91R GO:0005506 iron ion binding molecular_function 
PPO1 down-regulated in 91R GO:0036263 L-DOPA monooxygenase activity molecular_function 
PPO2 down-regulated in 91R GO:0036263 L-DOPA monooxygenase activity molecular_function 
CG6277 down-regulated in 91R GO:0016298 lipase activity molecular_function 
PPO1 down-regulated in 91R GO:0004503 monophenol monooxygenase activity molecular_function 
CG3397 down-regulated in 91R GO:0016491 oxidoreductase activity molecular_function 
GILT2 down-regulated in 91R GO:0016667 oxidoreductase activity, acting on a sulfur group of donors molecular_function 
Cyp4e3 down-regulated in 91R GO:0016705 
oxidoreductase activity, acting on paired 
donors, with incorporation or reduction 
of molecular oxygen 
molecular_function 
CG6277 down-regulated in 91R GO:0008970 phosphatidylcholine 1-acylhydrolase activity molecular_function 
Ser12 down-regulated in 91R GO:0004185 serine-type carboxypeptidase activity molecular_function 
CG17234 down-regulated in 91R GO:0004252 serine-type endopeptidase activity molecular_function 
CG30025 down-regulated in 91R GO:0004252 serine-type endopeptidase activity molecular_function 
CG4927 down-regulated in 91R GO:0004252 serine-type endopeptidase activity molecular_function 
Jon99Fii down-regulated in 91R GO:0004252 serine-type endopeptidase activity molecular_function 
Ser12 down-regulated in 91R GO:0004252 serine-type endopeptidase activity molecular_function 
CG30054 down-regulated in 91R GO:0004871 signal transducer activity molecular_function 
CG31832 down-regulated in 91R GO:0030297 transmembrane receptor protein tyrosine kinase activator activity molecular_function 
CG31091 down-regulated in 91R GO:0004806 triglyceride lipase activity molecular_function 
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Table 1.8. Biochemical pathway prediction for differentially expressed genes. 
Gene 
name 
Alternate
name Expression Pathway description 
Pathway 
reference 
Jon99Ci CG31039 up-regulated in 91-R Activation of Matrix Metalloproteinases Reactome pathways 
Jon65Aii CG6580 up-regulated in 91-R Activation of Matrix Metalloproteinases Reactome pathways 
CG7542 CG7542 up-regulated in 91-R Activation of Matrix Metalloproteinases Reactome pathways 
Jon99Fii CG2229 down-regulated in 91-R Activation of Matrix Metalloproteinases Reactome pathways 
CG30054 CG30054 down-regulated in 91-R ADP signalling through P2Y purinoceptor 1 Reactome pathways 
Mal-B1 CG14934 up-regulated in 91-R Amino acid transport across the plasma membrane Reactome pathways 
Spn43Aa CG12172 up-regulated in 91-R Cargo concentration in the ER Reactome pathways 
Sodh-2 CG4649 up-regulated in 91-R Catabolism of glucuronate to xylulose-5-phosphate Reactome pathways 
Spn43Aa CG12172 up-regulated in 91-R COPII (Coat Protein 2) Mediated Vesicle Transport Reactome pathways 
CG31091 CG31091 down-regulated in 91-R Digestion of dietary lipid Reactome pathways 
CG6277 CG6277 down-regulated in 91-R Digestion of dietary lipid Reactome pathways 
Spn43Aa CG12172 up-regulated in 91-R Dissolution of Fibrin Clot Reactome pathways 
Hsp70Bb CG31359 down-regulated in 91-R Endocytosis KEGG pathways 
Hsp70Ba CG31449 down-regulated in 91-R Endocytosis KEGG pathways 
Sodh-2 CG4649 up-regulated in 91-R Fructose and mannose metabolism KEGG pathways 
Sodh-2 CG4649 up-regulated in 91-R Fructose biosynthesis Reactome pathways 
CG30054 CG30054 down-regulated in 91-R G alpha (q) signalling events Reactome pathways 
Mal-B1 CG14934 up-regulated in 91-R Galactose metabolism KEGG pathways 
CG31683 CG31683 up-regulated in 91-R Glycerophospholipid metabolism KEGG pathways 
CG31683 CG31683 up-regulated in 91-R HDL-mediated lipid transport Reactome pathways 
CG4210 CG4210 up-regulated in 91-R Interconversion of polyamines Reactome pathways 
Spn43Aa CG12172 up-regulated in 91-R Intrinsic Pathway of Fibrin Clot Formation Reactome pathways 
CG31683 CG31683 up-regulated in 91-R Lysosome KEGG pathways 
CG33966 CG33966 up-regulated in 91-R Lysosome Vesicle Biogenesis Reactome pathways 
Mal-B1 CG14934 up-regulated in 91-R Metabolic pathways KEGG pathways 
Sodh-2 CG4649 up-regulated in 91-R Metabolic pathways KEGG pathways 
PPO1 CG42639 down-regulated in 91-R Metabolic pathways KEGG pathways 
GILT2 CG10157 down-regulated in 91-R MHC class II antigen presentation Reactome pathways 
Unc-115b CG31332 up-regulated in 91-R Miscellaneous transport and binding events Reactome pathways 
Qtzl CG31864 up-regulated in 91-R Mitochondrial iron-sulfur cluster biogenesis Reactome pathways 
Qtzl CG31864 up-regulated in 91-R Molybdenum cofactor biosynthesis Reactome pathways 
CG30054 CG30054 down-regulated in 91-R Phototransduction - fly KEGG pathways 
Spn43Aa CG12172 up-regulated in 91-R Platelet degranulation Reactome pathways 
CG30054 CG30054 down-regulated in 91-R Platelet sensitization by LDL Reactome pathways 
Hsp70Bb CG31359 down-regulated in 91-R Protein processing in endoplasmic reticulum KEGG pathways 
Hsp70Ba CG31449 down-regulated in 91-R Protein processing in endoplasmic reticulum KEGG pathways 
PPO1 CG42639 down-regulated in 91-R Riboflavin metabolism KEGG pathways 
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Table 1.8 (cont.) 
Gene 
name 
Alternate
name Expression Pathway description 
Pathway 
reference 
Hsp70Bb CG31359 down-regulated in 91-R Spliceosome KEGG pathways 
Hsp70Ba CG31449 down-regulated in 91-R Spliceosome KEGG pathways 
Mal-B1 CG14934 up-regulated in 91-R Starch and sucrose metabolism KEGG pathways 
CG33966 CG33966 up-regulated in 91-R The canonical retinoid cycle in rods (twilight vision) Reactome pathways 
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Table 1.9. Collection of protein-protein interactions derived from prior two-hybrid screens 
within the Flymine database for set of differentially expressed genes. 
Query 
gene ID 
Participant 
gene ID Type name 
Query 
role 
Participant 
role Method 
Experiment 
name 
CG14191 Atg5 CG14191-Atg5 bait prey two hybrid Giot L (2003) 
CG14191 Atg5 cg1643-cg14191-1 prey bait two hybrid giot-2003-1 
CG14191 CG2540 CG14191-CG2540 bait prey two hybrid Giot L (2003) 
CG14191 CG2540 cg2540-cg14191-1 prey bait two hybrid giot-2003-1 
CG14191 Frq2 CG14191-Frq2 bait prey two hybrid Giot L (2003) 
CG14191 Frq2 frq-cg14191-1 prey bait two hybrid giot-2003-1 
CG14191 Nca CG14191-Nca bait prey two hybrid Giot L (2003) 
CG14191 Nca nca-cg14191-1 prey bait two hybrid giot-2003-1 
CG14191 qkr58E-1 CG14191-qkr58E-1 bait prey two hybrid Giot L (2003) 
CG14191 qkr58E-1 qkr58e_1-cg14191-1 prey bait two hybrid giot-2003-1 
CG14820 bbc CG14820-bbc bait prey two hybrid Giot L (2003) 
CG14820 bbc cg14820-cg6016-1 bait prey two hybrid giot-2003-1 
CG14820 CG14434 CG14434-CG14820 prey bait two hybrid Giot L (2003) 
CG14820 CG14434 cg14820-cg14434-1 bait prey two hybrid giot-2003-1 
CG14820 CG1504 CG14820-CG1504 bait prey two hybrid Giot L (2003) 
CG14820 CG1504 cg14820-cg1504-1 bait prey two hybrid giot-2003-1 
CG14820 CG17109 CG14820-CG17109 bait prey two hybrid Giot L (2003) 
CG14820 CG17109 cg14820-cg17109-1 bait prey two hybrid giot-2003-1 
CG14820 CG17196 CG14820-CG17196 bait prey two hybrid Giot L (2003) 
CG14820 CG1850 CG14820-CG1850 bait prey two hybrid Giot L (2003) 
CG14820 CG1850 cg14820-cg1850-1 bait prey two hybrid giot-2003-1 
CG14820 CG2765 CG14820-CG2765 bait prey two hybrid Giot L (2003) 
CG14820 CG2765 cg14820-cg2765-1 bait prey two hybrid giot-2003-1 
CG14820 CG3394 CG14820-CG3394 bait prey two hybrid Giot L (2003) 
CG14820 CG3394 cg14820-cg3394-1 bait prey two hybrid giot-2003-1 
CG14820 CG7033 CG14820-CG7033 bait prey two hybrid Giot L (2003) 
CG14820 CG7033 cg14820-cg7033-1 bait prey two hybrid giot-2003-1 
CG14820 Gapdh2 CG14820-Gapdh2 bait prey two hybrid Giot L (2003) 
CG14820 Gapdh2 cg14820-gapdh2-1 bait prey two hybrid giot-2003-1 
CG14820 Reck CG14820-Reck bait prey two hybrid Giot L (2003) 
CG14820 Reck cg14820-cg5392-1 bait prey two hybrid giot-2003-1 
CG14820 sktl CG14820-sktl bait prey two hybrid Giot L (2003) 
CG14820 sktl cg14820-sktl-1 bait prey two hybrid giot-2003-1 
CG14820 Yp1 CG14820-Yp1 bait prey two hybrid Giot L (2003) 
CG14820 Yp1 cg14820-yp1-1 bait prey two hybrid giot-2003-1 
CG15293 CG13510 CG13510-CG15293 prey bait two hybrid Giot L (2003) 
CG15293 CG13510 cg13510-cg15293-1 prey bait two hybrid giot-2003-1 
CG15293 CG1792 CG15293-CG1792 bait prey two hybrid Giot L (2003) 
CG15293 CG1792 cg1792-cg15293-1 prey bait two hybrid giot-2003-1 
CG15293 CG18067 CG15293-CG18067 bait prey two hybrid Giot L (2003) 
CG15293 CG18067 cg15293-cg18067-1 bait prey two hybrid giot-2003-1 
CG15293 CG32425 CG15293-CG32425 bait prey two hybrid Giot L (2003) 
CG15293 CG32425 cg32425-cg15293-1 prey bait two hybrid giot-2003-1 
CG15293 CG7763 CG15293-CG7763 bait prey two hybrid Giot L (2003) 
CG15293 CG7763 cg7763-cg15293-1 prey bait two hybrid giot-2003-1 
CG15293 CG8229 CG15293-CG8229 bait prey two hybrid Giot L (2003) 
CG15293 l(2)05714 CG15293-l(2)05714 bait prey two hybrid Giot L (2003) 
CG15293 l(2)05714 cg15293-l(2)05714-1 bait prey two hybrid giot-2003-1 
CG15293 PlexA PlexA-CG15293 prey bait two hybrid Giot L (2003) 
CG15293 PlexA cg15293-plexa-1 bait prey two hybrid giot-2003-1 
CG15293 RpS20 CG15293-RpS20 bait prey two hybrid Giot L (2003) 
CG15293 RpS20 cg15293-rps20-1 bait prey two hybrid giot-2003-1 
CG15293 shg CG15293-shg bait prey two hybrid Giot L (2003) 
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Table 1.9 (cont.) 
Query 
gene ID 
Participant 
gene ID Type name 
Query 
role 
Participant 
role Method 
Experiment 
name 
CG15293 shg cg15293-shg-1 bait prey two hybrid giot-2003-1 
CG15293 Su(var)205 CG15293-Su(var)205 bait prey two hybrid Giot L (2003) 
CG15293 Su(var)205 cg15293-su(var)205-1 bait prey two hybrid giot-2003-1 
CG15293 tamo CG15293-tamo bait prey two hybrid Giot L (2003) 
CG15293 tamo tamo-cg15293-1 prey bait two hybrid giot-2003-1 
CG15293 TfIIEalpha TfIIEalpha-CG15293 prey bait two hybrid Giot L (2003) 
CG15293 TfIIEalpha cg15293-tfiie_alph-1 bait prey two hybrid giot-2003-1 
CG18787 Arc1 Arc1-CG18787 prey bait affinity chromatography technology 
Guruharsha 
KG (2011) 
CG18787 Art8 Art8-CG18787 prey bait affinity chromatography technology 
Guruharsha 
KG (2011) 
CG18787 BthD BthD-CG18787 prey bait affinity chromatography technology 
Guruharsha 
KG (2011) 
CG18787 Ccs Ccs-CG18787 prey bait affinity chromatography technology 
Guruharsha 
KG (2011) 
CG18787 CG1129 CG1129-CG18787 prey bait affinity chromatography technology 
Guruharsha 
KG (2011) 
CG18787 CG11777 CG11777-CG18787 prey bait affinity chromatography technology 
Guruharsha 
KG (2011) 
CG18787 CG1218 CG1218-CG18787 prey bait affinity chromatography technology 
Guruharsha 
KG (2011) 
CG18787 CG14036 CG14036-CG18787 prey bait affinity chromatography technology 
Guruharsha 
KG (2011) 
CG18787 CG14506 CG14506-CG18787 prey bait two hybrid Giot L (2003) 
CG18787 CG1532 CG1532-CG18787 prey bait affinity chromatography technology 
Guruharsha 
KG (2011) 
CG18787 CG18081 CG18081-CG18787 prey bait affinity chromatography technology 
Guruharsha 
KG (2011) 
CG18787 CG6171 CG6171-CG18787 prey bait affinity chromatography technology 
Guruharsha 
KG (2011) 
CG18787 CG7049 CG7049-CG18787 prey bait affinity chromatography technology 
Guruharsha 
KG (2011) 
CG18787 Df31 Df31-CG18787 prey bait affinity chromatography technology 
Guruharsha 
KG (2011) 
CG18787 Doc2 Doc2-CG18787 prey bait affinity chromatography technology 
Guruharsha 
KG (2011) 
CG18787 Got1 Got1-CG18787 prey bait affinity chromatography technology 
Guruharsha 
KG (2011) 
CG18787 Hsf Hsf-CG18787 prey bait affinity chromatography technology 
Guruharsha 
KG (2011) 
CG18787 Pp1-13C Pp1-13C-CG18787 prey bait affinity chromatography technology 
Guruharsha 
KG (2011) 
CG18787 Rae1 Rae1-CG18787 prey bait affinity chromatography technology 
Guruharsha 
KG (2011) 
CG18787 RpS21 RpS21-CG18787 prey bait affinity chromatography technology 
Guruharsha 
KG (2011) 
CG18787 sob sob-CG18787 prey bait affinity chromatography technology 
Guruharsha 
KG (2011) 
CG18787 sw sw-CG18787 prey bait affinity chromatography technology 
Guruharsha 
KG (2011) 
CG18787 Taf5 Taf5-CG18787 prey bait affinity chromatography technology 
Guruharsha 
KG (2011) 
CG18787 Treh Treh-CG18787 prey bait affinity chromatography technology 
Guruharsha 
KG (2011) 
CG18787 Wdr82 Wdr82-CG18787 prey bait affinity chromatography technology 
Guruharsha 
KG (2011) 
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Table 1.9 (cont.) 
Query 
gene ID 
Participant 
gene ID Type name 
Query 
role 
Participant 
role Method 
Experiment 
name 
CG2064 Arf79F Arf79F-CG2064 prey bait affinity chromatography technology 
Guruharsha 
KG (2011) 
CG2064 ATPsynbeta ATPsyn-beta-CG2064 prey bait affinity chromatography technology 
Guruharsha 
KG (2011) 
CG2064 betaCOP betaCOP-CG2064 prey bait affinity chromatography technology 
Guruharsha 
KG (2011) 
CG2064 blw blw-CG2064 prey bait affinity chromatography technology 
Guruharsha 
KG (2011) 
CG2064 boca boca-CG2064 prey bait affinity chromatography technology 
Guruharsha 
KG (2011) 
CG2064 Cctgamma Cctgamma-CG2064 prey bait affinity chromatography technology 
Guruharsha 
KG (2011) 
CG2064 Chc Chc-CG2064 prey bait affinity chromatography technology 
Guruharsha 
KG (2011) 
CG2064 eIF-2beta eIF-2beta-CG2064 prey bait affinity chromatography technology 
Guruharsha 
KG (2011) 
CG2064 fax fax-CG2064 prey bait affinity chromatography technology 
Guruharsha 
KG (2011) 
CG2064 Glt Glt-CG2064 prey bait affinity chromatography technology 
Guruharsha 
KG (2011) 
CG2064 GluProRS Aats-glupro-CG2064 prey bait affinity chromatography technology 
Guruharsha 
KG (2011) 
CG2064 Hsp83 Hsp83-CG2064 prey bait affinity chromatography technology 
Guruharsha 
KG (2011) 
CG2064 ImpL3 ImpL3-CG2064 prey bait affinity chromatography technology 
Guruharsha 
KG (2011) 
CG2064 mt:CoII COX2-CG2064 prey bait affinity chromatography technology 
Guruharsha 
KG (2011) 
CG2064 Ost48 Ost48-CG2064 prey bait affinity chromatography technology 
Guruharsha 
KG (2011) 
CG2064 ox ox-CG2064 prey bait affinity chromatography technology 
Guruharsha 
KG (2011) 
CG2064 Pi3K68D Pi3K68D-CG2064 prey bait affinity chromatography technology 
Guruharsha 
KG (2011) 
CG2064 porin porin-CG2064 prey bait affinity chromatography technology 
Guruharsha 
KG (2011) 
CG2064 Rab2 Rab2-CG2064 prey bait affinity chromatography technology 
Guruharsha 
KG (2011) 
CG2064 Rab5 Rab5-CG2064 prey bait affinity chromatography technology 
Guruharsha 
KG (2011) 
CG2064 RpS19a RpS19a-CG2064 prey bait affinity chromatography technology 
Guruharsha 
KG (2011) 
CG2064 SsRbeta SsRbeta-CG2064 prey bait affinity chromatography technology 
Guruharsha 
KG (2011) 
CG2064 sun sun-CG2064 prey bait affinity chromatography technology 
Guruharsha 
KG (2011) 
CG2064 Syb Syb-CG2064 prey bait affinity chromatography technology 
Guruharsha 
KG (2011) 
CG2064 wal wal-CG2064 prey bait affinity chromatography technology 
Guruharsha 
KG (2011) 
CG3397 CG11790 CG11790-CG3397 prey bait two hybrid Giot L (2003) 
CG3397 CG11790 cg11790-cg3397-1 prey bait two hybrid giot-2003-1 
CG3819 CG14658 CG14658-CG3819 prey bait two hybrid Giot L (2003) 
CG3819 CG14658 cg3819-cg14658-1 bait prey two hybrid giot-2003-1 
CG4250 brk CG4250-brk bait prey two hybrid Giot L (2003) 
CG4250 brk cg4250-brk-1 bait prey two hybrid giot-2003-1 
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gene ID 
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gene ID Type name 
Query 
role 
Participant 
role Method 
Experiment 
name 
CG4250 Vsx2 Vsx2-CG4250 prey bait two hybrid Giot L (2003) 
CG4250 Vsx2 cg4250-cg15781-1 bait prey two hybrid giot-2003-1 
CG4563 Btk29A CG4563-Btk29A bait prey two hybrid Giot L (2003) 
CG4563 CG3909 CG3909-CG4563 prey bait two hybrid Giot L (2003) 
CG4563 CG3909 cg4563-cg3909-1 bait prey two hybrid giot-2003-1 
CG4563 Hk Hk-CG4563 prey bait two hybrid Giot L (2003) 
CG4563 Hk cg4563-cg32688-1 bait prey two hybrid giot-2003-1 
CG4757 Gprk2 gprk2-bcdna_gh05741 prey bait pull down lowe-2014-2 
CG4927 PCNA q4v3u8-mus209 bait prey two hybrid pacifico-2006-1 
CG5770 CG5466 CG5466-CG5770 prey bait two hybrid Giot L (2003) 
CG5770 CG5466 cg5466-cg5770-1 prey bait two hybrid giot-2003-1 
CG5770 Elal CG5770-Ela bait prey two hybrid Giot L (2003) 
CG5770 Elal ela-cg5770-1 prey bait two hybrid giot-2003-1 
CG6277 Ppn Ppn-CG6277 prey bait two hybrid Giot L (2003) 
CG6277 Ppn ppn-cg6277-1 prey bait two hybrid giot-2003-1 
CG7542 CG12576 CG12576-CG7542 prey bait two hybrid Giot L (2003) 
CG7542 CG12576 cg12576-cg7542-1 prey bait two hybrid giot-2003-1 
CG7542 CG34159 CG7542-CG34159 bait prey affinity chromatography technology 
Guruharsha 
KG (2011) 
CG7542 CG7185 CG7185-CG7542 prey bait affinity chromatography technology 
Guruharsha 
KG (2011) 
CG7542 MED18 MED18-CG7542 prey bait affinity chromatography technology 
Guruharsha 
KG (2011) 
CG7542 MED20 MED20-CG7542 prey bait affinity chromatography technology 
Guruharsha 
KG (2011) 
CG7542 MED31 CG7542-MED31 bait prey affinity chromatography technology 
Guruharsha 
KG (2011) 
CG7542 Pa1 Pa1-CG7542 prey bait affinity chromatography technology 
Guruharsha 
KG (2011) 
CR33487 AnxB10 AnxB10-CR33487 prey bait affinity chromatography technology 
Guruharsha 
KG (2011) 
Cyp4p1 CG7387 Cyp4p1-CG7387 bait prey two hybrid Giot L (2003) 
Cyp4p1 CG7387 cg7387-cyp4p1-1 prey bait two hybrid giot-2003-1 
Cyp4p2 por Cyp4p2-por bait prey two hybrid Giot L (2003) 
Cyp4p2 por por-cyp4p2-1 prey bait two hybrid giot-2003-1 
Cyp6g1 UGP ugp-ac76e prey bait pull down lowe-2014-2 
Cyp6g2 CG11327 CG11327-Cyp6g2 prey bait two hybrid Giot L (2003) 
Cyp6g2 CG11327 cg11327-cyp6g2-1 prey bait two hybrid giot-2003-1 
Cyp6w1 rau cg8965-cyp6w1 prey bait two hybrid fragment pooling approach 
formstecher-
2005-1 
Cyp6w1 rau rau-Cyp6w1 prey bait two hybrid Formstecher E (2005) 
GILT2 CG31038 CG10157-CG31038 bait prey two hybrid Giot L (2003) 
GILT2 CG31038 cg10157-cg31038-1 bait prey two hybrid giot-2003-1 
GILT2 CG9902 CG10157-CG9902 bait prey two hybrid Giot L (2003) 
GILT2 CG9902 cg9902-cg10157-1 prey bait two hybrid giot-2003-1 
GILT2 lig3 CG10157-lig3 bait prey two hybrid Giot L (2003) 
GILT2 lig3 cg10157-cg17227-1 bait prey two hybrid giot-2003-1 
Hsp70Ba bsk Hsp70Ba-bsk bait prey two hybrid Giot L (2003) 
Hsp70Ba Caper CG11266-Hsp70Ba prey bait two hybrid Giot L (2003) 
Hsp70Ba CG12782 CG12782-Hsp70Ba prey bait two hybrid Giot L (2003) 
Hsp70Ba CG15109 CG15109-Hsp70Ba prey bait two hybrid Giot L (2003) 
Hsp70Ba CG15676 CG15676-Hsp70Ba prey bait two hybrid Giot L (2003) 
Hsp70Ba CG16884 CG16884-Hsp70Ba prey bait two hybrid Giot L (2003) 
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Hsp70Ba CG17826 CG17826-Hsp70Ba prey bait two hybrid Giot L (2003) 
Hsp70Ba CG18094 CG18094-Hsp70Ba prey bait two hybrid Giot L (2003) 
Hsp70Ba CG1968 Hsp70Ba-CG1968 bait prey two hybrid Giot L (2003) 
Hsp70Ba CG4835 Hsp70Ba-CG4835 bait prey two hybrid Giot L (2003) 
Hsp70Ba CG4853 Hsp70Ba-CG4853 bait prey two hybrid Giot L (2003) 
Hsp70Ba CG5645 Hsp70Ba-CG5645 bait prey two hybrid Giot L (2003) 
Hsp70Ba CG7945 Hsp70Ba-CG7945 bait prey two hybrid Giot L (2003) 
Hsp70Ba CG9331 Hsp70Ba-CG9331 bait prey two hybrid Giot L (2003) 
Hsp70Ba Cpr64Ad Cpr64Ad-Hsp70Ba prey bait two hybrid Giot L (2003) 
Hsp70Ba hale Hsp70Ba-hale bait prey two hybrid Giot L (2003) 
Hsp70Ba Hsp27 Hsp27-Hsp70Ba prey bait affinity chromatography technology 
Guruharsha 
KG (2011) 
Hsp70Ba Hsp70Aa Hsp70Aa-Hsp70Ba prey bait affinity chromatography technology 
Guruharsha 
KG (2011) 
Hsp70Ba IKKbeta ird5-Hsp70Ba prey bait affinity chromatography technology 
Fukuyama H 
(2013) 
Hsp70Ba Lcp2 Hsp70Ba-Lcp2 bait prey two hybrid Giot L (2003) 
Hsp70Ba mod(mdg4) Hsp70Ba-mod(mdg4) bait prey two hybrid Giot L (2003) 
Hsp70Ba pip Hsp70Ba-pip bait prey two hybrid Giot L (2003) 
Hsp70Ba Sry-alpha Sry-alpha-Hsp70Ba prey bait two hybrid Giot L (2003) 
Hsp70Ba STUB1 Hsp70Ba-CHIP bait prey two hybrid Giot L (2003) 
Hsp70Ba trsn trsn-Hsp70Ba prey bait two hybrid Giot L (2003) 
Hsp70Bb bsk Hsp70Bb-bsk bait prey two hybrid Giot L (2003) 
Hsp70Bb Caper CG11266-Hsp70Bb prey bait two hybrid Giot L (2003) 
Hsp70Bb CG12782 CG12782-Hsp70Bb prey bait two hybrid Giot L (2003) 
Hsp70Bb CG15109 CG15109-Hsp70Bb prey bait two hybrid Giot L (2003) 
Hsp70Bb CG15676 CG15676-Hsp70Bb prey bait two hybrid Giot L (2003) 
Hsp70Bb CG16884 CG16884-Hsp70Bb prey bait two hybrid Giot L (2003) 
Hsp70Bb CG17826 CG17826-Hsp70Bb prey bait two hybrid Giot L (2003) 
Hsp70Bb CG18094 CG18094-Hsp70Bb prey bait two hybrid Giot L (2003) 
Hsp70Bb CG1968 Hsp70Bb-CG1968 bait prey two hybrid Giot L (2003) 
Hsp70Bb CG4835 Hsp70Bb-CG4835 bait prey two hybrid Giot L (2003) 
Hsp70Bb CG4853 Hsp70Bb-CG4853 bait prey two hybrid Giot L (2003) 
Hsp70Bb CG5618 Hsp70Bb-CG5618 bait prey two hybrid Giot L (2003) 
Hsp70Bb CG5645 Hsp70Bb-CG5645 bait prey two hybrid Giot L (2003) 
Hsp70Bb CG7945 Hsp70Bb-CG7945 bait prey two hybrid Giot L (2003) 
Hsp70Bb CG9331 Hsp70Bb-CG9331 bait prey two hybrid Giot L (2003) 
Hsp70Bb Cpr64Ad Cpr64Ad-Hsp70Bb prey bait two hybrid Giot L (2003) 
Hsp70Bb dlg1 dlg1-hsp70bb prey bait pull down lowe-2014-2 
Hsp70Bb hale Hsp70Bb-hale bait prey two hybrid Giot L (2003) 
Hsp70Bb HP1e Hsp70Bb-HP1e bait prey two hybrid Giot L (2003) 
Hsp70Bb Lcp2 Hsp70Bb-Lcp2 bait prey two hybrid Giot L (2003) 
Hsp70Bb mod(mdg4) Hsp70Bb-mod(mdg4) bait prey two hybrid Giot L (2003) 
Hsp70Bb pip Hsp70Bb-pip bait prey two hybrid Giot L (2003) 
Hsp70Bb Sry-alpha Sry-alpha-Hsp70Bb prey bait two hybrid Giot L (2003) 
Hsp70Bb STUB1 Hsp70Bb-CHIP bait prey two hybrid Giot L (2003) 
Hsp70Bb trsn trsn-Hsp70Bb prey bait two hybrid Giot L (2003) 
Jon65Aii Jon65Ai Jon65Aii-Jon65Ai bait prey affinity chromatography technology 
Guruharsha 
KG (2011) 
Jon65Aii Jon99Cii Jon99Cii-Jon65Aii prey bait affinity chromatography technology 
Guruharsha 
KG (2011) 
Jon99Fii CG13840 CG13840-Jon99Fii prey bait two hybrid Giot L (2003) 
Jon99Fii CG31550 Jon99Fii-CG31550 bait prey two hybrid Giot L (2003) 
Lectin-galC1 Pxn Pxn-Lectin-galC1 prey bait two hybrid Giot L (2003) 
Lectin-galC1 Pxn lectin_galc1-pxn-1 bait prey two hybrid giot-2003-1 
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PPO1 Adh Adh-PPO1 prey bait affinity chromatography technology 
Guruharsha 
KG (2011) 
PPO1 Argk Argk-PPO1 prey bait affinity chromatography technology 
Guruharsha 
KG (2011) 
PPO1 CG12470 CG12470-PPO1 prey bait two hybrid Giot L (2003) 
PPO1 CG12470 bc-cg12470-1 bait prey two hybrid giot-2003-1 
PPO1 CG16826 CG16826-PPO1 prey bait affinity chromatography technology 
Guruharsha 
KG (2011) 
PPO1 CG31343 CG31343-PPO1 prey bait affinity chromatography technology 
Guruharsha 
KG (2011) 
PPO1 CG32473 CG32473-PPO1 prey bait affinity chromatography technology 
Guruharsha 
KG (2011) 
PPO1 CG34205 CG34205-PPO1 prey bait affinity chromatography technology 
Guruharsha 
KG (2011) 
PPO1 CG5500 CG5500-PPO1 prey bait affinity chromatography technology 
Guruharsha 
KG (2011) 
PPO1 Fer1HCH Fer1HCH-PPO1 prey bait affinity chromatography technology 
Guruharsha 
KG (2011) 
PPO1 Fer2LCH Fer2LCH-PPO1 prey bait affinity chromatography technology 
Guruharsha 
KG (2011) 
PPO1 Lsp2 Lsp2-PPO1 prey bait affinity chromatography technology 
Guruharsha 
KG (2011) 
PPO1 Rfabg Rfabg-PPO1 prey bait affinity chromatography technology 
Guruharsha 
KG (2011) 
PPO1 Scp1 Scp1-PPO1 prey bait affinity chromatography technology 
Guruharsha 
KG (2011) 
PPO1 Spn27A PPO1-Spn27A bait prey genetic interference De Gregorio E (2002) 
PPO1 Spn27A Spn27A-PPO1 prey bait genetic interference De Gregorio E (2002) 
PPO1 Tsf1 Tsf1-PPO1 prey bait affinity chromatography technology 
Guruharsha 
KG (2011) 
PPO1 Yp1 Yp1-PPO1 prey bait affinity chromatography technology 
Guruharsha 
KG (2011) 
PPO1 Yp2 Yp2-PPO1 prey bait affinity chromatography technology 
Guruharsha 
KG (2011) 
PPO1 Yp3 Yp3-PPO1 prey bait affinity chromatography technology 
Guruharsha 
KG (2011) 
PPO2 CG3085 CG3085-PPO2 prey bait two hybrid Giot L (2003) 
PPO2 CG3085 cg3085-cg8193-1 prey bait two hybrid giot-2003-1 
PPO2 CG34205 PPO2-CG34205 bait prey affinity chromatography technology 
Guruharsha 
KG (2011) 
PPO2 CG5514 CG5514-PPO2 prey bait two hybrid Giot L (2003) 
PPO2 CG5514 cg5514-cg8193-1 prey bait two hybrid giot-2003-1 
PPO2 ci ci-prpp1 prey bait two hybrid fragment pooling approach 
formstecher-
2005-1 
PPO2 ci ci-prpp1-1 prey bait two hybrid fragment pooling approach 
formstecher-
2005-1 
PPO2 Fer2LCH Fer2LCH-PPO2 prey bait affinity chromatography technology 
Guruharsha 
KG (2011) 
PPO2 p24-1 p24-1-PPO2 prey bait affinity chromatography technology 
Guruharsha 
KG (2011) 
PPO2 p53 p53-PPO2 prey bait affinity chromatography technology 
Lunardi A 
(2010) 
PPO2 Rfabg PPO2-Rfabg bait prey affinity chromatography technology 
Guruharsha 
KG (2011) 
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PPO2 yellow-f PPO2-yellow-f bait prey affinity chromatography technology 
Guruharsha 
KG (2011) 
Ser12 Jafrac2 Ser12-Jafrac2 bait prey affinity chromatography technology 
Guruharsha 
KG (2011) 
Spn43Aa fabp fabp-ance prey bait pull down lowe-2014-2 
Spn43Aa mRpS9 mrps9-asparagine_synthetase prey bait 
anti tag 
coimmunoprecipitation lowe-2014-1 
Spn43Aa Pkn pkn-cabp1 prey bait anti tag coimmunoprecipitation lowe-2014-1 
Spn43Aa Rtnl1 Rtnl1-Spn43Aa prey bait affinity chromatography technology 
Rees JS 
(2011) 
Spn43Aa tmod tmod-a8jun7 prey bait pull down lowe-2014-2 
TotC Ubqn Ubqn-TotC prey bait two hybrid Giot L (2003) 
TotC Ubqn cg14224-totc-1 prey bait two hybrid giot-2003-1 
Unc-115b Mlh1 mlh1-cg31352 prey bait two hybrid fragment pooling approach 
formstecher-
2005-1 
Unc-115b Pex5 unc_115-eg:63b12_51 bait prey two hybrid giot-2003-1 
Unc-115b Pms2 pms2-cg31352 prey bait two hybrid fragment pooling approach 
formstecher-
2005-1 
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CHAPTER 2 
Comparative CYPomic analysis between the DDT susceptible and resistant Drosophila 
melanogaster strains 91-C and 91-R 
 
Abstract 
 The cytochrome P450 monooxygenases (P450s or CYPs) are involved in the biosynthesis 
and degradation of endogenous intracellular compounds and the detoxification of xenobiotics 
including chemical insecticides. However, comparatively little is known about the diversity of 
P450 genes within insect with respect to the evolution of chemical insecticide resistance. To 
partially address this, the impact of multigenerational dichloro-diphenyl-trichloroethane!(DDT) 
selection on the Drosophila melanogaster strain 91-R was used to model the diversity of P450 
expression and allelic variation compared to a control strain, 91-C. RNA-seq and real-time PCR 
estimated the significant up- or down- regulation of seven and three of the eighty-seven P450 
gene family members in in 91-R strain, of which six up-regulated transcripts were in the Cyp6 
family that previously showed involvement in metabolic resistance to insecticide. Analogously, 
the three down-regulated transcripts in 91-R belonged to Cyp4 and Cyp9 families. 
Nonsynonymous (amino acid changing) mutations were found in sixty-three CYPs (72.4%), but 
only 122 were fixed differently between 91-C and 91-R and sixteen P450 genes (18.4%) had 
their amino acid changes within functional domains. Ten P450s proteins (11.5%) were truncated 
due to premature stop codons, of which three were fixed between strains. These results provide a 
genome wide snapshot of functional and structural changes in P450 genes between D. 
melanogaster strains 91-R and 91-C. Furthermore, a combination of changes in P450 protein 
coding regions and transcript expression levels are associated with DDT resistance, and therein 
suggest genetic diversity of this gene family in response to the long-term DDT selection. My 
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results facilitate further research to understand the functions and evolution of Drosophila P450 
genes.  
 
Keywords: Cytochrome P450, genome-wide evolution, Drosophila melanogaster, loss-of-
function mutation   
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Introduction 
 In insects, multigenerational xenobiotic pressure in the environment may specifically 
generate heritable responses in detoxification gene variants. A variety of expression variations 
and nucleotide polymorphism variations may occur as a result of exposure and selection 
pressures from environmental toxins (Waddington 1942). Long-term selection may result in 
beneficial evolutionary changes, e.g., resistance mutation (Steele et al. 2015), however, most 
mutations are either neutral or may have negative effects (e.g., frameshift mutations or 
deletions), with the possibility of a loss of function of a gene or genes (Conover and Schultz 
1995).  
 Cytochrome P450s constitute one of the largest of ancient gene families and are found in 
virtually all living organisms, including bacteria, fungi, plants, and animals (Nebert and 
Gonzalez 1987; Werck-Reichhart and Feyereisen 2000). In general, they code for proteins 
involved in endogenous and exogenous enzymatic processes, including the oxidative metabolism 
of many xenobiotic compounds (Oakeshott et al. 2003). A great diversity of P450s have been 
identified by genome sequencing projects, yield a large, multi-gene family. The genome of the 
human body louse, Pediculus humanus humanus, contains only thirty-seven CYP genes (Lee et 
al. 2010) whereas 143 P450 genes have been identified in the Tribolium castaneum genome 
(Richards et al. 2008). The Drosophila melanogaster (here after referred to as Drosophila) 
reference genome contains ninety P450 genes and three pseudogenes (Tijet et al. 2001; Good et 
al. 2014). This high number of P450 families within insect genomes helped coin the term “P450 
family blooming” (Feyereisen 2011).  
 Within Drosophila P450 gene family has diversified into 25 different families and four 
large clades (CYP2, CYP3, CYP4, and mitochondrial clade) through copy number expansions, 
and a majority of expansions have occurring within Cyp4 and Cyp6 clades (Tijet et al. 2001). 
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Gene duplication and loss has been recognized as the prominent evolutionary factor in 
determining levels of P450 complexity and diversity (Nelson 1998; Nelson 2009). This is 
highlighted by the ancestral Drosophila Cyp12d1/2/3 duplication and diversification that 
subsequently experience loss of Cyp12d2 in Drosophila (McDonnell et al. 2012), and extended 
to include 114 losses and seventy-four gains in P450 gene copies across twelve Drosophila 
species (Good et al. 2014). The level of redundancy in any given genome may allow leeway in 
evolutionary trajectories of P450 gene copies (orthologs and paralogs) to shift between 
structural, signaling, and metabolic roles (Sezutsu et al. 2013). The list of P450 families involved 
in insecticide resistance across a diverse number of insects have been used to highlight their 
importance in the adaptation of insect populations (Ffrench-Constant 2013). 
Many prior studies have focused on the role of P450 in the detoxification of intracellular 
and xenobiotic compounds (Wen et al. 2011; Nardini et al. 2012; Chandor-Proust et al. 2013). 
Several P450s are involved in the degradation of caffeine (Coelho et al. 2015), and the up-
regulation of Cyp4e3 in the malpighian tubules is associated with permethrin resistance and 
surmised to impact cellular response to stress (Terhzaz et al. 2015). Low levels of DDT 
insecticide resistance in field populations of Drosophila is influenced by the up-regulation of 
Cyp6g1 and Cyp12d1 (Brandt et al. 2002; Festucci-Buselli et al. 2005), and over-expression of 
Cyp6g1 in organophosphate resistant lines (Battlay et al. 2016). Additionally, transcriptome-
wide changes in changes associated with DDT resistance in 91-R suggest the differential 
expression of multiple P450s (Pedra et al. 2004; Qiu et al. 2013). Retention of a functional 
Nrk2/Maf transcription factor binding site was previously linked to the over-expression of 
Cyp6a2 and DDT resistance in 91-R (Wan et al. 2014)), and trans-regulatory control by the 
Drosophila CNC-bZIP transcription factor ortholog to Nrf2 that regulates transcription response 
of several detoxification enzymes that contain antioxidant response elements (Kensler et al. 
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2007; Misra et al. 2011) including Cyp6a2 and Cyp6a8 (Maitra et al. 2000). The potential for 
impacts of changes in signal transduction elements on the expression of P450 transcripts 
involves mutations in the D. melanogaster estrogen-related receptor (ERR) (Sun et al. 2015).   
 Lamb et al. (2002) designated the collective set of P450 genes within the genome of an 
organism as a CYPome (Lamb et al. 2002). Although many previous studies have focused on the 
role of P450 in the xenobiotic metabolism in insects, their evolutionary diversity of CYPome in 
response to insecticide selection is not fully understood. With the reduced cost of sequencing 
whole genomes, the opportunity to sequence multiple strains becomes feasible, affording a 
comparative genomics of CYP family members, or comparative CYPomics. A logical starting 
point for such a comparative analysis would be to take two strains of an organism with a known 
common origin but where the strains differ in at least one variable in their known recently 
evolutionary history, such as xenobiotic exposure. 
The resistant Drosophila 91-R, and its cohort control strain 91-C have experienced 
differential exposure and subsequent selection to DDT in the laboratory for over six decades 
(Merrell and Underhill 1956; Merrell 1960; Merrell 1965). Two strains have a known common 
origin with at least one variable different in their known recent evolutionary history, in this case 
resistance to the xenobiotic DDT. Therefore, these two strain formed the basis of a comparative 
genomic study that identified genome regions putatively showing evidence of significant 
variance in nucleotide fixation due to the effects of differential selection, which included one 
region encoding Cyp4g1 (Steele et al. 2015), and interstrain variance was shown to include P450 
open reading frames genome-wide (Steele et al. 2014; Seong et al. 2016). 
While such CYPomics may help to identify which genes may or may not play a role in 
xenobiotic resistance or detoxification (Scott et al. 1998), the purpose is, rather, to better 
understand molecular events that have occurred between two strains of common origin as a result 
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of different long-term exposures to DDT. As such, this study provides a first step toward better 
understanding any adaptive evolutionary responses associated with the Drosophila CYPomics. 
Therefore, the current study addresses the structural and expression-level variance across all 
P450 gene family members between DDT resistant 91-R and control 91-C strains. Specifically, 
fixed nucleotide differences and significant changes in transcript abundances between strains 
was used as a criterial for making putative associations between P450 variants and DDT 
resistance.   
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Materials and methods 
91-C and 91-R Drosophila strains 
 The Drosophila strains 91-C and 91-R were previously developed (Merrell and Underhill 
1956). Both strains have a common origin, but 91-R being selected and subsequently maintained 
on constant exposure to DDT for ca. 60 years. The 91-C is the corresponding non-selected 
control strain that has been kept side-by-side in the laboratory without any exposure to DDT 
selection. The 91-C and 91-R strains have been maintained in the Pittendrigh laboratory since 
2000 under these selection regimes since 2000. An additional 56 wild-type lines of Drosophila 
were obtained from the Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center to genotype a 3.3kb nucleotide 
deletion for Cyp4p1 and Cyp4p2. Strains included: Amherst 3, BER 2, Berlin K, BOG 2, BOG 3, 
Canton-S, Canton-S-iso2B, CO 4, CO 7, Crimea, EV, Florida-9, Harwich, Hikone-A-S, Hikone-
A-W, Hikone-R, KSA 4, Lausanne-S, MO 1, MWA 1, NO 1, Oregon-R-P2, Oregon-R-SNPiso2, 
Oregon-R, Oregon-R-modENCODE, Oregon-R-S, pi2<P>, PYR 3, RC 1, Reids 1, Reids 2, Reids 
3, RVC 2, RVC 4, Samarkand, Swedish-C, TW 1, TW 2, TW 3, Urbana-S, VAG 2, VAG3, Wild 
1A, Wild 2A, Wild 1B, Wild 3B, Wild 5A, Wild 5B, Wild 5C, Wild 10E, Wild 11C, Wild 11D, 
Wisconsin, and w1118.  
 
Validation of P450 gene expression with RNA-seq and RT-qPCR 
 All RNA-seq read data was previously generated from DDT unexposed 91-C and 91-R in 
triplicate for each, and these data were downloaded from the National Center for Biotechnology 
Information (NCBI) Short Read Archive (SRA) database (accession number: SRX2611754-
SRX2611759). Read data were imported to the CLC Genomic Workbench 9.5 (Qiagen, 
Valencia, CA, USA) and differential expression of P450 transcripts were evaluated between 
technical replicates of 91-C and 91-R. Specifically, the number of reads per kilobase of transcript 
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per million reads (RPKM) mapped against the annotated Drosophila genome assembly v.6.07 
were used as a proxy for gene expression. Significance of any differential expression between 
the two strains, the false discovery rate (FDR) method was used to determine the threshold of the 
P-value (Audic and Claverie 1997), and P450 genes with a FDR ≤ 0.05 and log2 fold-change ≥ 
1.0 were considered putatively differentially expressed.  
Reverse transcriptase-quantitative PCR (RT-qPCR) was applied to validate the 
expression of putative differentially expressed P450 transcripts between strains 91-C and 91-R. 
Total RNA was extracted from three biological replicates and the cDNA first strand was 
synthesized from 1.0 ug of total RNA using the SuperScript III First-Strand Synthesis System 
(Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA). Subsequent RT-qPCR was performed using a StepOnePlus 
Real-Time PCR system (Applied Biosystems Inc., Foster City, CA) according to manufacturer’s 
instructions (primers used for single gene analysis listed in Table 2.1). The rp49 gene was used 
as an internal control (Ponton et al. 2011). Melting curve analysis and gel electrophoresis of the 
PCR products were also conducted to verify that a single gene-specific product was produced. 
Relative expression levels and fold change were analyzed following comparative Ct method (2-
∆∆Ct; Schmittgen and Livak 2008). Statistical analysis was performed using Student’s t-test to 
compare the results between the two strains by XLSTAT (XLSTAT 2008, Addinsoft, USA).  
 
Detection of single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) and deletions/insertions (DIPs) in 91-
C and 91-R  
The SNPs and DIPs were predicted within P450 gene regions in order to identify 
potential structural mutations, and define any association with DDT resistance by comparison 
between 91-C and 91-R. Putative mutations were detected by separately mapping RNA-seq read 
data for 91-C and 91-R to the D. melanogaster reference genome assembly v.6.07 using the CLC 
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Genomic Workbench 9.5 (Qiagen, Valencia, CA, USA) “Map Reads to Reference” tool 
(minimum length fraction 0.9, minimum similarity fraction 0.8, insertion/deletion cost = 3, and 
mismatch cost = 3). Mapping data were used to construct a consensus sequences from the eighty-
seven P450 genes annotated in assembly v. 6.07 (noise threshold of 0.1 and minimum nucleotide 
count of 20). The consensus base frequency of mapped reads compared to the reference sequence 
was used to call homozygous (p = 1.0) or heterozygote alleles (p < 1.0) within the depth of reads. 
The derived amino acid sequence from each P450 gene sequence from 91-C and 91-R was used 
in a multiple sequence alignment with the corresponding homologous sequence in strain Canton-
S using Clustal Omega (EMBL-European Bioinformatics Institute, Cambridge, UK). Putative 
substrate recognition sites and other protein signature motifs were identified based on domains 
defined by (Gotoh 1992). 
 
Detection of deletions in Cyp4p1 and Cyp4p2 alleles from wild-type fly lines 
 Illumina genome sequencing data sets (SRA accession number SRP041176) from 91-C 
and 91-R were generated in order to determine the presence of known or unique allelic variants 
putatively affecting the evolution of DDT resistance (Steele et al. 2014). The genome data sets 
were mapped to reference Drosophila for Cyp4p1 and Cyp4p2 to determine the presence of 
deletions through “Map Reads to Reference” tool from CLC genomic workbench (Qiagen). PCR 
amplification Cyp4p1 and Cyp4p2 and sequencing was performed in order to verify putatively 
deleted regions predicted from the original mapping. Specifically, the gene-specific PCR 
products were designed to target exon 1 of Cyp4p2 and exon 4 from Cyp4p1, and were used to 
amplify these regions from fifty-six Drosophila strains. 
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Results 
Differential gene expression profile by RNA-seq and RT-qPCR for 91-C and 91-R 
Analysis of RNA-seq data predicted that the expression levels of twelve P450 genes were 
found to be significantly differentially expressed (cutoff FDR ≤ 0.05 and log2 fold-change ≥|1|); 
Table 2.2). Among the twelve RNA-seq predicted differentially expressed transcripts, ten were 
validated by corresponding RT-qPCR and closely resembled the fold change calculated with 
RPKM (Fig. 2.1). Specifically, RT-qPCR analyses showed that the relative transcript levels were 
increased 2.46-, 5.82-, 85.69-, 20.7-, 4.69-, 12.89- and 1.88-fold, respectively for Cyp4e2, 
Cyp6a2, Cyp6a8, Cyp6g1, Cyp6g2, Cyp6w1, and Cyp12a4, in 91-R strain as compared to 91-C. 
Analogously, the relative levels of Cyp4e3, Cyp9b1 and Cyp9f2 were respectively -8.72-, -1.94-, 
and -1.54 -fold lower in 91-R (Fig. 2.1). These differences were significant for seven P450 up-
regulated transcripts (Cyp4e2, Cyp6a2, Cyp6a8, Cyp6g1, Cyp6g2, Cyp6w1, and Cyp12a4), and 
three down-regulated P450 transcripts (Cyp4e3, Cyp9b1, and Cyp9f2) with respect to strain 91-R. 
Among the P450 genes up-regulated in 91-R, five were in the Cyp6 gene family and belonged to 
the CYP3 clade (Cyp6a2, Cyp6a8, Cyp6g1, Cyp6g2, Cyp6w1). The up-regulated Cyp4e2 
Cyp12a4 respectively belonged to CYP4 and mitochondrial clades. Analogously, the three 
down-regulated transcripts (Cyp4e3, Cyp9b1, and Cyp9f2) in 91-R belonged to the two larger 
P450 clades CYP4 and CYP3. 
 
Variance in nonsynonymous changes between P450 genes in 91-C and 91-R strains 
Analysis of sequence variation in the open reading frame (ORF) of all eighty-seven P450 
genes across the Drosophila genome predicted a total of 243 differences, of which 
nonsynonymous changes were found in all between the DDT-resistant 91-R and susceptible 91-C 
strains (Table 2.3 and Table 2.4). Specifically, no differential amino acid change was found in 
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fourteen CYPs out of eighty-seven derived CYP sequences (16.1%; CYP18A1, CYP305A1, 
CYP306A1, and CYP307A2 for CYP2 clade; CYP6A20, CYP6G1, CYP6D5, and CYP28C1 for 
CYP3 clade; CYP4AD1, CYP4D2, CYP4G15, and CYP318A1 for CYP4 clade; CYP12C1 and 
CYP49A1 for mitochondrial clade). Out of eighty-seven CYP genes, sixty-three (72.4%) and ten 
(11.5%) were predicted to have nonsynonymous SNPs and DIPs in their coding region between 
two populations. A total of 243 nonsynonymous mutations were predicted within these seventy-
three gene; 233 SNPs (95.5%;) and ten DIPs (4.1%); estimated 2.8 mutations per gene. 
Approximately 50.2% of mutations were fixed differently between 91-C and 91-R, whereas the 
remaining 49.8% of mutations were segregating (heterozygous) in both strains.  
The degree of fixation for predicted nonsynonymous mutations were evaluated with 
respect to associations with DDT resistance. For example, among the seven significantly up-
regulated Cyp genes in 91-R, five nonsynonymous SNPs were in Cyp6w1 at locations 106, 497, 
616, 901, and 1,109, and respectively led to amino acid changes V36F, T166S, Y206H, I301V, 
and V370A (Table 2.3). Such mutations were defined as fixed and putatively associated with 
DDT resistance in 91-R. The ORF for the up-regulated Cyp6g2 gene in 91-R had three predicted 
nonsynonymous sites at locations 1,169, 1,267, and 1,325 the respectively resulted in amino acid 
changes T390I, P423S, and R442H. These three mutations were heterozygous in 91-R and 
homozygous in 91-C, and interpreted as fixed differences not associated with resistance. 
Additionally, among the down-regulated Cyp genes in 91-R, Cyp4e3 was predicted to have two 
mutations fixed between strains (C199S and I293T) and 11 that were not fixed (Y120T, A152T, 
D256Y, M264K, G266D, Y267H, I340V, S343H, D346N, N390S, M492L; Table 2.3). The 
Cyp4g1 that is not differentially expressed based on RT-qPCR estimates, but has a single 
nonsynonymous mutation fixed between strains (S15A) and was also co-located a previously 
identified within a genome regions under the influence of a selective sweep 91-R (Steele et al. 
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2015). In contrast, the down-regulated Cyp9f2 showed no predicted fixed nonsynonymous 
changes between strains.  
Nonsynonymous variation occurred within or adjacent to functional domains of sixteen 
different CYP genes, but only thirteen mutations were fixed between strains in nine of these 
proteins (CYP6W1, CYP4D20, CYP6V1, CYP302A1, CYP303A1, CYP304A1, CYP309A1, 
CYP313B1, and CYP315A1; Table 2.3 and Table 2.4). Specifically, twelve of these fixed amino 
acid alterations between two strains were within the functional substrate recognition site (SRS) 
domains, and one was within the “meander”-binding sequence (Table 2.3 and Table 2.4). For 
example, the I301V mutation in CYP6W1 was detected within SRS 4 and near the oxygen-
binding motif. However, the mutation of valine residue at position 301 in 91-R was identical to 
susceptible strain Canton-S, suggesting this mutation may not be associated with catalytic 
functions. Also, the V370A was detected within SRS 5 and very close to “meander”-binding 
sequence which was unique to 91-R, suggesting that this mutation may be associated with 
catalytic activity (Fig. 2.2). For CYP6G2, three mutations, T390I, P423S, and R442H were 
detected as heterozygous in 91-R when compared to the fixed alleles in both susceptible strains, 
91-C and Canton-S. The T390I mutation is located in SRS 5 region and all three mutations, 
T390I, P423S and R442H, are detected very close to the highly conserved “meaner region” motif 
(Fig. 2.3). These amino acid mutations in proximity to signature motifs may be associated with 
regulating substrate entry into the catalytic site and thus potentially impact function. 
 
Variance in putative loss-of-function mutations between 91-C and 91-R  
In total of ten P450 genes (seven from 91-C, two from 91-R, and one from both 91-C and 
91-R) revealed insertions/deletions that were homozygous or heterozygous in causing putative 
premature stop codons (Table 2.5). Interestingly, compared to the DDT resistant 91-R the, 
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control strain 91-C had one homozygous deleted region in Cyp6a2, and one homozygous 
insertion within Cyp316a1. Analogously, one homozygous deletion was predicted for Cyp6a14 
in 91-R. Specifically, a single base insertion in exon 4 of a Cyp316a1 allele was predicted to 
cause a protein truncation in the 91-C strain. In the 91-R strain, an allele homozygous in 91-R for 
Cyp6a14 contained multiple nucleotide deletion mutations which caused a frameshift and 
subsequent use of a premature stop codon. In all cases, these homozygous insertion/deletion 
mutations were predicted to have caused premature stop codons, and putatively resulting in the 
absence of functional motifs. Specifically, these homozygous insertion/deletion mutations 
created a premature truncated protein, lacking the substrate recognition region (SRS) 6 for 
CYP6A2, the SRS1-6, oxygen-binding motif, the heme-binding motif, and the conserved 
putative “meander”-binding sequence for CYP6A14, and the the heme-binding motif, the 
conserved putative “meander”-binding sequence, and SRS 6 for CYP316A1. Additionally, 
alleles at Cyp4e1, Cyp4e2, Cyp9b1, Cyp12a4, and Cyp28d2 loci were predicted to contain 
insertions that led to frame shifts and protein truncations, but were heterozygous in both 91-C 
and 91-R. Consequently, I speculated that mutations fixed differently between strains 91-R and 
91-C (e.g. three homozygous alleles for DIPs in Cyp6a2, Cyp316a1, and Cyp6a14) might 
thereby represent inter-strain differences, suggesting that these three P450 genes might be not 
crucial for survivor in 91-C or 91-R. Conversely, multiple P450 protein coding regions putatively 
truncated by nonsense mutations were predicted in the Cyp4e clade in 91-C (Cyp4e1 and 
Cyp4e2; Table 2.5).  
 
Allele frequencies of the Cyp4p1 and Cyp4p2 deletion 
Mapping of genome sequencing reads against the D. melanogaster genome assembly (v. 
6.07) predicted a deleted region of approximately 3.3kb that contains most exons of Cyp4p1 and 
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Cyp4p2 was found in only 91-C (Fig. 2.4). Specifically, three novel deletions in the Cyp4p1 and 
Cyp4p2 alleles from 91-C result in the omission of functional domains or regulatory upstream 
promoter elements in 91-C (Fig. 2.5). A167bp deletion stared within intron 1 and spanned the 
region to exon 1 with Cyp4p2 (Deletion 1), and a 12bp deletion occurred in intron 3 with Cyp4p1 
(Deletion 3). Deletion 2 was estimated to be 3,121bp, and started within intron 2 of Cyp4p2 and 
ended in exon 3 with Cyp4p1 of the locus in strain 91-C. This large deletion event results in the 
absence of most signature sequence of P450 proteins such as the oxygen-binding motif, the 
heme-binding motif, and the putative “meander”-binding sequence from Cyp4p1 and Cyp4p2 
transcript. The frequency of this large 3.3 kb deletion event was estimated across 56 different 
Drosophila strains (including 91-C and 91-R) revealed that it is unique to 91-C and was not 
characterized from any other strain. 
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Discussion 
 The current study found that multigenerational selection for survival on high levels of 
DDT, random genetic drift in relatively small closed laboratory populations, or a combination 
thereof has resulted in variation in expression and allelic diversity of CYP gene between 91-C 
and 91-R. Specifically, statistical significance was shown between seven up-regulated and three 
down-regulated P450 transcripts in 91-R, wherein Cyp6 and Cyp9 family members were 
respectively highly represented (Fig. 2.1). This agrees with prior evidence of significant changes 
in expression of Cyp6a2, Cyp6g1, and Cyp9c1 between 91-R and the susceptible strain Canton-S 
(Qiu et al. 2013), as well as Cyp6g1 in resistant 91-R and Wisconsin strains (Pedra et al. 2004). 
Additionally, high transgenic expression of Cyp6g2 in malpighian tubules and gut tissues instills 
insecticide resistance in Drosophila (Daborn et al. 2007), and up-regulation of Cyp12a4 in wild 
populations of Drosophila are associated with lufenuron resistance (Bogwitz et al. 2005). 
Interestingly, the over-expressed Cyp6a8 in 91-R does not metabolize DDT (Helvig et al. 2004) 
or confer resistance to DDT when expressed at high levels (Daborn et al. 2007). The common 
induction of Cyp6a2, Cyp6a8, and Cyp6w1 to chemical challenge (Giraudo et al. 2010), and 
Cyp6a8 and Cyp6w1 up-regulation in response to caffeine exposure (Coelho et al. 2015) might 
suggest their involvement in general detoxification or stress response pathways. Alternatively, it 
may highlight the potential that transcripts derived from different closely related gene family 
members may be co-regulated and suggests that endogenous expression data alone may be 
insufficient to link a gene corresponding resistance traits. Contrasting evidence also shows that 
Cyp6g1, although not influencing DDT resistance, imparts a potential and uncharacterized 
elective advantage to embryos form DDT resistant Drosophila (McCart and Ffrench-Constant 
2008). Taken together, this might indicate that co-selection on regulatory modules or selection 
acting upon P450 genes which is unconnected with xenobiotic detoxification (Balabanidou et al. 
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2016). These findings also suggest that population-specific changes in the expression levels of 
P450 may occur as a result of chronic exposure and subsequent directional selection in 91-R 
(Romero et al. 2012).  
 In addition to regulatory changes leading to changes in P450 expression levels between 
91-C and 91-R, a number of SNPs reside within and between both strains.  Although a majority 
of mutations were synonymous (silent), not fixed differently between strains, or predicted not to 
impact P450 function, a subset of mutations were predicted to be putatively involved in DDT 
resistance (Table 2.3 and Table 2.4). Specifically, my comparisons of derived P450 amino acid 
sequences predicted that sixteen have non-synonymous (amino acid changing) mutations within 
the SRS and/or “meander”-binding region that is highly conserved among P450 sequences. 
Previous studies indicate that amino acids within the SRS contribute to the stability of the 
catalytic site and define the range of substrates specificities (Chen et al. 2002). Additionally, a 
Ile115Leu mutation in the SRS1 region of CYP6B1 is involved in substrate turnover in Papilio 
polyxenes (Wen et al. 2005). Although SRS regions are predicted to influence the stability of 
P450 protein structures and substrate specificities, site-directed mutagenesis outside of canonical 
SRS regions of P450 proteins has identified amino acid substitutions that also affects catalytic 
activity and substrate reactivity (Kedzie et al. 1991; He et al. 1992). As an example, three point 
mutations R335S, L336V and V476L in the near SRS region of CYP6A2 in DDT resistant 
Drosophila lead to the enhanced metabolism of DDT (Amichot et al. 2004). Thus, I might 
predict that these sixteen non-synonymous mutations that are fixed differently between 91-C and 
91-R may respectively impact DDT resistance or susceptibility, and they may affect substrate 
selectivity and catalytic activity of xenobiotics. Since these mutations are fixed differently 
between independent laboratory lines assumptions that all fixed changes are the effect of positive 
selection due to response to DDT exposure in 91-R, the potential remains that random genetic 
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drift within these small populations could have resulted in these changes by random chance. 
Thus, additional tests are required to interrogate function protein changes elicited by the 
predicted nonsynonymous mutations and my results must be interpreted with caution.   
The accumulated differences in SNP positions between 91-C and 91-R also resulted in 
the evolution of aberrant stop codon insertion (nonsense mutations) that became fixed between 
strains. For example, Cyp6a2 is known to be involved in DDT resistance (see Introduction) and 
shows a homozygous deletion of a ‘G’ nucleotide at position 1,340 in 91-C as compared to a 
fixed alternate allele with resistant 91-R. The deletion in 91-C is predicted to cause a frameshift 
that introduces a premature stop codon in exon 2 (Table 2.5). This Cyp6a2 mutant in 91-C is 
putatively nonfunctional since the truncated 483 protein lacks the Cys residue that is highly 
conserved and functions within the heme binding domain (Gotoh 1992). My analysis confirms 
the prior prediction of this frameshift (Wan et al. 2014). Gross structural changes were also 
predicted in 11.5% (10/87) P450s which resulted in truncation mutations cause premature stop 
codons. Specifically, homozygous insertions or deletions that result in truncations fixed 
differently between strains are found in Cyp6a2 and Cyp316a1 from 91-C strain, and in Cyp6a14 
from 91-R strain. These premature stop codons cause aberrant translation and the resultant 
truncated proteins lack the highly conserved oxygen-binding motif, the heme-binding motif, and 
the putative “meander”-binding sequence (Oezguen and Kumar 2011). This further suggests 
nonfunctional Cyp6a2 and Cyp316a1 in 91-C strain, and function knockout of Cyp6a14 in 91-R. 
Due to involvement of Cyp6a2 in xenobiotic detoxification (Giraudo et al. 2010), loss of 
function in 91-C suggests loss of capacity for detoxification or general stress response. 
Analogous insertion/deletion events generating pseudogenes are present in P450s, such as the 
Drosophila Cyp9f3p which is missing a ninety-three nucleotide fragment that encodes a 31 
amino acid portion of the heme binding region (Adams et al. 2000; Harrison et al. 2003). 
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 The Cyp4p clade comprised of Cyp4p1/2/3 on chromosome 2R has experienced a number 
of duplications and gene losses across the Drosophila species (Good et al. 2014), suggesting 
functional redundancy among the gene duplicates. The Cyp4p1 paralog is up-regulated in 
response to caffeine exposure (Coelho et al. 2015), and Cyp4p1 and Cyp4p2 are also known to be 
regulated by ectopic expression of the Nrf2/Cnc transcription factor (Misra et al. 2011). The 
observation that the deletion of upstream regulatory regions of Cyp4p1 in 91-C fails to result in 
any significant difference in expression with 91-R confirms the RNA-seq based estimates of low 
basal expression in 91-C. Regardless, the Cyp4p clade remains functional in 91-R, and Cyp4p2 is 
up-regulating in DDT and imidacloprid resistant flies when compared to susceptible counterparts 
(involved in metabolism resistance by (Kalajdzic et al. 2012). The exact role of Cyp4 clade in 
imparting functional resistance remains unknown. Since the gene family resides outside of 
genome regions of a selective sweep (Steele et al. 2015) and show no significant up-regulation in 
91-R compared to the deficient 91-C strain, one might conclude that Cyp4p1/2/3 may not be 
involved in the DDT resistance trait of 91-R. Such a conclusion would contradict evidence 
provided by fixation of the deletion differently between strains, and thus could suggest that any 
influence of Cyp4p gene family members (≥ 67.2% intraspecific identity) could be additive or 
non-additive if paralogs retain ancestral function in response to xenobiotic exposure.  
 While the P450 enzymes play a critical role in the metabolism of endogenous and 
exogenous chemicals, including insecticides (Scott and Wen 2001), loss-of function mutations 
do not result in catastrophic loss of fitness. In Blattella germanica, multiple P450 pseudogenes of 
s result from deletions or frameshift introductions of stop codons in their CDS, such as for 
Cyp9e2 and Cyp4c21 (Wen et al. 2001). Additionally, the large putative deletions in the cattle 
tick Cyp4w1 generate a nonfunctional pseudogene (Crampton et al. 1999). This suggest that 
macro- and micro- scale changes impact the structure and subsequent function of P450 genes, 
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and demonstrate a remarkable degree of allelic diversity through such as gene duplication, 
substitution mutation, and generation of pseudogenes within and between and within Drosophila 
(McDonnell et al. 2012; Good et al. 2014).  
 My results further represent a step towards understanding the evolutionary adaptive 
response of function and structural variance in CYPomes as a result of directional selection 
imposed by chronic high levels of DDT exposure. 
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Figure 2.1. Reverse transcriptase-quantitative PCR (RT-qPCR) validation of twelve P450 
transcripts putatively differentially expressed between DDT resistant 91-R and the control strain 
91-C at a threshold [FDR < 0.05 and log2(fold change) ≥|1.0|]. The y-axis on the left and right 
indicate the expression relative to 91-R based respectively on RT-qPCR and RNA-seq estimates. 
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Figure 2.2.  Alignment of deduced amino acid sequences for CYP6W1 from D. melanogaster 
strains 91-R, 91-C, and Canton-S. The five homozygous amino acid substitutions are indicated in 
red and changes fixed in 91-R are indicated by green box. The blue boxes indicate substrate 
recognition sites (SRS) 1-6. Conserved domains common to Cyp genes are shaded with different 
colors such as the oxygen-binding motif (blue), the heme-binding motif (green), and the conserved 
putative “meander”-binding sequence EXXR and PXRF (red). 
 
CanS_CYP6W1     MLLLLLLGSLTIVFYIWQRRTLSFWERHGVKYIRPFPVVGCTREFLTAKVPFFEQIQKFH   60 
91-C_CYP6W1     MLLLLLLGSLTIVFYIWQRRTLSFWERHGVKYIRPVPVVGCTREFLTAKVPFFEQIQKFH   60 
91-R_CYP6W1     MLLLLLLGSLTIVFYIWQRRTLSFWERHGVKYIRPFPVVGCTREFLTAKVPFFEQIQKFH   60 
                *********************************** ************************ 
 
CanS_CYP6W1     EAPGFENEPFVGVYMTHRPALVIRDLELIKTVMIKKFQYFNNRVLQTDPHNDALGYKNLF   120 
91-C_CYP6W1     EAPGFENEPFVGVYMTHRPALVIRDLELIKTVMIKKFQYFNNRVLQTDPHNDALGYNNLF   120 
91-R_CYP6W1     EAPGFENEPFVGVYMTHRPALVIRDLELIKTVMIKKFQYFNNRVLQTDPHNDALGYNNLF   120 
                ******************************************************** *** 
 
CanS_CYP6W1     FARSPGWRELRTKISPVFTSGKIKQMYPLMVKIGKNLQDSAERLGSGTEVQVKDLCSRFT   180 
91-C_CYP6W1     FARSPGWRELRTKISPVFTSGKIKQMYPLMVKIGKNLQDSAERLGTGTEVQVKDLCSRFT   180 
91-R_CYP6W1     FARSPGWRELRTKISPVFTSGKIKQMYPLMVKIGKNLQDSAERLGSGTEVQVKDLCSRFT   180 
                ********************************************* ************** 
 
CanS_CYP6W1     TDLIATIAFGVEANALQDAKSEFFYHNRAIFSLTLSRGIDFAIIFMIPALASLARVKLFS   240 
91-C_CYP6W1     TDLIATIAFGVEANALQDAKSEFFYYNRAIFSLTLSRGIDFAIIFMIPALASLARVKLFS   240 
91-R_CYP6W1     TDLIATIAFGVEANALQDAKSEFFYHNRAIFSLTLSRGIDFAIIFMIPALASLARVKLFS   240 
                ************************* ********************************** 
 
CanS_CYP6W1     RETTKFIRSSVNYVLKERERTGEKRNDLIDILLALKREAAANPGKMSKEVDLDYLVAQAA   300 
91-C_CYP6W1     RETTKFIRSSVNYVLKERERTGEKRNDLIDILLALKREAAANPGKMSKEVDLDYLVAQAA   300 
91-R_CYP6W1     RETTKFIRSSVNYVLKERERTGEKRNDLIDILLALKREAAANPGKMSKEVDLDYLVAQAA   300 
                ************************************************************ 
 
CanS_CYP6W1     VFQTAGFETSASTMTMTLYELAKNEALQDRLRQEIVDFFGDEDHISYERIQEMPYLSQVV   360 
91-C_CYP6W1     IFQTAGFETSASTMTMTLYELAKNEALQDRLRQEIVDFFGDEDHISYERIQEMPYLSQVV   360 
91-R_CYP6W1     VFQTAGFETSASTMTMTLYELAKNEALQDRLRQEIVDFFGDEDHISYERIQEMPYLSQVV   360 
                 *********************************************************** 
 
CanS_CYP6W1     NETLRKYPIVGYIERECSQPAEGERFTLEPFHNMELPHGMSIYMSTVAVHRDPQYWPDPE   420 
91-C_CYP6W1     NETLRKYPIVGYIERECSQPAEGERFTLEPFHNMELPHGMSIYMSTVAVHRDPQYWPDPE   420 
91-R_CYP6W1     NETLRKYPIAGYIERECSQPAEGERFTLEPFHNMELPHGMSIYMSTVAVHRDPQYWPDPE   420 
                ********* ************************************************** 
 
CanS_CYP6W1     KYDPERFNSSNRDNLNMDAYMPFGVGPRNCIGMRLGLLQSKLGLVHILRNHRFHTCDKTI   480 
91-C_CYP6W1     KYDPERFNSSNRDNLNMDAYMPFGVGPRNCIGMRLGLLQSKLGLVHILRNHRFHTCDKTI   480 
91-R_CYP6W1     KYDPERFNSSNRDNLNMDAYMPFGVGPRNCIGMRLGLLQSKLGLVHILRNHRFHTCDKTI   480 
                ************************************************************ 
 
CanS_CYP6W1     KKIEWAPTSPVMASKRDIILRVEKVSGKKDFGQK    514 
91-C_CYP6W1     KKIEWAPTSPVMASKRDIILRVEKVSGKKDFGQK    514 
91-R_CYP6W1     KKIEWAPTSPVMASKRDIILRVEKVSGKKDFGQK    514 
                ********************************** 
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Figure 2.3.  Alignment of deduced amino acid sequences for CYP6G2 from D. melanogaster 
strains 91-R, 91-C, and Canton-S. The three heterozygous amino acid substitutions between 91-C 
and 91-R are indicated in blue. The blue boxes indicate substrate recognition sites (SRS) 1-6. 
Conserved domains common to P450 genes are shaded with different colors such as the oxygen-
binding motif (blue), the heme-binding motif (green), and the conserved putative “meander”-
binding sequence EXXR and PXRF (red). 
 
  
CanS_CYP6G2     MELVLLILVASLIGIAFLALQQHYSYWRRMGVREIRPKWIVGNLMGLLNMRMSPAEFISQ   60 
91-C_CYP6G2     MELVLLILVASLIGIAFLALQQHYSYWRRMGVREIRPKWIVGNLMGLLNMRMSPAEFISQ   60 
91-R_CYP6G2     MELVLLILVASLIGIAFLALQQHYSYWRRMGVREIRPKWIVGNLMGLLNMRMSPAEFISQ   60 
                ************************************************************ 
 
CanS_CYP6G2     LYNHPDAENEPFVGIHVFHKPALLLRDPEMVRNILVKDFAGFSNRYSSSDPKGDPLGSQN   120 
91-C_CYP6G2     LYNHPDAENEPFVGIHVFHKPALLLRDPEMVRNILVKDFAGFSNRYSSSDPKGDPLGSQN   120 
91-R_CYP6G2     LYNHPDAENEPFVGIHVFHKPALLLRDPEMVRNILVKDFAGFSNRYSSSDPKGDPLGSQN   120 
                ************************************************************ 
 
CanS_CYP6G2     IFFLKNPAWKEVRLKLSPFFTGNRLKQMFPLIEEVGASLDAHLRQQPLHNERMRCFDLEA   180 
91-C_CYP6G2     IFFLKNPAWKEVRLKLSPFFTGNRLKQMFPLIEEVGASLDAHLRQQPLHNERMRCFDLEA   180 
91-R_CYP6G2     IFFLKNPAWKEVRLKLSPFFTGNRLKQMFPLIEEVGASLDAHLRQQPLHNERMRCFDLEA   180 
                ************************************************************ 
 
CanS_CYP6G2     KELCALYTTDVIATVAYGVSANSFTDPKCEFRRHGRSVFEFNLLRAAEFTLVFFLPHLVP   240 
91-C_CYP6G2     KELCALYTTDVIATVAYGVSANSFTDPKCEFRRHGRSVFEFNLLRAAEFTLVFFLPHLVP   240 
91-R_CYP6G2     KELCALYTTDVIATVAYGVSANSFTDPKCEFRRHGRSVFEFNLLRAAEFTLVFFLPHLVP   240 
                ************************************************************ 
 
CanS_CYP6G2     FVRFKVVPAEATRFLRKTINYVMSEREKSGQKRNDLIDILIEFRRSTQLAKASGIKDQFV   300 
91-C_CYP6G2     FVRFKVVPAEATRFLRKTINYVMSEREKSGQKRNDLIDILIEFRRSTQLAKASGIKDQFV   300 
91-R_CYP6G2     FVRFKVVPAEATRFLRKTINYVMSEREKSGQKRNDLIDILIEFRRSTQLAKASGIKDQFV   300 
                ************************************************************ 
 
CanS_CYP6G2     FEGDILVAQAVLFFTAGFESSSSTMAFAMYELAKDTDVQQRLREEIKDALVESGGQVTLK   360 
91-C_CYP6G2     FEGDILVAQAVLFFTAGFESSSSTMAFAMYELAKDTDVQQRLREEIKDALVESGGQVTLK   360 
91-R_CYP6G2     FEGDILVAQAVLFFTAGFESSSSTMAFAMYELAKDTDVQQRLREEIKDALVESGGQVTLK   360 
                ************************************************************ 
 
CanS_CYP6G2     MIESLEFMQMILLEVLRMYPPLPFLDRECTSGRDYSLAPFHKKFVVPKGMPVYIPCYALH   420 
91-C_CYP6G2     MIESLEFMQMILLEVLRMYPPLPFLDRECTSGRDYSLAPFHKKFVVPKGMPVYIPCYALH   420 
91-R_CYP6G2     MIESLEFMQMILLEVLRMYPPLPFLDRECISGRDYSLAPFHKKFVVPKGMPVYIPCYALH   420 
                ***************************** ****************************** 
 
CanS_CYP6G2     MDPQYFPQPRKFLPERFSPENRKLHTPYTYMPFGLGPHGCIGERFGYLQAKVGLVNLLRN   480 
91-C_CYP6G2     MDPQYFPQPRKFLPERFSPENRKLHTPYTYMPFGLGPHGCIGERFGYLQAKVGLVNLLRN   480 
91-R_CYP6G2     MDSQYFPQPRKFLPERFSPENHKLHTPYTYMPFGLGPHGCIGERFGYLQAKVGLVNLLRN   480 
                ** ****************** ************************************** 
 
CanS_CYP6G2    HMITTSERTPHRMQLDPKAIITQAKGGIHLRLVRDALGV      519 
91-C_CYP6G2    HMITTSERTPHRMQLDPKAIITQAKGGIHLRLVRDPLGV      519 
91-R_CYP6G2    HMITTSERTPHRMQLDPKAIITQAKGGIHLRLVRDPLGV      519 
               *********************************** ***  
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Figure 2.4. Visualization of genomic reads mapped to the reference D. melanogaster genome (v. 
6.07) for 91-R and 91-C in the Cyp4p1 and Cyp4p2 coding region. A total of 2,604 reads in 91-R 
uniquely matched to Cyp4p clade. In contrast, large deletion region (3,300 bp) of Cyp4 clade was 
characterized in 91-C. Single reads mapping in their forward and reverse direction are green and 
red, respectively. Paired reads are given blue. 
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Figure 2.5. Schematic representation of variance between paralogs in the Cyp4p clade 
(Cyp4p1/2/3). A) Amino acid identities between Cyp4p1, Cyp4p2, and Cyp4p3. B) Positions for 
three deleted regions in the tandem duplicated Cyp4p2 (green) and Cyp4p1 (yellow) genes on 
chromosome 2 of 91-C. fragment. The three deletions spanning approximately ~3.3kb DNA 
(Deletion 1~3) were indicated by red dash boxes. Solid black lines indicate and introns. Red letters 
represent deleted sequences; Red arrows show sites of primers using in PCR validation. 
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  Table 2.1. Primers used for the RT-qPCR analysis. 
Genes Forward Primers Reverse Primers Size (bp) 
Cyp4e2 AAAGATCCCCACAAGTTCCG CCACAGTCTTAATCTCCAGCA 125 
Cyp4e3 TTGTATCGGGAGCAATGTGAA TGGAACGCTGGGATAAACG 125 
Cyp6a8 GCACCGCATATTCAGGAATTC GACCACATCGCCATTCTCTAG 120 
Cyp6g1 CATTGGAAGGGAATTCGCAC CTCCGTAATGAAACTCCCAGAG 120 
Cyp6w1 GCACGGCATGTCCATTTATATG CAACACCAAACGGCATGTATG 123 
Cyp6g2 CCTCAACCGCGAAAATTTCTG GTTAACCAGACCCACCTTCG 125 
Cyp6a2 GGGAGAACTTCAAGAGGAACG GCCACATAAAAGACGAACACC 120 
Cyp6a23 GCGAATGACCCAGACAGATT TTCTCCGGTTCGGGATAGAT 122 
Cyp9b1 CACAAACTGGTAGGGCTCTTTA ATTCAGTGTCTGGTGGTTGG 125 
Cyp9f2 TTCTTCGCATTGAAGGGTCTTA ATTGTGCTCCTGTCGGTATTT 125 
Cyp12a4 AGATGTCGCAAGTCAACCAG AACCCAGTTGCTTATCCAGG 125 
Cyp28d1 GTCTATTCTTTGGGTTTGGCG CCTTGCGAGTTTTGGGATTAAC 123 
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Table 2.2. Annotations for differentially expressed P450 transcripts between the DDT resistant 
strain 91-R and susceptible strain 91-C. 
Gene 
Symbol Functional annotation Annotation Symbol Log2 fold Change
1 FDR2 
Cyp6a8 Cytochrome P450-6a8 CG10248 5.59 7.72E-92 
Cyp6g1 Cytochrome P450-6g1 CG8453 4.08 1.14E-23 
Cyp6w1 Cytochrome P450-6w1 CG8345 3.56 6.73E-94 
Cyp4p1 Cytochrome P450-4p1 CG10842 5.02 1.19E-27 
Cyp6g2 Cytochrome P450-6g2 CG8859 2.33 7.06E-03 
Cyp6a2 Cytochrome P450-6a2 CG9438 1.71 1.60E-12 
Cyp12a4 Cytochrome P450-12a4 CG6042 1.02 3.54E-07 
Cyp4e2 Cytochrome P450-4e2 CG2060 0.81 1.80E-03 
Cyp28d1 Cytochrome P450-28d1 CG10833 0.75 8.71E-03 
Cyp9f2 Cytochrome P450-9f2 CG11466 -0.49 7.85E-03 
Cyp6a23 Cytochrome P450-6a23 CG10242 -0.89 4.26E-02 
Cyp9b1 Cytochrome P450-9b1 CG4485 -1.29 2.12E-02 
Cyp4e3 Cytochrome P450-4e3 CG4105 -3.18 6.72E-18 
1Fold change was calculated as log2 91-C/91-R. 
2FDR: False discovery rate. Differentially expressed genes were identified at the threshold [FDR < 0.05 
and log2(fold change) ≥|1.0|] of 91-C/91-R.
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Table 2.3. Nonsynonymous nucleotide and associated amino acid changes predicted for differentially expressed P450 genes in the 
DDT resistant strain 91-R compared to the control strain 91-C.   
Gene Gene location CDS length 
Allele 
Position 
Allelic variant (frequency) Amino acid 
change Fixation 91-C Zygosity 91-R Zygosity 
Over expressed genes 
Cyp6w1 2R: 6,173,684-6,176,195 1,545 
106-108 Homozygous Homozygous V36F Fixed 
496-498 Homozygous Homozygous T166S Fixed 
616-618 Homozygous Homozygous Y206H Fixed 
901-903 Homozygous Homozygous I301V Fixed 
1,108-1,110 Homozygous Homozygous V370A Fixed 
Cyp6a8 2R: 14,887,171-14,889,010 1,522 
136-138 Homozygous Homozygous L46M Fixed 
481-483 Homozygous Homozygous A161T Fixed 
1,150-1,152 Homozygous Homozygous T384A Fixed 
Cyp6g2 2R: 12,188,338-12,190,377 1,560 
1169 C (1.0) Homozygous C(0.77)/T(0.23) Heterozygous T390I Unfixed 
1267 C (1.0) Homozygous C(0.66)/T(0.34) Heterozygous P423S Unfixed 
1325 G (1.0) Homozygous A(0.18)/G(0.82) Heterozygous R442H Unfixed 
Cyp28d1 2L: 5,210,460-5,212,445 1,509 
720 T (1.0) Homozygous A(0.42)/T(0.58) Heterozygous N240K Unfixed 
779 G (1.0) Homozygous A(0.41)/G(0.59) Heterozygous R260Q Unfixed 
812 T (1.0) Homozygous C(0.4)/T(0.59) Heterozygous V271A Unfixed 
Under expressed genes 
Cyp4e3 2L: 9,747,839-9,750,071 1,582 
358-359 T (1.0) A (1.0) Homozygous 
A(0.18)/T(0.82) 
A(0.82)/C(0.18) Heterozygous Y120T Unfixed 
454 
456 
G (1.0) 
A (1.0) Homozygous 
A(0.17)/G(0.83) 
A(0.83)/C(0.17) Heterozygous A152T Unfixed 
595-597 Homozygous Homozygous C199S Fixed 
766 G (1.0) Homozygous G(0.28)/T(0.72) Heterozygous D256Y Unfixed 
791 T (1.0) Homozygous A(0.69)/T(0.31) Heterozygous M264K Unfixed 
797 G (1.0) Homozygous A(0.68)/G(0.32) Heterozygous G266D Unfixed 
799 
801 
T (1.0) 
T (1.0) Homozygous 
C(0.69)/T(0.31) 
C(0.69)/T(0.31) Heterozygous Y267H Unfixed 
877-879 Homozygous Homozygous I293T Fixed 
1,018 A (1.0) Homozygous A(0.34)/G(0.66) Heterozygous I340V Unfixed 
1,027 
1,028 
A (1.0) 
G (1.0) Homozygous 
A(0.34)/C(0.66) 
A(0.65)/G(0.35) Heterozygous S343H Unfixed 
1,036 G (1.0) Homozygous A(0.66)/G(0.34) Heterozygous D346N Unfixed 
1,169 A (1.0) Homozygous A(0.36)/G(0.64) Heterozygous N390S Unfixed 
1,474 A (1.0) Homozygous A(0.31)/T(0.69) Heterozygous M492L Unfixed 
Cyp9f2 3R: 12,403,340-12,406,028 1,551 
18 C(0.72)/G(0.28) Heterozygous C (1.0) Homozygous L6F Unfixed 
37 A(0.31)/G(0.69) Heterozygous G (1.0) Homozygous T13A Unfixed 
123 G(0.31)/T(0.69) Heterozygous T (1.0) Homozygous L41F Unfixed 
163 C(0.3)/T(0.7) Heterozygous T (1.0) Homozygous L55F Unfixed 165 G(0.3)/T(0.7) Heterozygous T (1.0) Homozygous 
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Table 2.3 (cont.) 
Gene Gene location CDS length 
Allele 
Position 
Allelic variant (frequency) Amino acid 
change Fixation 91-C Zygosity 91-R Zygosity 
Cyp9f2 3R: 12,403,340-12,406,028 1,551 
202 A(0.72)/G(0.28) Heterozygous A (1.0) Homozygous 
G68K Unfixed 203 A(0.72)/G(0.28) Heterozygous A (1.0) Homozygous 
204 C(0.28)/G(0.72) Heterozygous G (1.0) Homozygous 
Not differentially expressed gene on selective sweep region 
Cyp4g1* X: 467,057-469,335 1,671 43-45 Homozygous Homozygous S15A Fixed 
 *Three genomic intervals in Drosophila melanogaster strain 91-R identified a regions under the influence of a minor selective sweep, where regions 
show reduced nucleotide diversity in 91-R compared to 91-C was and putatively under the influence of directional selection in response to differential 
survivorship when exposed to DDT (Steele et al. 2015). 
 Green shadings represent the amino acid changes that are located in SRS region. 
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Table 2.4. Nonsynonymous nucleotide and associated amino acid changes for non-differentially expressed P450 genes in the 91-C 
and 91-R strain. 
Gene Gene location CDS length 
Allele 
Position 
Allelic variant (frequency) Amino 
acid 
change 
Fixation 91-C Zygosity 91-R Zygosity 
Cyp4aa1 2R: 15,942,864-15,947,266 1,533 1,525-1,527 Homozygous Homozygous A509E Fixed 
Cyp4ac1 2L: 5,264,001-5,265,899 1,530 
848 G (1.0) Homozygous A(0.12)/G(0.88) Heterozygous R283K Unfixed 
1,046 G (1.0) Homozygous A(0.29)/G(0.71) Heterozygous S349N Unfixed 
1,273 C (1.0) Homozygous C(0.73)/G(0.27) Heterozygous L425V Unfixed 
Cyp4ac2 2L: 5,266,392-5,268,455 1,536 
137-138 G (1.0) T (1.0) Homozygous 
A(0.38)/G(0.62) 
C(0.38)/T(0.62) Heterozygous S46N Unfixed 
334 T (1.0) Homozygous C(0.31)/T(0.69) Heterozygous S112P Unfixed 
1,059 G(0.71)/T(0.28) Heterozygous G (1.0) Homozygous D353E Unfixed 
1,200 C (1.0) Homozygous C(0.34)/G(0.66) Heterozygous I400M Unfixed 
1,412 C (1.0) Homozygous C(0.37)/T(0.63) Heterozygous A471V Unfixed 
Cyp4ac3 2L: 5,268,498-5,270,329  536 T (1.0) Homozygous G(0.32)/T(0.68) Heterozygous F179C Unfixed 
Cyp4ae1 X: 2,179,007-2,180,998 1,491 
259-261 Homozygous Homozygous P87S Fixed 
571-573 Homozygous Homozygous N191S Fixed 
1,006-
1,008 Homozygous Homozygous T336M Fixed 
Cyp4c3 3R: 30,894,038-30,900,688 1,608 184-186 Homozygous Homozygous A62V Fixed 895-897 Homozygous Homozygous P299H Fixed 
Cyp4d1 X: 2,159,145-2,162,180 1,539 508-510 Homozygous Homozygous D170E Fixed 
Cyp4d14 X: 2,173,415-2,175,315 1,524 682-684 Homozygous Homozygous K228N Fixed 
Cyp4d20 3L: 2,476,259-2,478,448 1,533 
318 G (1.0) Homozygous G(0.65)/T(0.35) Heterozygous E106D Unfixed 
463 A (1.0) Homozygous A(0.65)/G(0.35) Heterozygous M155V Unfixed 
911 C (1.0) Homozygous A(0.36)/C(0.64) Heterozygous A304E Unfixed 
1,006-
1,008 Homozygous Homozygous A336P Fixed 
1,028 A (1.0) Homozygous A(0.35)/T(0.65) Heterozygous Y343F Unfixed 
1,156-
1,158 Homozygous Homozygous V386I Fixed 
1,183-
1,185 Homozygous Homozygous Q395E Fixed 
1,336 G (1.0) Homozygous G(0.64)/T(0.36) Heterozygous V446L Unfixed 
1,417-
1,419 Homozygous Homozygous I473L Fixed 
Cyp4d21 2L: 7,605,600-7,607,701 1,536 
772-774 Homozygous Homozygous T258A Fixed 
1,198-
1,200 Homozygous Homozygous I400T Fixed 
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Table 2.4 (cont.) 
Gene Gene location CDS length 
Allele 
Position 
Allelic variant (frequency) Amino 
acid 
change 
Fixation 91-C Zygosity 91-R Zygosity 
Cyp4d21 2L: 7,605,600-7,607,701 1,536 1,402-1,404 Homozygous Homozygous A468V Fixed 
Cyp4d8 3L: 7,493,557-7,496,179 1,398 347 T (1.0) Homozygous A(0.31)/T(0.69) Heterozygous L116Q Unfixed 
Cyp4p3 2R: 9,242,320-9,244,410 1,549 
28-30 Homozygous Homozygous L10F Fixed 
649 A(0.41)/C(0.58) Heterozygous C (1.0) Homozygous R217S Unfixed 
679 A(0.62)/T(0.38) Heterozygous A (1.0) Homozygous M227L Unfixed 
700 A(0.7)/G(0.3) Heterozygous A (1.0) Homozygous S234G Unfixed 
707 
708 
A(0.2)/C(0.78) 
A(0.78)/G(0.22) 
 
Heterozygous C (1.0) A (1.0) Homozygous T236K Unfixed 
715 
717 
A(0.78)/G(0.22) 
A(0.22)/G(0.78) Heterozygous 
A (1.0) 
G (1.0) Homozygous K239E Unfixed 
814-816 Homozygous Homozygous I272V Fixed 
898 
899 
C(0.33)/T(0.67) 
A(0.67)/T(0.33) Heterozygous 
C (1.0) 
T (1.0) Homozygous L300Y Unfixed 
995 
996 
C(0.72)/T(0.28) 
G(0.3)/T(0.7) Heterozygous 
T (1.0) 
G (1.0) Homozygous M332I Unfixed 
1,021 
1,023 
A(0.58)/T(0.42) 
C(0.58)/T(0.42) Heterozygous 
T (1.0) 
T (1.0) Homozygous Y341N Unfixed 
1,029 C(0.59)/G(0.41) Heterozygous G (1.0) Homozygous E343D Unfixed 
1.030 A(0.59)/G(0.41) Heterozygous G (1.0) Homozygous E344K Unfixed 
1,039 
1,040 
A(0.48)/T(0.52) 
A(0.47)/T(0.53) Heterozygous 
A (1.0) 
A (1.0) Homozygous K347L Unfixed 
1,309-
1,311 Homozygous Homozygous R437K Fixed 
Cyp4s3 X: 15,113,302-15,116,542 1,488 871-873 Homozygous Homozygous D291E Fixed 
Cyp6a13 2R: 8,570,499-8,572,147 1,482 
376-378 Homozygous Homozygous L126R Fixed 
613-615 Homozygous Homozygous S205L Fixed 
784-786 Homozygous Homozygous N262H Fixed 
1,024-
1,026 Homozygous Homozygous H342Q Fixed 
1,126-
1,128 Homozygous Homozygous N376D Fixed 
Cyp6a16 2L: 5,620,615-5,623,762 1,503 
70-72 Homozygous Homozygous A24T Fixed 
568-570 Homozygous Homozygous N190S Fixed 
613-615 Homozygous Homozygous Q205R Fixed 
709-711 Homozygous Homozygous L237F Fixed 
994-996 Homozygous Homozygous G332A Fixed 
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Table 2.4 (cont.) 
Gene Gene location CDS length 
Allele 
Position 
Allelic variant (frequency) Amino 
acid 
change 
Fixation 91-C Zygosity 91-R Zygosity 
Cyp6a16 2L: 5,620,615-5,623,762 1,503 1,276-1,278 Homozygous Homozygous Y426H Fixed 
Cyp6a17 2R: 14,873,953-14,875,739 1,506 
235 A(0.79)/T(0.21) Heterozygous A (1.0) Homozygous S79T Unfixed 
262 C(0.71)/G(0.28) Heterozygous G (1.0) Homozygous L88V Unfixed 
442 A(0.39)/G(0.61) Heterozygous G (1.0) Homozygous I148V Unfixed 
480 A(0.77)/T(0.23) Heterozygous A (1.0) Homozygous S160R Unfixed 
481-482 A(0.78)/G(0.22) C(0.22)/G(0.78) Heterozygous 
A (1.0) 
G (1.0) Homozygous A161S Unfixed 
490 A(0.2)/G(0.8) Heterozygous G (1.0) Homozygous T164A Unfixed 
1,184 C(0.16)/T(0.84) Heterozygous T (1.0) Homozygous T395I Unfixed 
1,203 G(0.85)/T(0.15) Heterozygous G (1.0) Homozygous F401L Unfixed 
1,224 A(0.15)/C(0.85) Heterozygous C (1.0) Homozygous E408D Unfixed 
1,244-
1,245 
A(0.15)/T(0.85) 
A(0.85)/G(0.15) Heterozygous 
T (1.0) 
A (1.0) Homozygous K415I Unfixed 
Cyp6a18 3R: 27,478,675-27,482,904 1,524 
25 C (1.0) Homozygous A(0.45)/C(0.54) Heterozygous Q9K Unfixed 
490 A (1.0) Homozygous A(0.53)/C(0.47) Heterozygous N164H Unfixed 
790 G (1.0) Homozygous A(0.49)/G(0.51) Heterozygous E264K Unfixed 
1,022 G (1.0) Homozygous A(0.41)/G(0.59) Heterozygous G341E Unfixed 
1,288 C (1.0) Homozygous C(0.59)/G(0.41) Heterozygous P430A Unfixed 
1,454 C (1.0) Homozygous C(0.57)/T(0.43) Heterozygous T485I Unfixed 
1,508 A (1.0) Homozygous A(0.57)/C(0.43) Heterozygous K503T Unfixed 
Cyp6a19 2R: 14,877,786-14,879,752 1,512 
43-45 Homozygous Homozygous A15V Fixed 
1,174-
1,176 Homozygous Homozygous D392E Fixed 
Cyp6a21 2R: 14,885,264-14,886,947 1,516 
894 C(0.42)/G(0.58) Heterozygous C(0.63)/G(0.37) Heterozygous M298I Unfixed 
920 
921 
C(0.4)/G(0.60) 
A(0.6)/G(0.4) Heterozygous 
C(0.6)/G(0.4) 
A(0.4)/G(0.6) Heterozygous G307A Unfixed 
1,381-
1,383 T (1.0) Homozygous G(0.6)/T(0.4) Heterozygous I461S Unfixed 
1,402 C(0.68)/T(0.32) Heterozygous C(0.49)/T(0.51) Heterozygous N468K Unfixed 
1,405 
1,406 
1,407 
G(0.32)/T(0.68) 
A(0.68)/G(0.31) 
A(0.32)/G(0.68) 
Heterozygous 
G(0.51)/T(0.49) 
A(0.5)/G(0.5) 
A(0.5)/G(0.5) 
Heterozygous R469D Unfixed 
1,429 
1,430 
A(0.62)/G(0.38) 
A(0.38)/C(0.62) Heterozygous 
A(0.41)/G(0.59) 
A(0.59)/C(0.41) Heterozygous Q477K Unfixed 
Cyp6a22 2R: 14,871,366-14,873,705 1,500 1,453-1,455 Homozygous Homozygous N485H Fixed 
Cyp6a23 2R: 14,875,829-14,877,654 1,519 265 C(0.45)/G(0.55) Heterozygous G (1.0) Homozygous L89V Unfixed 
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Table 2.4 (cont.) 
Gene Gene location CDS length 
Allele 
Position 
Allelic variant (frequency) Amino 
acid 
change 
Fixation 91-C Zygosity 91-R Zygosity 
Cyp6a23 2R: 14,875,829-14,877,654 1,519 
445 A(0.53)/G(0.47) Heterozygous G (1.0) Homozygous I149V Unfixed 
493 
495 
A(0.84)/G(0.16) 
C(0.85)/T(0.15) Heterozygous 
A (1.0) 
C (1.0) Heterozygous A165T Unfixed 
496 
498 
A(0.85)/G(0.15) 
A(0.85)/G(0.15) Heterozygous 
A (1.0) 
A (1.0) Heterozygous A166T Unfixed 
500 A(0.53)/G(0.47) Heterozygous G (1.0) Homozygous D167G Unfixed 
520 A(0.85)/G(0.15) Heterozygous A (1.0) Homozygous V174I Unfixed 
796-798 Homozygous Homozygous E266K Fixed 
820-822 Homozygous Homozygous I274L Fixed 
1,135 
1,137 
C(0.66)/G(0.34) 
C(0.34)/G(0.66) Heterozygous 
C (1.0) 
G (1.0) Heterozygous D379Q Unfixed 
1,247 
1,248 
A(0.52)/T(0.48) 
A(0.5)/G(0.5) Heterozygous 
A (1.0) 
G (1.0) Heterozygous I416K Unfixed 
1,277 
1,278 
A(0.33)/C(0.67) 
A(0.33)/G(0.67) Heterozygous 
C (1.0) 
G (1.0) Heterozygous E426A Unfixed 
Cyp6a9 2R: 14,879,356-14,881,372 1,515 1,381-1,383 Homozygous Homozygous I461S Fixed 
Cyp6d2 2R: 22,652,573-22,654,530 1,539 28-30 Homozygous Homozygous F10I Fixed 31-33 Homozygous Homozygous V11A Fixed 
Cyp6d4 3R: 22,698,319-22,700,307 1,548 
37 T (1.0) Homozygous A(0.31)/T(0.69) Heterozygous S13T Unfixed 
488 T (1.0) Homozygous A(0.73)/T(0.26) Heterozygous L163Q Unfixed 
519 G (1.0) Homozygous A(0.73)/G(0.26) Heterozygous M173I Unfixed 
1,316 G (1.0) Homozygous A(0.71)/G(0.29) Heterozygous S439N Unfixed 
Cyp6t1 X: 21,517,434-21,519,218 1,590 
46-48 Homozygous Homozygous C16S Fixed 
1,234-
1,236 Homozygous Homozygous A412G Fixed 
Cyp6t3 2R: 12,190,682-12,192,436 1,506 
493-494 Homozygous Homozygous E165R Fixed 
781-783 Homozygous Homozygous D261E Fixed 
982-984 Homozygous Homozygous R328S Fixed 
Cyp6u1 2R: 6,971,996-6,975,026 1,467 754-756 Homozygous Homozygous L252E Fixed 
Cyp6v1 X: 20,657,122-20,661,425 1,563 328-330 Homozygous Homozygous M110K Fixed 
Cyp9b2 2R: 7,130,277-7,132,139 1,518 
849 A(0.18)/T(0.82) Heterozygous T (1.0) Homozygous K283N Unfixed 
856 A(0.2)/G(0.8) Heterozygous G (1.0) Homozygous K286E Unfixed 
864 A(0.78)/C(0.22) Heterozygous A (1.0) Homozygous N288K Unfixed 
949 A(0.84)/G(0.16) Heterozygous A (1.0) Homozygous A317T Unfixed 
Cyp9c1 2R: 24,631,063-24,632,923 1,569 238-240 Homozygous Homozygous D80N Fixed 886-888 Homozygous Homozygous A296T Fixed 
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Table 2.4 (cont.) 
Gene Gene location CDS length 
Allele 
Position 
Allelic variant (frequency) Amino 
acid 
change 
Fixation 91-C Zygosity 91-R Zygosity 
Cyp9c1 2R: 24,631,063-24,632,923 1,569 1,444-1,446 Homozygous Homozygous V482A Fixed 
Cyp9h1 2R: 12,840,813-12,842,558 1,557 
1,015-
1,017 Homozygous Homozygous S339T Fixed 
1,048-
1,050 Homozygous Homozygous I350L Fixed 
1,075-
1,077 Homozygous Homozygous Q359R Fixed 
Cyp12a5 3R: 19,132,648-19,134,704 1,612 
1,397 A(0.61)/T(0.39) Heterozygous A(0.45)/T(0.54) Heterozygous T466S Unfixed 
1,399 
1,401 
A(0.37)/C(0.63) 
A(0.63)/C(0.37) Heterozygous 
A(0.52)/C(0.48) 
A(0.48)/C(0.52) Heterozygous K467T Unfixed 
Cyp12b2 2R: 18,754,995-18,757,083 1,608 904-906 Homozygous Homozygous D302E Fixed 910-912 Homozygous Homozygous G304V Fixed 
Cyp12d1* 2R: 11,117,225-11,121,884 1,566 58-60 Homozygous Homozygous L20S Fixed 
Cyp12e1 3R: 10,434,789-10,436,704 1,569 667-669 Homozygous Homozygous K223N Fixed 
Cyp28a5 2L: 13,977,302-13,979,569 1,518 1,018-1,020 Homozygous Homozygous Q340H Fixed 
Cyp301a1 2R: 12,566,185-12,569,061 1,662 40-42 Homozygous Homozygous C14S Fixed 781-783 Homozygous Homozygous S261P Fixed 
Cyp302a1 3L: 4,062,292-4,064,551 1,470 
337-339 Homozygous Homozygous V113I Fixed 
754-756 Homozygous Homozygous S252G Fixed 
763-765 Homozygous Homozygous L255M Fixed 
979-981 Homozygous Homozygous K327R Fixed 
Cyp303a1 2L: 16,294,183-16,296,969 1,512 718-720 Homozygous Homozygous L240F Fixed 763-765 Homozygous Homozygous S255T Fixed 
Cyp304a1 3R: 12,963,791-12,965,923 1,533 
523-525 Homozygous Homozygous I175M Fixed 
796-798 Homozygous Homozygous T266A Fixed 
979-981 Homozygous Homozygous I327L Fixed 
Cyp307a1 3L: 5,590,083-5,592,571 1,632 
73 A (1.0) Homozygous A(0.84)/C(0.16) Heterozygous I25J Unfixed 
248 C (1.0) Homozygous C(0.78)/T(0.22) Heterozygous A83V Unfixed 
317 A (1.0) Homozygous A(0.75)/G(0.25) Heterozygous N106S Unfixed 
393 T (1.0) Homozygous A(0.32)/T(0.68) Heterozygous H131Q Unfixed 
608 A (1.0) Homozygous A(0.78)/C(0.22) Heterozygous H203P Unfixed 
1,078-
1,080 Homozygous Homozygous I360T Fixed 
1,087-
1,089 Homozygous Homozygous E363K Fixed 
Cyp308a1 X: 18,709,865-18,711,638 1,473 241-243 Homozygous Homozygous V81L Fixed 
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Table 2.4 (cont.) 
Gene Gene location CDS length 
Allele 
Position 
Allelic variant (frequency) Amino 
acid 
change 
Fixation 91-C Zygosity 91-R Zygosity 
Cyp308a1 X: 18,709,865-18,711,638 1,473 1,336-1,338 Homozygous Homozygous A446T Fixed 
Cyp309a1 2L: 2,562,483-2,564,830 1,521 
10-12 Homozygous Homozygous P4L Fixed 
223-225 Homozygous Homozygous A75T Fixed 
352-354 Homozygous Homozygous S118P Fixed 
670-672 Homozygous Homozygous T224S Fixed 
674-675 Homozygous Homozygous V225A Fixed 
1,162-
1,164 Homozygous Homozygous D388N Fixed 
1,276-
1,278 Homozygous Homozygous E426D Fixed 
Cyp309a2 2L: 2,564,886-2,573,037 1,617 
370-372 Homozygous Homozygous V124A Fixed 
398-390 Homozygous Homozygous G130S Fixed 
718-720 Homozygous Homozygous L240M Fixed 
742-744 Homozygous Homozygous Q248E Fixed 
952-954 Homozygous Homozygous Q318K Fixed 
1,111-
1,113 Homozygous Homozygous V371L Fixed 
1,117-
1,119 Homozygous Homozygous S373C Fixed 
1,255-
1,257 Homozygous Homozygous K419R Fixed 
Cyp310a1 2L: 18,651,058-18,653,010 1,479 
178-180 Homozygous Homozygous Q60H Fixed 
458-459 Homozygous Homozygous Q153L Fixed 
467-469 Homozygous Homozygous I157L Fixed 
481-483 Homozygous Homozygous L161V Fixed 
Cyp311a1 X: 12,029,754-12,031,465 1,452 
460-462 Homozygous Homozygous A154G Fixed 
469-471 Homozygous Homozygous G157R Fixed 
940-942 Homozygous Homozygous E314D Fixed 
1,237-
1,239 Homozygous Homozygous D413V Fixed 
1,354-
1,356 Homozygous Homozygous Q452M Fixed 
Cyp312a1 3L: 18,128,940-18,132,689 1,533 818 G (1.0) Homozygous A(0.43)/G(0.57) Heterozygous S273X Unfixed 
Cyp313a1 3R: 14,521,049-14,523,064 1,479 
364-366 Homozygous Homozygous D122H Fixed 
430-432 Homozygous Homozygous N144H Fixed 
1,012-
1,014 Homozygous Homozygous V338G Fixed 
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Table 2.4 (cont.) 
Gene Gene location CDS length 
Allele 
Position 
Allelic variant (frequency) Amino acid 
change Fixation 91-C Zygosity 91-R Zygosity 
Cyp313a2 3R: 12,234,980-12,236,904 1,483 
34-36 Homozygous Homozygous L12I Fixed 
739-741 Homozygous Homozygous N247S Fixed 
993 C (1.0) Homozygous C(0.61)/G(0.39) Heterozygous F331L Unfixed 
1,339 G (1.0) Homozygous A(0.69)/G(0.31) Heterozygous V447I Unfixed 
1,453-
1,455 GTC (1.0) Homozygous ACA (1.0) Homozygous V485T Fixed 
Cyp313a3 3R:12,237,138..12,239,266 1,479 
217 T (1.0) Homozygous G(0.25)/T(0.75) Heterozygous L73V Unfixed 
322-324 Homozygous Homozygous N108K Fixed 
655 
657 
T (1.0) 
C (1.0) Homozygous 
A(0.3)/T(0.7) 
C(0.7)/T(0.3) Heterozygous F219I Unfixed 
698 T (1.0) Homozygous C(0.74)/T(0.26) Heterozygous M233T Unfixed 
1,342-
1,344 Homozygous Homozygous S448T Fixed 
Cyp313a4 3R: 12,679,279-12,681,375 1,485 
166 T (1.0) Homozygous G(0.77)/T(0.23) Heterozygous S56A Unfixed 
1,391 G (1.0) Homozygous A(0.33)/G(0.67) Heterozygous R464K Unfixed 
1,465-
1,467 Homozygous Homozygous D489E Fixed 
Cyp313a5 3R: 12,232,794-12,234,684 1,464 
13-14 A (1.0) C (1.0) Homozygous 
A(0.57)/C(0.43) 
A(0.43)/C(0.57) Heterozygous T5Q Unfixed 
46 A (1.0) Homozygous A(0.58)/G(0.42) Heterozygous I16V Unfixed 
492 T (1.0) Homozygous G(0.41)/T(0.59) Heterozygous D164E Unfixed 
712 A (1.0) Homozygous A(0.38)/G(0.62) Heterozygous T238A Unfixed 
771 A (1.0) Homozygous A(0.42)/T(0.58) Heterozygous E257D Unfixed 
937 G (1.0) Homozygous A(0.62)/G(0.38) Heterozygous E313K Unfixed 
1,256 C (1.0) Homozygous C(0.63)/T(0.37) Heterozygous P419L Unfixed 
Cyp313b1 3R: 8,643,070-8,645,650 1,509 
136 C (1.0) Homozygous A(0.77)/C(0.23) Heterozygous Q46K Unfixed 
592-594 Homozygous Homozygous S198C Fixed 
694-696 Homozygous Homozygous S232R Fixed 
787 G (1.0) Homozygous G(0.76)/T(0.24) Heterozygous D263N Unfixed 
805 A (1.0) Homozygous A(0.76)/C(0.24) Heterozygous M269L Unfixed 
Cyp314a1 3L: 14,614,458-14,622,205 1,302 1,030 G (1.0) Homozygous A(0.34)/G(0.66) Heterozygous G344R Unfixed 
Cyp315a1 3R: 11,877,235-11,879,754 1,563 
991-993 Homozygous Homozygous I331L Fixed 
1,081-
1,083 Homozygous Homozygous S361P Fixed 
Cyp317a1 2R: 14,898,312-14,903,095 1,557 1,315-1,317 Homozygous Homozygous N439S Fixed 
* McDonnell et al. (2012) identified Cyp12d1 from 91-R revealed the retention of intron 3 with a GT-to-AT change in its 5' splice site that would create a  
  premature stop codon that would eliminate 339 amino acids from this protein. 
  ** Green shadings represent the amino acid changes that are located in SRS region and cyan represents the mutation that are located in “meander”-binding sequence.
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Table 2.5. Deletion/Insertion polymorphisms predicted to cause premature stop codons (protein truncations) in 91-C and 91-R. 
Gene Gene location 
CDS 
length 
(bp) 
Strain Allele Position Exon Ins/Del Zygosity 
Allelic variant 
(frequency) 
Type of 
mutation 
Introduce a 
premature 
stop codon 
Cyp6a2 2R: 6,779,749-6,781,491 1,520 91-C 1,340 Exon 2 Deletion Homozygous G (1.0) Frame shift Yes 
Cyp6a14 2R: 8,564,187-8,567,202  1,528 91-R 191-194 Exon 1 Deletion Homozygous AGGG (1.0) Frame shift Yes 
Cyp316a1 3L: 7,491,864-7,493,484  1,455 
91-C 
1,128 Exon 4 Insertion 
Homozygous G (1.0) Frame shift Yes 
91-R Heterozygous G(0.2)/gap(0.8) Frame shift Yes 
Cyp28d2 2L: 5,207,267-5,209,345  1,509 91-R 
696 
1,070-
1,077 
Exon 4 
Exon 5 Insertion Heterozygous 
G(0.2)/gap(0.8) 
TTTTAGAA(0.8)/ 
gap(0.2) 
Frame 
shift Yes 
Cyp4e1 2R: 8,447,451-8,449,745 1,597 91-C 468 Exon 3 Insertion Heterozygous C (0.2)/gap(0.8) Frame shift Yes 
Cyp4e2 2R: 8,444,560-8,447,164 1,581 91-C 343 Exon 3 Insertion Heterozygous T(0.56)/gap(044) Frame shift Yes 
Cyp12a4 3R: 19,135,158-19,137,136 1,612 91-C 958 Exon 3 Insertion Heterozygous A(0.13)/gap(0.87) 
Frame 
shift Yes 
Cyp9b1 2R: 7,127,838-7,129,808  1,518 91-C 716 Exon 3 Insertion Heterozygous C(0.14)/gap(0.86) Frame shift Yes 
Cyp4d8 3L: 7,493,557-7,496,179 1,398 91-C 654-655 Exon 2 Insertion Heterozygous GC(0.84)/gap(0.16) - No 657-660 GAAG(0.84)/gap(0.16) - No 
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CHAPTER 3 
Transcript variants and amino acid changes in MDR49 confer DDT resistance in 
transgenic Drosophila 
 
Abstract 
 The ATP-binding cassette (ABC) transporters represent a superfamily of proteins that 
have important physiological roles in both prokaryotes and eukaryotes. In insects, ABC 
transporters have previously been implicated in insecticide resistance. The 91-R strain of 
Drosophila melanogaster has been intensely selected with DDT over six decades. A recent 
selective sweeps analysis of 91-R implicated the potential role of MDR49, an ABC transporter, in 
DDT resistance; however, to date the details of how MDR49 may play a role in resistance have 
not been elucidated. In this study, I investigated the impact of structural changes and the 
transcript variants in MDR49 on DDT-resistance in 91-R, as compared to the DDT susceptible 
strain 91-C. I observed three amino acid differences in MDR49 when 91-R was compared with 
91-C, and only one isoform (MDR49B) was implicated in DDT resistance. A transgenic 
Drosophila strain containing the 91-R-MDR49B isoform had a significantly higher LD50 value as 
compared to the 91-C-MDR49B isoform at the early time points (6 h to 12 h) during DDT 
exposure. My data support the hypothesis that the MDR49B isoform, with three amino acid 
mutations, plays a role in the early aspects of DDT resistance in 91-R. 
 
Keywords: Drosophila melanogaster, multi-drug resistance, DDT resistance 
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Introduction 
 Post World War II, many agriculturally or medically important pests have been managed 
through the application of second-generation insecticides. This form of selection pressure has led 
to the evolution of pesticide resistance in many of the target insect populations (Gassmann et al. 
2009). Insecticide resistance is a valuable model for studying molecular evolution, as it is a well-
defined system of man-made selection using known insecticides (Barnola et al. 1971; Li et al. 
2007). One such insecticide is the neurotoxic organochlorine pesticide 4,4’-
dichlorodiphenyltrichloroethane (DDT), which affects the arthropod nervous system by 
interfering with normal nerve impulses. The insecticidal properties of DDT were discovered by 
Paul Müller in 1939 and, due to its widespread use and effectiveness, DDT went from being a 
panacea for insect control to being banned from use in most countries in the 1970s. Nevertheless, 
the use of DDT for vector control continues and may increase as insect-borne diseases expand 
(John 2004; Hemingway 2009). 
Resistance to DDT has been documented across many pest species along with non-target 
species, such as Drosophila melanogaster (Drosophila; Barnola et al. 1971; Hemingway 2009). 
DDT resistance in Drosophila has been used for the study of the evolution of insecticide 
resistance (Busvine 1957). Historically, two major mechanisms of DDT resistance in Drosophila 
have been reported. First, resistance has been associated with amino acid changes in the voltage-
gated sodium channel, resulting in channel insensitivity to DDT (Pittendrigh et al. 1997). 
Second, metabolic resistance to DDT has been observed in field populations of Drosophila 
(Pedra et al. 2004). Enhanced xenobiotic metabolism is an important form of resistance and is 
associated with alterations (or some cases structural changes) in the activities or levels of 
detoxification enzymes, such as cytochrome P450s, glutathione-S-transferases (GSTs), esterases 
or a combination of these activities (Le Goff et al. 2003; Amichot et al. 2004; Pedra et al. 2004; 
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Festucci-Buselli et al. 2005). Furthermore, proteomics-based profiling identified abundant 
proteins associated with DDT resistance in field- and laboratory-selected resistant Drosophila 
(Pedra et al. 2005). 
The DDT resistance phenotype in Drosophila is not uniform, resulting in varying levels 
of resistance observed across different Drosophila strains, and resistance can be generally 
categorized into low, medium and high levels as measured by lethal concentration 50 (LC50; Le 
Goff et al. 2003; Pedra et al. 2004; Festucci-Buselli et al. 2005). One pair of Drosophila strains, 
which are notably important for the study of the high level DDT resistance phenotype, are 91-R 
and its DDT susceptible counterpart 91-C. The two strains originated from a common population 
(Merrell and Underhill 1956; Merrell 1960; Merrell 1965). The laboratory-selected DDT 
resistance strain 91-R has been exposed to prolonged and periodic artificial selection with DDT 
for 60 years and has thus become highly resistant to DDT, whereas 91-C has not been exposed to 
DDT selection.  
In the 91-R strain, constitutive over-expression of Cyp12d1, Cyp6a2 and Cyp6g1 have 
been observed (Pedra et al. 2004; Giraudo et al. 2010; Qiu et al. 2013); however, a recent 
selective sweeps analysis between 91-R and 91-C demonstrated that thirteen major and three 
minor effect chromosome intervals, with reduced nucleotide diversity, were identified only in the 
91-R strain (Steele et al. 2015). Interestingly, of these thirteen major and three minor loci, the 
only cytochrome P450 observed was Cyp4g1, which is thought to be associated with the reduced 
cuticular penetration phenotype (Strycharz et al. 2013). Another gene, multidrug resistance 49 
(MDR49) was located in one of the other major effect chromosome intervals in the selective 
sweeps analysis. 
Multidrug resistance genes are known to code for ATP-binding Cassette (ABC) 
transporter proteins. ABC transporters are ATP-dependent efflux pumps belonging to extensive 
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family of transmembrane proteins. The ABC protein family is present in the cellular membrane 
in all organisms and mediates the efflux of a wide variety of substrates, including sugars, amino 
acids, lipids, and xenobiotics to the outside of the cell; and these transporters prevent the 
accumulation of harmful toxicants inside the cell (Dassa and Bouige 2001; Dean et al. 2001). 
ABC transporters are structurally characterized by four functional units: two highly conserved 
nucleotide-binding domains (NBDs), which are responsible for ATP-binding and hydrolysis, 
providing the energy for active transporting substrates across cellular membrane; and, two highly 
hydrophobic transmembrane domains (TMDs), which are involved in physical pathway for 
substrate translocation. Unlike the NBDs, TMDs vary in sequence, length and helix number 
(Linton 2007).  
Based on their sequence similarity, domain structures, and organization, ABC 
transporters can be subdivided into eight subfamilies, designated ABC-A to ABC-H. Insect ABC 
transporters have diverse functions that affect molting, metabolism, cuticle differentiation, and 
egg development (Dow and Davies 2006; Vache et al. 2007; Broehan et al. 2013). They are also 
thought to be associated with defense or resistance to plant defensive compounds and numerous 
insecticides by reducing toxic concentrations in tissues (Dermauw and Van Leeuwen 2014). 
Unlike the other subfamilies, the ABC-B, ABC-C, and ABC-G have been associated with drug 
resistance and detoxification in insect pests (Buss and Callaghan 2008; Dermauw and Van 
Leeuwen 2014). For example, involvement of ABC transporters in pyrethroid resistance has been 
reported in Helicoverpa armigera (Srinivas et al. 2005), Apis mellifera (Hawthorne and Dively 
2011) and Culex pipiens (Buss et al. 2002). 
ABC transporters have also been implicated in DDT resistance in Drosophila. The 
ABC-B subfamily multiple drug resistance (MDR) genes, MDR50, MDR65, as well as the ABC-
C subfamily multidrug resistance-associated protein gene, MRP1, are constitutively 
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overexpressed in the DDT-resistant 91-R strain when compared with the DDT-susceptible 
Canton-S strain. The ABC-B subfamily multiple drug resistance gene MDR49, however, was not 
overexpressed in DDT-resistant 91-R strain (Strycharz et al. 2010; Strycharz et al. 2013; Gellatly 
et al. 2015). Additionally, RNAi knockdown of MDR50, MDR65, and MRP1, using transgenic 
GAL4/UAS-RNAi flies, in conjunction with DDT bioassays, confirmed the potential role of 
these genes in DDT resistance/susceptibility. Interestingly, MDR49, which was implicated as a 
putative resistance locus in the selective sweeps analysis, was not over transcribed in 91-R versus 
the Canton-S strain (Strycharz et al. 2010; Gellatly et al. 2015). These combined observations 
lead us to test the hypothesis that MDR49 may play a role in DDT resistance through structural 
changes in the gene (and the resultant proteins) as opposed to increased levels of expression. 
In the present study, I focused on the ABC-B subfamily genes, MDR49, MDR50, and 
MDR65. Using RNA-Seq data, I compared open reading frames of all three genes and alternative 
splicing in MDR49. As MDR49 was the only MDR to be in a major effect chromosome interval 
in the selective sweeps analysis (Steele et al. 2015), I also created transgenic Drosophila 
containing both alternative splice forms of MDR49, with the respective amino acid differences 
between 91-R and 91-C, to determine if structural differences in MDR49 proteins, between 91-R 
and 91-C, may play a role in DDT resistance. 
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Materials and methods 
Drosophila melanogaster strains 
 DDT-resistant 91-R and DDT-susceptible 91-C strains were obtained from Dr. Ranjan 
Ganguly (University of Tennessee-Knoxville). Strains were reared on brown diet (Jazz-Mix 
Drosophila Food, Fischer Scientific, Cat. No. AS153) at 25 °C with 16:8 L:D in plastic bottles 
and transferred to new bottles about every three weeks. Populations of the 91-R and 91-C strains 
have been maintained in the Pittendrigh laboratory for over a dozen years and 91-R strain has 
been under continuous selection at DDT concentrations of 100 mg/ml. For the transgenic lines 
w1118 was used. 
 
Structure analysis of MDR proteins 
 Sequence similarity and analysis of protein-specific motifs were performed using BLAST 
programs on NCBI. Sequence alignments were performed with Clustal Omega (EMBL-
European Bioinformatics Institute, Cambridge, UK). The transmembrane domain and membrane 
topology was predicted with TOPCONS online software (http://topcons.cbr.su.se/; Bernsel et al. 
2009). 
 
Identification of alternatively spliced transcripts 
 All RNA-Seq databases from 91-R and 91-C were imported to the CLC genomic 
workbench 8.5 software according to the manufacture’s manual (CLC Bio, Aarhus, Denmark). 
The “Transcript Discovery” plug-in was used to predict alternative splicing transcripts and 
genes. My trimmed reads of each sample with three replications were mapped against MDR49, 
MDR50, and MDR65 Drosophila genome sequences extracted from Drosophila genome 
assembly release 6.07 (file dmel-all-chromosome-r6.07.fasta downloaded from Flybase.org) 
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including intergenic regions. The BAM files with mapped reads were deposited to NCBI Short 
Read Archive (SRA) with the accession number SRP068789. The matched reads for each 
transcript were visualized in the CLC interface. Each generated transcript was manually 
examined by comparing RNA-Seq reads with the Drosophila genomic sequence to identify 
alternatively spliced variants. 
 
Cloning of MDR49 from 91-R and 91-C strains for transgenic expression  
 Two MDR49 transcript isoforms were cloned and sequenced using total RNA from each 
of the two strains (91-R and 91-C). First-strand cDNA was synthesized by using Superscript™ 
III reverse transcriptase (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA) primed with oligo-d(T). Internal cDNA 
fragments of the MDR49A and MDR49B genes were amplified from the first-strand cDNA with a 
set of gene-specific primers for each strain. The amplified cDNA-specific products were purified 
using a PCR clean-up kit (Qiagen, Valencia, CA, USA) and directly sequenced using the gene-
specific primers for both ends to cover the full length. All sequences were assembled and 
compared by using Vector NTI (Invitrogen, CA). 
 
Transgenic expression of the two MDR49 transcript isoforms in Drosophila  
 The full-length MDR49A and MDR49B splice isoforms were amplified from the cDNA of 
both 91-R and 91-C strains using Phusion High-Fidelity DNA Polymerase (New England 
Biolabs, Ipswich, MA). The sequence-specific primer pairs were used (Table 3.1). The PCR 
products were purified using the QIAquick PCR Purification Kit (Qiagen, CA) and cloned into 
the pCR2.1 TOPO vector (Invitrogen, CA). Individual clone from both strains were purified with 
a QIAprep Miniprep kit (Qiagen, CA) and sequenced to locate the open reading frame and 
validate the correct amino acid sequences for MDR49A and MDR49B. After sequence analysis, 
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the selected clones for both MDR49 transcripts were sub cloned into the pUAST vector. The 
purified clones for both MDR49A and MDR49B were digested with the XbaI and KpnI restriction 
enzymes (New England Biolabs, Ipswich, MA) for MDR49A, and NotI and KpnI restriction 
enzymes (New England Biolabs) for MDR49B and ligated with pUAST vector, pre-digested with 
the same enzyme pair. The ligation mixes were transformed into One Shot® TOP10 Chemically 
Competent E. coli (Invitrogen, CA).  
 Transgenic flies were generated by the BestGene Inc (Chino Hills, CA) using the w1118 
strain. For the expression of the transgene MDR49A and B, ubiquitous driver strain 
(P{w[+mC]=GAL4-elav.L}2/CyO) was obtained from Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center 
(Bloomington, IL). This female ubiquitous driver strain was crossed with my male transgenic 
strains and selected F1 progeny that showed both GAL4-MDR49A and B by examining wing 
shape and eye color for mortality bioassay. 
 
Mortality bioassays 
 I used a previously described bioassay approach with some modifications (Gellatly et al. 
2015). Briefly, technical grade of DDT (Sigma-Aldrich, St Louis, MO, USA) was dissolved in 
acetone and serially diluted to appropriate concentrations and a 500 µl was transferred into a 20 
ml transparent glass vial. The vial containing DDT solution was horizontally rotated using a 
rolling wave rotator for 1 h under a fume hood until acetone is completely evaporated. Ten 
female flies (3-5 days old, mated) per biological replicate (3 total) were collected and directly 
transferred into a vial that was coated first with various concentrations of DDT. Treated vials 
were capped with cotton moistened with 1 mL of a 5% (w/v) sucrose solution. To determine 
diagnostic doses of DDT, flies were exposed to vials coated with a series of concentration of 
DDT, and mortality was determined after the flies were exposed for 6, 9, 12, 15, 18, 21, and 24 h 
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in the vials. Flies were considered dead when all movement and leg twitching had ceased. The 
median lethal dose (LD50) values and their 95% confidential limits (CLs) were determined by 
Probit analysis (POLOPC, LeOra Software, Berkeley, CA). Test for the hypotheses of equality 
(slopes and intercepts are not significantly different) was performed as described by Robertson et 
al. (2007). The maximum-log likelihood test was used to determine whether the resulting 
mortality curves from differently treated fly groups were statistically different (p<0.05). 
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Results 
Sequence differences in MDR49, MDR50, and MDR65 between the 91-R and 91-C strains 
 I compared the sequences of the MDR49, MDR50, and MDR65 genes between 91-R and 
91-C to determine non-silent mutations within the ORFs that may lead to potential amino acid 
replacement. Using the GenBank database, two different transcript variants were observed from 
the MDR49 gene, designated as MDR49A and MDR49B. Although the sequences of both 
transcript isoforms were completely identical, the first and part of the second exon were missed 
from MDR49A by alternative promoters, giving rise to MDR49B. Several SNPs were detected 
when 91-R was compared with 91-C. There were 39 SNPs observed when the MDR49A isoform 
from 91-R was compared with the MDR49A isoform from 91-C. Similarly, there were 37 SNPs 
observed when the MDR49B isoform from 91-R was compared with the MDR49B isoform from 
91-C. Most SNPs resulted in silent mutations, however, three SNPs resulted in non-silent 
mutations in both the MDR49A and B genes from 91-R when compared with 91-C.  
Thr374, Met388, and Glu666 in MDR49A protein from 91-C were replaced with Ile374, 
Leu388, and Asp666 from 91-R; Thr173, Met187, and Glu465 in MDR49B protein from 91-C 
was substitute with Ile173, Leu187, and Asp465 from 91-R (Fig. 3.1). MDR50 and MDR65 were 
also determined to have SNPs (4 and 17, respectively) when 91-R was compared with 91-C. 
These SNPs resulted in three non-silent mutations: Thr393, Ser881, and Val1012 in MDR50 
protein from 91-C was replaced with Ala393, Phe881, and Leu1012 in 91-R (Fig. 3.2); Lys277, 
Ile646, and Leu990 in MDR65 protein from 91-C was substituted with Arg277, Met646, and 
Pro990 in 91-R (Fig. 3.3). Interestingly, a total of three non-silent mutations were detected in 
each of the three MDR genes from the 91-R strain and each mutation was novel, suggesting that 
these residue changes likely cause structural alternation in these three MDR proteins from the 
DDT-resistant strain. 
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Prediction of structure for three MDR proteins 
 Using the NCBI CDS-Conserved-Domains-prediction-server, the structural features of 
each of the aforementioned MDR proteins were predicted, including the alternative splice forms 
for MDR49 (discussed further in the next section). The deduced amino acid sequences for each 
of the three MDR proteins had characteristic features of ABC transporters, including one 
cytoplasmic N-terminus nucleotide binding domain (NBD) and several conserved motifs 
(Walker A motif, Walker B motif, and C-motif; Fig. 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3). The two transcript 
variants of MDR49 showed atypical variations in their transmembrane domains (TMDs), which 
were different from each other. For the MDR49A variant, two TMDs at the C-terminus, both 
consisting of six transmembrane alpha-helix segments per TMD were predicted (Fig. 3.4A). For 
MDR49B variant, however, two TMDs at the C-terminus, one consisting of three transmembrane 
alpha-helix segments and the other consisting of six transmembrane alpha-helix segments were 
predicted (Fig. 3.4B). Typically, ABC transporters have six predicted membrane-spanning alpha-
helix segments per TMD, but the number of segments may vary in each TMD (Biemans-
Oldehinkel et al. 2006). The predicted proteins for both MDR50 and MDR65 displayed the more 
typical features of TMD structure, which consisted of six transmembrane alpha-helix segments 
per TMD, respectively (Fig. 3.5). 
The location of the three amino acid replacements in each of the three MDR proteins due 
to non-silent mutations found in 91-R are given in Fig. 3.4 and 3.5. T374I, M388L, and E666D 
for MDR49A; T173I, M187L, and E465D for MDR49B were predicted to be located on the 
intracellular loop between TMD 1 and TMD 2 for both MDR49A and MDR49B (Fig. 3.4A, B). 
For MDR50, T393A was located in the intracellular loop between TMD 1 and TMD 2 and 
S881F and V1012L were predicted to be in transmembrane segments 7 and 12, respectively (Fig. 
3.5A). For MDR65, K277R was predicted to be in the intracellular loop between transmembrane 
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segment 4 and 5 in TMD 1, I646M in the intracellular loop between TMD 1 and TMD 2, and 
L992P in the extracellular loop between transmembrane segment 11 and 12 in TMD 2 (Fig. 
3.5B). 
 
Identification of the alternatively spliced transcripts from MDR49, 50 and 65 
 Transcript discovery analysis was performed using RNA-Seq data in order to determine 
whether alternative splicing occurred in these three MDR genes when 91-R and 91-C were 
compared. A total average of 157,625,457 raw reads for 91-R and of 150,788,606 raw reads for 
91-C were obtained, respectively. The average of 3,186 reads for 91-R and of 4,081 reads for 91-
C were mapped to each MDR gene, respectively (Table 3.2). Two transcript isoforms had 
previously been reported in GenBank for MDR49 (transcripts A and B, Fig. 3.6). Interestingly, 
the current analysis of alternative spliced transcript for MDR49 indicated an additional splice 
variant in the 91-R strain. My analysis found an average of 145 reads, which matched the non-
coding RNA region of MDR49 and allowed the prediction of an additional exon (transcript N, 
Fig. 3.6B). No reads were found matching to this region in 91-C (Fig. 3.6A). I confirmed the 
presence of three transcript variants in 91-R and two transcript variants in 91-C. However, the 
newly found transcript N in 91-R led to a premature termination of translation. In terms of 
expression levels between the MDR49A and MDR49B transcripts, both transcripts were 
expressed at the same ratio between the 91-R and 91-C strains (χ2=4.626, df=2, P=0.099; Table 
3.3).  
Unlike MDR49, only one transcript variant was found and no differences in alternative 
splicing were observed for either MDR50 or 65 when 91-R was compared with 91-C. All reads 
clearly matched to the nine exons in MDR50 (Fig. 3.7) and to the twelve exons in MDR65 (Fig. 
3.8). 
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Effects of three mutations in MDR49A and B from 91-R on DDT resistance  
 As MDR49 was the only gene, of all the MDR genes in Drosophila, found to be 
associated with a major effect chromosome interval in the selective sweeps analysis (Steele et al. 
2015), four transgenic fly strains containing ORFs as follows: (1) MDR49A from 91-R (91-R-
MDR49A); (2) MDR49B from 91-R (91-R-MDR49B); (3) MDR49A from 91-C (91-C-MDR49A); 
and (4) MDR49B from 91-C (91-C-MDR49B), were generated to investigate this finding in more 
detail. 
The susceptibility of these transgenic strains following exposure to DDT is presented in 
Table 3.4. When mortality was evaluated at seven different time points (6, 9, 12, 15, 18, 21, and 
24 h post-treatment), the test evaluating the hypotheses of equality between the 91-R-MDR49A 
and 91-C-MDR49A determined that the regression lines were equal (Fig. 3.9). However, the test 
evaluating the hypotheses of equality between the 91-R-MDR49B and 91-C-MDR49B 
determined that regression lines were not equal (Fig. 3.10). Thus, the LD50 values for 91-R-
MDR49B were significantly larger than that from the 91-C-MDR49B after 6, 9, and 12 h 
following DDT treatment and yielded resistance ratio of 3.2, 3.0, and 2.1, respectively (Table 
3.4). There were no significant differences in LD50 values between two transgenic strains, 
however, after 12 h of DDT treatment and the test evaluating the hypotheses of equality between 
91-R-MDR49B and 91-C-MDR49B from 15 to 24 h of DDT treatment determined that the 
regression lines were equal (Fig. 3.10).  
My results support the hypotheses that the MDR49A isoform may not be involved in the 
DDT resistance phenotype; however, the MDR49B isoform may play a temporal role in DDT 
resistance at the early time points of DDT exposure. Furthermore, this finding implies that amino 
acid alternations in the protein coded for by the 91-R allele of the MDR49 gene may be 
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associated with potential resistance mechanisms, including regulating substrate binding affinity 
at the TMDs or with ATPase activity of the NBDs. 
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Discussion 
 To my knowledge, the present study represents the first paper demonstrating the 
combination of amino acid replacements and transcript variants of a Drosophila ABC transporter 
in DDT resistance. My data demonstrate that one of the two transcript forms, MDR49B, 
contributes to DDT resistance; however, the other isoform MDR49A does not, in spite of the fact 
that the resultant respective proteins both contain the same amino acid replacements. Transgenic 
over-transcription of either MDR49A or MDR49B obtained from 91-C did not result in changes 
in resistance levels to DDT, suggesting that over-transcription of MDR49 does not represent a 
mechanism by which MDR49 plays a role in resistance. These results are in line with previous 
work by Gellatly and coworkers, which demonstrated a direct relationship between expression 
levels of MDR50, MDR65 and MRP1 and DDT resistance whereas MDR49 was not over-
transcribed in 91-R (Gellatly et al. 2015). 
An additional observation from my RNA-Seq data was the occurrence of an alternative 
splice variant of MDR49 from 91-R. Comparing the additional transcript sequence of MDR49 
with the Drosophila genome revealed that the non-coding RNA region generated an optional 
exon region as a result of alternative splicing with premature stop codon. Thus, this alternative 
splice form is unlikely to play any role in the resistance phenotype. Nevertheless, it would be 
interesting to determine the potential impact of such intense selection pressure by an insecticide 
upon the prevalence of such “extra” alternative splice forms across the insect genome. One could 
speculate that the 91-R strain, under intense DDT selection pressure, acquired an additional 
transcript, including this optional exon from a non-coding RNA region. Additional research is 
necessary to confirm this hypothesis. However, the phenomenon of an extra alternative splice 
form originating from intronic sequence is not without precedent, as previous studies have 
demonstrated that alternative exons with high homology probably originated from exons that 
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were previously constitutively spliced in order to maintain the ancestral transcript as a major 
form, whereas alternative exons with low homology probably originated from exonization of 
intronic sequences (Kim et al. 2008). 
Nonetheless, previous studies characterized how alternative splicing of a voltage-gated 
sodium channel in mosquito contributed to insensitivity to pyrethroids, and feasibly indicated a 
role of splice variants in the pyrethroid resistance phenotype (He et al. 2012). The results from 
the present study imply that MDR49 may be associated with DDT resistance through a 
mechanism involving both alternative splicing and amino acid replacements in the protein. 
As MDR49 was the only MDR gene previously shown to be associated with a major 
effect chromosome interval in a selective sweep analysis (Steele et al. 2015), I tested the 
hypothesis that this gene was playing a direct role in DDT resistance through the use of DDT 
bioassays of transgenic Drosophila expressing the MDR49 isoforms from 91-R and 91-C. My 
results suggest that only the MDR49B transcript from 91-R is involved in DDT resistance and, 
importantly, significant mortality differences were observed only after DDT treatment for 6 h to 
12 h intervals while no significant difference was observed after 15-24 h DDT exposure. Thus, 
the data from this study revealed that structural alteration of the MDR49 gene provides partial 
protection from DDT toxicity and suggests that MDR49B could play a role during the initial 
phase of the detoxification process after DDT exposure. Interestingly, MDR proteins are known 
to translocate exogenous substrates to the outside of the cell using energy obtained from ATP 
hydrolysis by the ATPase activity associated with the NBDs (Higgins 1992). In human, two 
mutations in NBDs disrupt the catalytic activity, causing reduced ATP binding and hydrolysis 
(Frelet and Klein 2006). Thus, amino acid replacements near NBDs of MDR49B in 91-R could 
be directly involved in enhancing the transportation of exogenous substrates like DDT. 
Furthermore, the role of TMD is to recognize and mediate the passage of substrates across cell 
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membrane. The TMD conformational alteration within 91-R MDR49B could enhance the large 
diversity of substrate specificity and mediate substrate transport. 
Previously, Pedra et al. (2004) reported that the relative transcript expression of ABC 
transporter-like gene (CG9892) in the DDT-resistant 91-R strain was greater than in the DDT-
susceptible Canton-S strain using whole genome transcript profiles, suggesting a possible 
association between DDT resistance and ABC transporters (Pedra et al. 2004). Recently, Gellatly 
et al. (2015) also showed that the ABC-B subgroup (MDR50, MDR65) and the ABC-C subgroup 
(MRP1) were over-transcribed in 91-R when compared to Canton-S and using a UAS/RNAi 
approach showed that knockdown of these genes increased DDT susceptibility in the transgenic 
flies (Gellatly et al. 2015). Furthermore, the association of over transcription of ABC transporters 
with insecticide resistance has been confirmed in Lygus hesperus (Hull et al. 2014), Cimex 
lectularius (Zhu et al. 2013), and Myzus persicae (Silva et al. 2012). Nevertheless, my current 
findings would suggest that 91-R strains may use additional mechanisms allowing for DDT 
resistance besides over expression of ABC transporters. Indeed, the over expression of ABC 
transporters associated with resistance to insecticides at different time points has been previously 
reported in Anopheles stephensi (Epis et al. 2014). The relative expression of an ABC-B 
subfamily gene was highly upregulated at early time points following permethrin treatment and 
ABC-G4 was over transcribed at later time points. Also, Atsumi et al. (2012) demonstrated that a 
single amino acid replacement in the second extracellular loop in an ABC transporter gene 
causes resistance to the Bt toxin Cry1Ab in Bombyx mori (Atsumi et al. 2012). To date, however, 
ABC transporter mutations associated with resistance to insecticides have not been reported in 
Drosophila.  
In order to elucidate the actual effects of individual amino acid replacements on ABC 
transporter activity, a logical next step will be to focus on the heterologous expression of 
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MDR49 using cRNAs, containing these three mutations alone and in all combinations, injected 
into Xenopus laevis oocytes to improve my mechanistic understanding of this novel phase III 
xenobiotic metabolism reaction involved in DDT resistance in Drosophila. 
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Figure 3.1. Sequence alignment of putative amino acids deduced from the MDR49 proteins associated 
with the 91-C and 91-R strains. Three mutations that resulted in amino acid replacements, T374I, M388L, 
and E666D for MDR49A; T173I, M187L, and E465D for MDR49B were observed in 91-R when compared 
with 91-C. The NBDs were homologous in both strains and each NBD had seven highly conserved motifs 
(aromatic, Walker A, Q-loop, ABC signature, Walker B, D-loop, and H-loop), which appear in boxes.  
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 Figure 3.1 (cont.) 
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Figure 3.2. Sequence alignment of putative amino acids deduced of the MDR50 proteins from 91-C and 
91-R strain. Three mutations, T393A, S881F, and V1012L were observed between two strains. The NBDs 
are homologous for 91-C and 91-R strain and each NBD has seven highly conserved motifs. The conserved 
aromatic, Walker A, Q-loop, ABC signature, Walker B, D-loop, and H-loop are boxed. 
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Figure 3.3. Sequence alignments of the putative amino acids deduced from the MDR65 proteins from the 
91-C and 91-R strains. Three mutations that resulted in amino acid replacements, K277R, I646M, and 
L992P, were observed when the 91-R strain was compared with the 91-C strain. The NBDs were 
homologous for both strains and each NBD had seven highly conserved motifs (aromatic, Walker A, Q-
loop, ABC signature, Walker B, D-loop, and H-loop), which appear in boxes. 
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Figure 3.4. Schematic diagrams of the predicted structures of the MDR49 proteins, encompassing 
the T374I, M388L, and E666D for MDR49A; T173I, M187L and E465D for MDR49B amino acid 
replacement sites. (A) Twelve transmembrane segments in two transmembrane domains (TMD 1 
and TMD 2) were predicted in the MDR49A isoform. (B) Nine transmembrane segments were 
predicted in two TMDs in the MDR49B isoform. Amino acid replacements that may result in 
structural alterations are indicated by red dots. Blue letters represent 91-C; red letters represent 91-
R.  
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Figure 3.5. Schematic diagrams of the predicted structures of the MDR50 and MDR65 proteins, 
each encompassing twelve transmembrane segments in two TMDs. (A) The MDR50 protein shows 
the T393A, S881F, and V1012L amino acid replacement sites. (B) The MDR65 protein shows the 
K277R, I646M, and L992P sites. Amino acid replacements that may result in structural changes 
are indicated by red dots. Blue letters represent 91-C; red letters represent 91-R. 
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Figure 3.6. Prediction of MDR49 transcript variants. (A) Two transcript variants (transcripts A 
and B) were predicted from 91-C-MDR49. (B) Three transcript variants (transcripts A. B and N) 
were predicted from 91-R-MDR49. Optional exon (transcript N) was indicated by blue box from 
91-R-MDR49. Several reads uniquely matched to the non-coding RNA region. Black letters 
represent exonic region; red letters represent non-coding RNA region.  
ATAGATCGGACTTATTAACATCAATATGGTTTAAATATGATTGAAACAATTTATCACTATCGCGATTCCCAGACAATTTTAGGAAGCCACCTGAAAGTTTTTAAATAAATTAAATATCTCATGCCAGTGACGTGAACTTTTTTTGTGCGAATTTTACAATGTATTTA
bp
Transcript.A
Coverage
Transcript.N
MDR49
91#R
RNA5seq
reads
B
Transcript.B
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Figure 3.7. Prediction of the transcript variants in MDR50. (A) One transcript variant was 
predicted from 91-C-MDR50. (B) One transcript variant was predicted from 91-R-MDR50.  
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Figure 3.8. Prediction of the transcript variants in MDR65. (A) One transcript variant was 
predicted from 91-C-MDR65. (B) One transcript variant was predicted from 91-R-MDR65. 
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Figure 3.9. Dose-response curves for the transgenic strains, 91-C-MDR49A and 91-R-MDR49A. 
Log dose versus percent mortality response curves were determined at different time interval from 
6 to 24 h following contact exposure to DDT (µg/vial), respectively. No significant differences 
between the two transgenic strains were observed at any time interval after DDT treatment. 
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Figure 3.10. Dose-response curves for the transgenic strains, 91-C-MDR49B and 91-R-MDR49B. 
Log dose versus percent mortality response curves were determined at different time interval from 
6 to 24 h following contact exposure to DDT (µg/vial), respectively. Asterisks indicate statistically 
significant differences in the dose responses when the two transgenic strains were compared at 6, 
9, and 12 h after DDT treatment, as determined by the maximum-log likelihood ratio test (P<0.05). 
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Table 3.1. Cloning primers used in this study. 
 
  
 
  
Gene Sequence Remarks 
Dmel_MDR49A 
F: GCAGTATCGCCTCATAGACACAATGG 
For the cloning of full 
Dmel_MDR49 ORF 
R: TCACTCCAGTTCGCTGTGTTAG 
Dmel_MDR49B 
F: CCTCATAGACACAATGACCTTTGTG 
R: TCACTCCAGTTCGCTGTGTTAG 
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Table 3.2. Summary of RNA-Seq data from 91-R and 91-C. 
ND describes ‘not determined’. 
  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Strains Replicates Total reads Genes Coverages Mapped reads 
91-R 
 
R1 152,800,522 
MDR49A 
137.3 
3,270 
MDR49B 2,733 
MDR49N 3,142 
MDR50 92 2,385 
MDR65 80.3 1,499 
R2 152,219,476 
MDR49A 
159.1 
3,492 
MDR49B 3,263 
MDR49N ND 
MDR50 162.2 3,953 
MDR65 84.3 1,696 
 
R3 
 
167,856,374 
MDR49A 
189.7 
4,766 
MDR49B 3,802 
MDR49N 4,607 
MDR50 175.4 4,303 
MDR65 91.3 1,697 
91-C 
R1 154,166,490 
MDR49A 265.9 5,414 MDR49B 5,440 
MDR50 133.7 3,265 
MDR65 112.6 2,523 
R2 142,269,050 
MDR49A 203.9 4,563 MDR49B 4,031 
MDR50 176 4,097 
MDR65 98.9 2,234 
 
R3 
 
155,930,278 
MDR49A 224.9 5,652 MDR49B 4,564 
MDR50 208 5,006 
MDR65 117.5 2,178 
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Table 3.3. Comparison of expression level of MDR49A and MDR49B in 91-R and 91-C, based 
on RNA-Seq data. 
Gene Expression value
* ratio** p-value 91-R 91-C 
MDR49A 6.72 ± 0.13 8.01 ± 0.21 0.86 
P>0.05 MDR49B 6.67 ± 0.58 6.75 ± 0.32 0.99 
*Expression value was log2 transformed from raw read coverages. 
**Ratio was calculated as 91-R/91-C. 
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Table 3.4. Evaluation of DDT toxicity in two DDT-susceptible transgenic lines (91-C-MDR49A and 91-C-MDR49B) and two DDT-
resistant transgenic lines (91-R-MDR49A and 91-R-MDR49B) of Drosophila using a contact exposure to DDT (µg/vial). 
Strain LD50
 a (95% C.L.)b  χ2 (df) Slope ± SD RRc 6 h 9 h 12 h 6 h 9 h 12 h 6 h 9 h 12 h 
91-R-Mdr49A 833.9 (423.9-1,616.4) 
241.6 
(80.7-719.3) 
103.8 
(68-154.1) 18.43 
(2) 
17.14 
(2) 
0.03 
(2) 
1.4±0.1 1.1±0.1 1.4±0.1 1.0
d 
0.9e 
0.5f 
1.0g 91-C-Mdr49A 
971.2 
(509.9-1,777.9) 
489.1 
(164.6-2,251.5) 
105.9 
(58.6-180.3) 2.0±0.1 1.2±0.1 1.4±0.1 
91-R-Mdr49B 11,834.8
* 
(9,603-16,025) 
2,986.9* 
(1,188-5968.5) 
600.7* 
(408-996.6) 131.1 
(2) 
101.1 
(2) 
36.4 
(2) 
2.1±0.3 2.8±0.2 2.0±0.2 3.2e 
3.0f 
2.1g 91-C-Mdr49B 3,284.4
* 
(1,481-6,398.7) 
1,002.3* 
(438.7-2,192.1) 
299.9* 
(185.6-501.8) 2.6±0.2 2.7±0.2 3.0±0.3 
Strain LD50
a (95% C.L.)b χ2 (df) Slope ± SD RRc 15 h 18 h 21 h 24 h 15 h 18 h 21 h 24 h 15 h 18 h 21 h 24 h 
91-R-Mdr49A 39.8 (31.4-50.2) 
17.1 
(10.9-28.9) 
12.2 
(7.5-22.7) 
7.8 
(4.9-14.7) 1.86 
(2) 
5.1 
(2) 
3.84 
(2) 
9.54 
(2) 
1.7±0.1 2.4±0.2 2.7±0.2 2.6±0.2 1.2
h 
1.1i 
1.0j 
1.4k 91-C-Mdr49A 
32.3 
(12.1-81.7) 
15.1 
(11.8-19.6) 
11.9 
(8.4-17.9) 
5.7 
(5.0-6.6) 1.8±0.1 3.0±0.2 3.3±0.3 2.8±0.2 
91-R-Mdr49B 68.1 (40.5-115.1) 
46.2 
(40.1-53.2) 
35.9 
(21.1-58.6) 
18.6 
(11.9- 29.8) 3.34 
(2) 
5.19 
(2) 
1.66 
(2) 
5.18 
(2) 
2.8±0.2 3.2±0.3 3.1±0.3 3.7±0.4 1.2
h 
1.3i 
1.1j 
1.2k 91-C-Mdr49B 
56.8 
(37.2-86.2) 
36.7 
(32.1-42.1) 
29.9 
(18.4-48.4) 
17.9 
(11.4-28.7) 2.4±0.2 3.4±0.3 2.9±0.2 3.4±0.3 
   a Lethal Dose (ug/vial) that killed 50% of the flies. 
   b 95% Confidence limit. 
   c Resistance ratio = 91-R LD50/91-C LD50. 
   d Resistance ratio at 3 h DDT treatment. 
   e Resistance ratio at 6 h DDT treatment. 
   f Resistance ratio at 9 h DDT treatment. 
   g Resistance ratio at 12 h DDT treatment. 
   h Resistance ratio at 15 h DDT treatment. 
   i Resistance ratio at 18 h DDT treatment. 
   j Resistance ratio at 21 h DDT treatment. 
   k Resistance ratio at 24 h DDT treatment. 
* Log DDT dose versus mortality regressions of 91-R-MDR49A versus 91-C-MDR49A and 91-R-MDR49B versus 91-C-MDR49B flies were significantly different  
  using the maximum log-likelihood ratio test, respectively (P<0.05)
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CHAPTER 4 
Molecular basis of positive cross-resistance in the ABC transporter gene MDR49 in 
transgenic Drosophila 
 
Abstract 
 The ATP-binding cassette (ABC) transporter superfamily represents the largest known 
group of efflux pumps that translocate a variety of substrates across extra- and intra-cellular 
membranes. In insects, they have been shown to play a role in insecticide defense and resistance. 
For the 91-R and 91-C strains of Drosophila melanogaster, although they have a common origin, 
91-R has been intensely selected with DDT for over 60 years, while 91-C has received no DDT 
selection. While previous work on the MDR49 gene with 91-R and 91-C has implicated a 
potential role for DDT resistance to a transcript variant with three amino acid mutations, to date 
no studies have investigated the involvement of that gene for cross-resistance to other insecticide 
chemistries. Here, I studied such possible mechanisms against six conventional insecticides 
using transgenic D. melanogaster lines carrying different MDR49 transcript variants. Bioassay 
results indicated that the transgenic 91-R-MDR49A transcript variant Drosophila strain showed 
significantly high levels of cross-resistance to carbofuran (3.3-fold) and permethrin (4.14-fold) 
but did not show cross-resistance to abamectin, imidacloprid, methoxychlor, and prothiofos as 
compared to the 91-C-MDR49A strain. These results indicate that the MDR49A variant from 91-
R may be involved in positive cross-resistance to carbofuran and permethrin, while the MDR49B 
variant seems unlikely to play any role in cross-resistance despite a demonstrated role in DDT 
resistance. 
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Introduction 
 Insecticide resistance has been extensively studied as a widespread phenomenon in the 
variety of pest species. This phenomenon is defined as a population genetic response to natural 
or artificial selection pressure due to the presence of toxicants that impair pest control in the field 
(Brown 1959). Insecticide resistance processes can generally be divided into three phases. Phase 
I reactions consist of oxidation, hydrolysis, and reduction through the actions of cytochrome 
P450 (Feyereisen 1999). In phase II, these phase I products can undergo further conjugation 
reactions with endogenous molecules, including sugars, amino acids, and glutathione by 
enzymes such as glutathione-S-transferase (GSTs; Li et al. 2007). While several studies have 
shown that increased activity of P450s, GSTs, and esterases is a major mechanism of insecticide 
resistance in different insect species, (Feyereisen 1999; Pittendrigh et al. 1997; Vontas et al. 
2001) more recently, research has focused on ABC transporter genes, which play a role in phase 
III detoxification process. 
Cellular membrane-spanning proteins, known as ATP-binding cassette (ABC) 
transporters, actively translocate xenobiotic compounds across cellular membranes in both 
prokaryotes and eukaryotes (Higgins 1992). ABC-B subfamily transporters expressed by 
multiple drug resistance (MDR) genes efflux a wide array of different substrates including 
insecticides, amino-acids, sugars, lipids, and peptides to contain intracellular concentrations of 
harmful toxicants below cytotoxic levels (Buss and Callaghan 2008). Typical ABC transporters 
include two highly conserved nucleotide binding domains (NBDs) that bind and hydrolyze ATP 
to provide energy as well as two transmembrane spanning domains (TMDs) that form the ligand 
binding sites and provide specificity for diverse substrates (Rees et al. 2009).  
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The involvement of ABC transporters in insecticide-resistant phenotypes has been 
reported for many agricultural or medical insect species, such as Cimex lectularius, Pediculus 
humanus, and Lygus hesperus (Zhu et al. 2013; Lee et al. 2010; Hull et al. 2014). The 
overexpression of MDR genes has also been documented in the resistant-strain Drosophila and 
Tribolium castaneum species (Pedra et al. 2004; Broehan et al. 2013). Recently, Gellatly et al. 
(2015) showed that the expression of several ABC transporter genes of subgroups B (MDR50, 
MDR65) and C (MRP1) were overexpressed in response to DDT exposure in a DDT-resistant 91-
R strain of Drosophila as compared to the DDT-susceptible Canton-S strain. Moreover, work by 
Seong et al. (2016) suggests that amino acid changes in one protein isoform of MDR49 plays a 
temporal role in the DDT-resistance mechanism for the DDT-resistant 91-R strain in comparison 
to the DDT-susceptible 91-C strain.  
Although ABC subgroup B proteins are responsible for the multidrug resistance 
phenotypes in Drosophila and other insects, how or if the function of these MDR genes also 
confers cross-resistance to a wider range of insecticides remains unknown. In many cases, insect 
populations exhibiting high levels of resistance to specific insecticides have also shown 
relatively high resistance to other insecticides that have never been applied (Wilson and Cain 
1997). This phenomenon, called cross-resistance, describes how a resistance factor for one 
insecticide can also confer resistance to others. Miyo et al. (2000), for instance, demonstrated 
that genetic variations involved in DDT insensitivity across numerous Drosophila species also 
influenced resistance factors for organophosphate and pyrethroid insecticides.  
While Seong et al. (2016) reported that an MDR49B transcript variant plays a temporal role in 
DDT resistance, its mechanism of cross-resistance to other insecticides remains unclear. The aim 
of this study was to investigate the potential cross-resistance role of MDR49A and MDR49B 
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transcript variants, deriving from 91-R and 91-C strains, against a set of six commonly used 
insecticides.
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Materials and methods 
Drosophila melanogaster strains and insecticides 
 DDT-resistant 91-R and DDT-susceptible 91-C Drosophila strains were obtained from Dr. 
Ranjan Ganguly (University of Tennessee-Knoxville). All strains were reared on a brown diet 
(Jazz-Mix Drosophila Food, Fischer Scientific, Cat. No. AS153) at room temperature with 16:8 
L:D in plastic bottles, which were changed to new bottles approximately every two weeks. 
Populations of the 91-R and 91-C strains have been maintained in the Pittendrigh laboratory for 
over a dozen years, with the 91-R strain periodically selected by maintaining the flies in a DDT-
coated vial (10 mg/vial), and the susceptible 91-C with no exposure to insecticides. Bioassay for 
this study used six technical-grade insecticides representing different classes: abamectin, 
carbofuran, imidacloprid, methoxychlor, permethrin, and prothiofos (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, 
MO, USA).  
 
Generation of transgenic lines 
 I used the same transgenic fly strains as previously used by Seong et al. (2016). Four 
transgenic fly strains contained ORFs as follows: (1) MDR49A from 91-R (91-R-MDR49A); (2) 
MDR49B from 91-R (91-R-MDR49B); (3) MDR49A from 91-C (91-C-MDR49A); and (4) 
MDR49B from 91-C (91-C-MDR49B). The mortality bioassay used female progeny from the 
cross between the MDR49A and B-GAL4 males and female ubiquitous driver strain 
(P{w[+mC]=GAL4-elav.L}2/CyO) obtained from Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center 
(Bloomington, IL). 
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Bioassay with topical applications 
 Females from F1 transgenically expressing MDR49A and MDR49B from 91-R and 91-C 
were selected as the experimental group for the mortality bioassays. Insecticide toxicity for the 
four transgenic Drosophila strains was then assessed by topical applications using the procedure 
as follows. 
A stock solution for each insecticide was prepared and diluted in acetone to a series of 
concentrations suitable for bioassays. Subsequently, 0.2 µl was applied to the pronotum of five-
day-old females using a handheld microapplicator (Hamilton Co., Reno, NV, USA). Insecticide-
treated flies were transferred to vials capped with cotton plugs moistened with a 5% sucrose 
solution in distilled water. For each insecticide, five doses with thirty flies per dose were 
biologically repeated three times on different days. An acetone-only treatment was included in 
each replicate as a negative control.  
Mortality was assessed at 24 hours post-treatment. Flies were considered dead when all 
movement and leg twitching had ceased. Mortality rates were then analyzed by the Probit 
analysis (XLSTAT 2008, Addinsoft, USA). The 50% lethal dose (LD50), 95% confidence 
intervals, and slopes and intercepts for dose-response curves were generated to determine the 
dose of topically applied insecticide.  
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Results 
Effects of structural features in MDR49A and B from 91-R on susceptibility to six 
insecticides 
 Four transgenic fly strains containing ORFs with three mutations (T374I, M388L, and 
E666D for MDR49A; T173I, M187L, and E465D for MDR49B) were subjected to bioassays to 
investigate their susceptibility to six insecticides (abamectin, carbofuran, imidacloprid, 
methoxychlor, permethrin, and prothiofos). Resistance levels were calculated as the values of the 
LD50 for each insecticide (Table 4.1). 
While the LD50 values for four insecticides (abamectin, imidacloprid, methoxychlor, and 
prothiofos) were not significantly different between 91-R-MDR49A and 91-C-MDR49A, the LD50 
values for two (carbofuran and permethrin) differed significantly. LD50 for permethrin was 5.8 
(4.67-7.54, 95% C.L.) ng per individual for 91-R-MDR49A compared to 1.4 (1.01-1.83, 95% 
C.L.) ng per individual for 91-C-MDR49A, with a resistance ratio of 4.1. LD50 for carbofuran 
was 1.88 (1.61-2.23, 95% C.L.) ng per individual for 91-R-MDR49A compared to 0.57 (0.41-
0.73, 95% C.L.) ng per individual for 91-C-MDR49A, with a resistance ratio of 3.3 (Table 4.1).  
Similarly, regression lines were not statistically different for the mortality responses in 
91-R-MDR49A and 91-C-MDR49A for the same four insecticides (abamectin, imidacloprid, 
methoxychlor, and prothiofos; Fig. 4.1C-F), in contrast to the mortality responses of 91-R-
MDR49A to both permethrin and carbofuran in comparison to 91-C-MDR49A (permethrin, F = 
3.875, d.f. = 2, P < 0.05; carbofuran, F = 4.954, d.f. = 2, P < 0.05, respectively; Fig. 4.1A and B).  
In contrast, LD50 values for 91-R-MDR49B and 91-C-MDR49B for all six insecticides 
were not significantly different (Table 4.1). Probit line parallelism analysis showed that the 91-
R-MDR49B and 91-C-MDR49B had equal slopes for all six insecticides (Fig. 4.1A-F). This 
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suggests that the susceptibility composition of the two transgenic strains was similar for the 
compounds tested. 
 
Cross-resistance in the MDR49 transgenic strains 
 Compared to 91-C-MDR49A, the 91-R-MDR49A strain exhibited cross-resistance to 
permethrin (4.14-fold) and carbofuran (3.3-fold; Table 4.1), but not abamectin (0.93-fold), 
imidacloprid (0.83-fold), methoxychlor (1.43-fold), or prothiofos (1.14-fold; Table 4.1). 
Moreover, while 91-R-MDR49B previously associated with DDT resistance during initial 
detoxification processes for Drosophila (Seong et al. 2016), here it showed no cross-resistance 
against abamectin (0.91-fold), carbofuran (1.24-fold), imidacloprid (0.87-fold), methoxychlor 
(0.75-fold), permethrin (1.27-fold), or prothiofos (1.2-fold) in comparison with 91-C-MDR49B 
(Table 4.1). These results indicate that the MDR49A variant from 91-R may be involved in 
positive cross-resistance to permethrin and carbofuran, while the MDR49B variant seems 
unlikely to play any role in cross-resistance despite its demonstrated role in DDT resistance. 
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Discussion 
 Several recent studies have shown that ABC transporters contribute to insecticide 
resistance by reducing toxic concentrations in several insect species (Buss and Callaghan 2008). 
Despite extensive research into this resistance mechanism, the role of ABC transporters in cross-
resistance has remained under-investigated. To the best of my knowledge, the present study is 
the first to report specific transcript variant of MDR49, an ABC transporter, that confers positive 
cross-resistance to multiple insecticides.  The findings strongly indicate that the MDR49A 
transcript variant contributes to cross-resistance in permethrin (a pyrethroid-class insecticide) 
and carbofuran (a carbamate-class insecticide), while the MDR49B transcript variant does not, 
despite a documented role in the initial defense of DDT toxicity (Seong et al. 2016). This finding 
provides a staging ground for better understanding the molecular mechanisms involved in 
positive cross-resistances from the ABC transporter MDR49 specifically, if not those 
mechanisms generally. 
The MDR49 gene was associated with a major effect chromosome interval in a previous 
selective sweep analysis and through the use of pesticide bioassays with transgenic Drosophila, 
previous work has demonstrated that only the MDR49B transcript variant from 91-R played a 
role in DDT resistance (Seong et al. 2016; Steele et al. 2015). The 91-R strain carries three amino 
acid mutations (T374I, M388L, and E666D for MDR49A; T173I, M187L, and E465D for 
MDR49B) in the intracellular loop between two transmembranes for both the MDR49A and B 
protein variants (Fig. 4.2; Seong et al. 2016). Thus, one or a combination of the three amino acid 
mutations from MDR49A in 91-R could be directly involved in enhancing the translocation of 
xenobiotics like permethrin across cellular membranes. Similarly, the significantly larger LD50 
value for 91-R-MDR49A for carbofuran, along with the unequal slopes between 91-R-MDR49A 
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and 91-C-MDR49A for carbofuran, suggest that structural modifications of the MDR49A protein 
variant in the 91-R strain could likewise be involved in the resistance mechanism against 
carbamate-class insecticides. For example, the three amino acid replacements near NBDs of 
MDR49 in 91-R could activate ATP hydrolysis via ATPase activity and thus actively efflux 
multiple substrates from cells (Fig. 4.2).  
Previous work by Seong et al (2016). characterized different structural features in the 
transmembrane domains of MDR49A and MDR49B. While the MDR49A protein isoform 
exhibited six transmembrane α-helix segments per domain, the MDR49B protein isoform 
exhibited only three for one domain and six for the other domain. Since transmembrane domains 
form ligand binding sites and provide specificity for substrates, this observed variation may 
afford unique specificity to structurally unrelated insecticides like DDT, permethrin, and 
carbofuran with respect to extracellular translocation (Fig. 4.2). Also, the transport cycle for each 
MDR49 transcript variant may differentially bind specific substrates to a high-affinity pocket 
formed by the transmembrane domains and thus translocate its substrates across cell membranes 
as well. Additional experiments are needed to clarify this. 
From the evidence of the differential resistances exhibited by MDR49A and MDR49B 
noted above, this suggests both that point mutations near NBDs are involved in the overall 
molecular basis of insecticide resistance in MDR49 and that the structural differences between 
MDR49A and MDR49B modulate differential resistances to specific classes of insecticides.  
To date, few studies have characterized ABC transporter involvement in insecticide 
cross-resistance. This study indicates that cross-resistance to DDT, permethrin, and carbofuran 
could be mediated by two structurally differing MDR49 transcript variants. To my knowledge, 
this represents the first documented case of ABC transporter transcript variants providing a basis 
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for positive cross-resistance to different classes of insecticides, and thus serves as a staging 
ground for future and ongoing work on cross-resistance mechanisms by ABC transporters 
(Dermauw and Van Leeuwen 2014).  
Enhanced activities by ABC transporters conferring pyrethroid and carbamate insecticide 
resistance have been previously documented in Anopheles arabiensis, Cimex lectularius, and 
Myzus. Persicae (Lee SH et al. 2010; Matowo et al. 2014; Silva et al. 2012). Recently, Gellatly 
et al.14 identified differential expression patterns of the ABC-B subgroup (MDR50, MDR65) and 
the ABC-C subgroup (MRP1) in the DDT-resistant Drosophila 91-R and DDT-susceptible 
Canton-S strains, suggesting that constitutive overexpression of these genes is a key factor in 
DDT resistance (Gellatly et al. 2015). Indeed, the overexpression of ABC transporters associated 
with resistance to insecticides at different time points has been previously reported for Anopheles 
stephensi (Epis et al. 2014). Recent transcriptome studies also have shown that four ABC 
transporters were overexpressed in pyrethroid-resistant bedbug strains compared to pyrethroid-
susceptible strains (Zhu et al. 2013). This contrasts interestingly with MDR49, given that it is not 
over transcribed in 91-R as compared to 91-C for Drosophila(Gellatly et al. 2015; Seong et al. 
2016).  
For insects, differential expression patterns of P450 and GST genes typically are 
important metabolic systems associated with cross-resistance against several insecticides. For 
example, up-regulations of P450 and GST genes have been identified in Drosophila and 
Anopheles gambiae as having a role in insecticide resistance (Pedra et al. 2004; Müller et al. 
2008). ABC transporters in particular are also known to play an important role in cross-
resistance for several classes of xenobiotics in other organisms; the ivermectin-resistant 
Caenorhabditis elegans strains, for instance, displayed a multidrug-resistant phenotype with 
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cross-resistance to moxidectin, levamisole, and pyrantel (James and Davey 2009). This provides 
evidence that ABC transporters have a role in cross-resistance against several biocides. 
Similarly, bacterium (e.g., Lactococcus lactis) grown in the presence of toxicants like ethidium 
bromide, rhodamine, and daunomycin resulted in strains that exhibited resistance to multiple 
structurally and functionally unrelated chemicals, suggesting that the cross-resistance could be 
due at least partly to active translocation of the toxicants (Bolhuis et al. 1994). Recently, 
Leprohon et al. (2011) suggested that that ABC-B4 subgroup (MDR1) overexpression may be 
involved in cross-resistance to miltefosine, an alkylphosphocholine drug able to affect 
daunomycin-resistant strains of the Leishmania tropica parasite.  
In conclusion, there are a few studies that shows the ABC transporter involvement in 
cross-resistance to a variety of insecticides in insects. This study indicates that cross-resistance to 
carbofuran, DDT, and permethrin could be mediated by two different MDR49 transcript variants 
that differ in their structural features. To my knowledge this represents the first documented case 
of transcript variants in an ABC transporter being the basis for positive cross-resistance to 
different classes of insecticides. 
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Figure 4.1. Probit dose-response curves of the transgenic strains expression 91-C-MDR49A, 91-
C-MDR49B, 91-R-MDR49A, or 91-R-MDR49B to six insecticides (A-F). Asterisks indicate 
statistically significant differences in the dose responses between 91-R-MDR49 and 91-C-MDR49 
after insecticide treatments. 
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Figure 4.1. (cont.) 
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Figure 4.2. Models of a MDR49 for processes involved in the resistance to insecticides. (A) 
Typical structure of a MDR49A variant for 91-C containing two transmembrane domains (TMD; 
purple). Each TMD contains six transmembrane segments. (B) Atypical structure of a MDR49B 
variant for 91-C containing two TMDs. One displays only three transmembrane segments and the 
other displays six transmembrane segments. Both MDR49A and B variant from 91-C were not 
involved in resistance to any insecticides. (C) Typical structure of a MDR49A variant for 91-R 
containing two TMDs. Each TMD contains six transmembrane segments. (D) Atypical structure 
of a MDR49B variant for 91-R containing two TMDs. One TMD displays only three 
transmembrane segments and the other displays six transmembrane segments. Three amino acid 
mutations (red dots) were found intracellular loop near the nucleotide binding domains from 91-
R. MDR49A variant for 91-R translocate permethrin and carbofuran across cellular membrane, 
whereas MDR49B for 91-R translocate DDT across cellular membrane. 
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Table 4.1. Resistance levels to six insecticides in the 91-R transgenic strains compared with the 
91-C transgenic strains of Drosophila.  
Insecticide Strain Slope (SE) χ2  P-value LD50 (ng/fly; 95% CLa) 
LD50 
ratiob 
Abamectin 
91-R-MDR49A 1.19 (0.15) 64.83  0.0001 4,328.9 (3,390.14-5,885.43) 0.93 91-C-MDR49A 1.24 (0.16) 68.66 0.0001 4,665.13 (3,671.11-6,325.47) 
91-R-MDR49B 1.02 (0.15) 48.01 0.0001 5,405.46 (4,019.19-8,220.54) 0.91 91-C-MDR49B 0.99 (0.15) 45.65 0.0001 5,912.41 (4,329.46-9,337.25) 
Carbofuran 
91-R-MDR49A 2.01 (0.18) 154.86 0.0001 1.88 (1.61-2.23) 3.3* 91-C-MDR49A 1.26 (0.16) 67.79 0.0001 0.57 (0.41-0.73) 
91-R-MDR49B 2.09 (0.18) 170.91 0.0001 1.36 (1.17-1.58) 1.24 91-C-MDR49B 1.75 (0.17) 128.33 0.0001 1.1 (0.93-1.31) 
Imidacloprid 
91-R-MDR49A 1.93 (0.17) 149.6 0.0001 10.08 (8.62-11.81) 0.183 91-C-MDR49A 1.99 (0.18) 157.02 0.0001 12.17 (10.45-14.27) 
91-R-MDR49B 1.82 (0.17) 136.77 0.0001 9.04 (7.65-10.65) 0.87 91-C-MDR49B 2.17 (0.18) 180.09 0.0001 10.41 (9.03-12.03) 
Methoxychlor 
91-R-MDR49A 2.09 (0.18) 167.71 0.0001 45.77 (39.53-53.31) 1.43 91-C-MDR49A 1.83 (0.17) 138.63 0.0001 31.94 (26.98-37.58) 
91-R-MDR49B 2.15 (0.18) 173.44 0.0001 51.98 (45-60.66) 0.75 91-C-MDR49B 2.18 (0.19) 165.88 0.0001 69.14 (59.58-81.8) 
Permethrin 
91-R-MDR49A 1.29 (0.13) 108.43 0.0001 5.8 (4.67-7.54) 4.14* 91-C-MDR49A 0.99 (0.12) 71.77 0.0001 1.4 (1.01-1.83) 
91-R-MDR49B 2.75 (0.19) 347.53 0.0001 9.64 (8.57-10.83) 1.27 91-C-MDR49B 2.70 (0.19) 339.01 0.0001 7.61 (6.76-8.57) 
Prothiofos 
91-R-MDR49A 2.54 (0.20) 224.73 0.0001 1.49 (1.31-1.69) 1.14 91-C-MDR49A 2.56 (0.19) 226.89 0.0001 1.31 (1.15-1.49) 
91-R-MDR49B 2.56 (0.20) 226.02 0.0001 1.43 (1.25-1.62) 1.02 91-C-MDR49B 2.40 (0.19) 208.31 0.0001 1.4 (1.23-1.60) 
a CL represents the confidence level. 
b The LD50 of 91-R divided by LD50 of 91-C. 
* An asterisk indicates resistance level is statistically higher in 91-R transgenic strain as compared to 91-C transgenic 
strain at 95% significance level. 
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CHAPTER 5 
CONCLUSIONS 
 In this dissertation, the role of adaptive genetic variation in response to prolonged DDT 
selective pressure was investigated by comparing two Drosophila strains, 91-R and 91-C, 
through a comparative genomic and transcriptomic analysis as well as development of transgenic 
fly lines expressing a resistant and susceptible allele.  
Multigenerational DDT selection altered gene expressions for encoding signal 
transduction pathways, cell survival, and neurological function. These findings suggest that DDT 
selection may impact (possibly even act directly upon) protein-protein interaction complexes 
associated with neuronal networks. Alternatively, adaptive changes in differentially expressed 
genes may have a cascade effect, leading to influences on global gene expression. In light of a 
new framework for measuring the effect of DDT selection acting on cis-regulatory elements (e.g. 
for higher transcriptional activity), selection pressure on cis-regulatory motif is shown to mediate 
gene regulation. These results demonstrate that genetic variants affecting transcription factor 
binding sites occurred in the presence of DDT selection pressure. 
Additionally, genotypic diversity has been identified from phase I detoxification gene 
P450 in response to constant DDT selection. Specifically, a number of amino acid changes 
within or adjacent to functional motifs of P450 have been observed, suggesting that substrate 
selectivity and catalytic activity against DDT may be affected. One finding of particular interest 
in this regard was that some homozygous insertions and deletions introducing premature 
termination codons were found from particular P450 genes. These premature terminations and 
subsequently truncated proteins would likely lead to loss-of-function but without proving critical 
for endogenous functions, suggesting that prolonged DDT selection pressure can impact genomic 
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regions of detoxification genes. In the process of this analysis, I also identified some cytochrome 
P450 genes that may not be essential for Drosophila survival, at least within the context of 
laboratory conditions.  
In addition to genotypic variation, phenotypic variation—defined as the capacity of 
genotype variations to produce different phenotypes—has also occurred in response to decades- 
DDT selection. Results from this study suggest that transmembrane domain variations and amino 
acid substitutions of MDR49 during the phase III detoxification reaction might affect 
conformational switches for selecting and translocating their substrates. These results imply that 
structural changes of this gene contributed to a DDT resistance phenotype and that it is also 
involved in positive cross-resistance to different classes of insecticides in Drosophila.  
In summary, this work demonstrates that prolonged DDT selection results in a diversity 
of fundamental genomic changes to xenobiotic responsive pathways and to genes associated with 
evolutionarily conserved mechanisms and pathways that associate to signal transduction, cell 
survival, and neurological functions. The findings suggest future directions of inquiry not only 
for more effectively overcoming the increasing DDT resistance in insect species still under 
control by this pesticide but also for developing potentially new strategies or mechanisms of 
control in newly synthesized pesticides. 
 
